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SUBJECT:

Paradise Sewer Project Feasibility Report & Recommendation

COUNCIL ACTION REQUESTED:
1. Acknowledge and accept Bennett Engineering’s Town of Paradise Sewer Project,
Alternatives Analysis and Feasibility Report: Determining a Preferred Option for
Implementation.
2. Concur with staff recommendation to:
a. Select the Direct Connection to the City of Chico Water Pollution Control Plant
alternative as the preferred alternative
b. Commence efforts with the City of Chico to determine with certainty if they are
willing to negotiate a regional connection
c. Defer Special Assessment District Formation until adequate funding has been
secured for construction of the selected alternative.
d. Engage state and federal representatives on project need and alternative grant
funding options
e. Secure additional grant funding for preliminary design and environmental studies
Purpose:
The purpose of this Council item is to formally accept the Alternatives Analysis and Feasibility
Report, completed by Bennett Engineering. The study recommends taking the next steps
toward construction of a viable wastewater treatment method enabling us to treat our effluent in
a manner that allows us to remain a charming mountain community with a small town feel while
ensuring our economic future and the future of our businesses. Treating our wastewater also
allows for a better economy while protecting the groundwater.
Background:
Since its incorporation in 1979, the Town of Paradise has sought a formal wastewater treatment
solution for various zones and boundaries, all of which primarily focused on commercial and
densely populated residential areas – the portions of Paradise most vulnerable to groundwater
degradation and economic stagnation due to sewer limitations.
Professional studies from industry experts in every decade since 1980 have been completed
and all essentially come to the same conclusion: The Town of Paradise is running out of time. It
is inevitable that the continual degradation of groundwater quality and exceedance of soil
capacities to absorb and treat high volumes of wastewater will require action on behalf of the
Town and its constituents.
The need to develop a sustainable wastewater solution for the core Paradise areas, along
Skyway, Pearson and Clark Roads can be summarized in the following three reasons:
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1. The Economy:
A town cannot survive when businesses close, and new businesses are precluded
from operating due to septic issues and failures.
2. The Environment:
All septic systems fail eventually, and when they do they cause harm to the
surrounding environment and ground water.
3. The Community:
As a bedroom community, Paradise needs good restaurants, shops and small
businesses for our community to thrive, and without a sewer, it is difficult to maintain
and attract these types of businesses in Town.
On April 12, 2016, Paradise Town Council awarded a contract to Bennett Engineering to
analyze the Town’s wastewater challenge and to draft an Alternatives Analysis and Feasibility
Report. The report would analyze several options as detailed below, including a no project
option and recommend the most feasible solution and next steps. The Town was fortunate to
have been awarded a grant from the State Water Resources Control Board, funded through
Proposition 1, the Water Quality, Supply, and Infrastructure Improvement Act of 2014, in order
to pay for the feasibility report.
Executive Summary:
Alternatives in this study were analyzed to address sewer service reliability problems and select
the best alternative for the Town to carry forward to district formation, preliminary design, and
environmental documentation. Although many alternatives have been previously studied and
estimated for cost, this study eliminated non-viable options and brought complete solutions
together for evaluation on an equal basis. All alternatives that provide sewer service must be a
“complete project.”
A complete project has been defined by the project team as a project that provides for
collection, treatment, and disposal in addition to being permit-able, construct-able, and
financially and operationally feasible.
The five options studied and analyzed under this report:
A. Localized Wastewater Treatment Plant with Effluent Land Application. Local sewer
collection system for service area. Acquire land with adequate area for secondary level
treatment plant and land application area to comply with Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB) Waste Discharge Requirements (WDR).
B. Localized Wastewater Treatment Plant with Surface Water Discharge Location. Local
sewer collection system for service area. Acquire land with adequate area for a tertiary
level treatment plant and location for effluent discharge to creek. Will require a RWQCB
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit.
C. Regional Connection to the City of Chico Water Pollution Control Plant. Local sewer
collection system for service area. Acquire right of way for regional pipeline and
connection to the City of Chico WPCP. Requires regional agreement with the City of
Chico and appropriate connection fee.
D. Wastewater Treatment with Beneficial Reuse. Local sewer collection system for service
area. Acquire land with adequate area for a tertiary level treatment. Treated effluent
connected to reclaimed water system for distribution and re-use via irrigation. Excess
reclaimed water would be taken to a land application area for irrigation.
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E. No Project. No collection system or treatment plant. The Town continues to function on
septic systems and accept the environmental and economic risks.
Some of the additional efforts included in this study that prior studies did not include were public
outreach and engagement and a socioeconomic study to assess both the beneficial economic
aspects of building a major infrastructure project and the negative economic aspects of the “No
Project” Option. The socio-economic study projected benefits to the Town and region that
included 161 added jobs, additional $12.8 million in sales and output to the region in all sectors,
regional long-term impact of $68 million in private and public investment, and $56 million
increase in the property tax base. The study also predicted a 5 to 13 percent property value
increase for parcels within the sewer district.
The restrictions that continue under the “No Project” Option have a broader effect beyond
individual businesses. They burden the overall local economy’s ability to grow and diversify, as
well as limit resiliency of businesses during any sustained economic downturn. Business
districts thrive and survive based on the diversity of its members and the goods and services
provided. It is the collection of businesses, more than the sum of the individual ones, that draws
customers to shop in a particular business district as opposed to other places (for example,
Chico). Retail shoppers who come to the district may choose to purchase additional items from
that of their original intended visit. There will be less incentive for potential customers to choose
to visit the business district if the diversity of business offerings continues to shrink.
According to recent figures, on Skyway alone, 122 septic systems have failed in the last years
or are predicted to fail in the next 10 years. Some systems can be replaced with batch systems
or septic tanks with filter treatment systems at high individual cost; but only so long as adequate
land area for leach field of the system effluent is available. Businesses without this option must
operate a holding tank to be pumped on a regular basis and hauled to a septage receiving
facility. Commercial property owners that cannot afford these options will likely have businesses
fail as they cannot be re-sold without a viable sewer system. This is the fate for many of the
businesses in the main corridors of the Town as systems fail.
The top two options which have emerged as a result of this study:
Two options emerged from the feasibility study and option analysis process with the highest
scores: Regional Connection to the Chico WPCP and Localized Wastewater Treatment Plant
with Beneficial Reuse. The Localized Treatment Plant had the lowest capital cost of the options
at $64 million, while a Regional Project was estimated to cost $83 million.
However, the Regional Project had the lowest Net Present Cost over the 80 year life cycle and
was chosen as the recommended option due to life cycle cost, environmental impacts, public
impacts, and long term operational burden.
While the feasibility study identified the best long term solution for the Town, it did not identify an
adequate source of grant funding to make the project economically feasible for the rate payers.
The funding burden of the preferred options would require significant tax assessments,
individual loans for equipment and connections, higher than average fees for operations and
State Revolving Fund low interest loan payback.
In order to move forward with the Regional Connection to Chico WPCP, a memorandum of
understanding will need to be worked through with the City of Chico Council. A significant
source of additional grant funding will need to be identified to support the project beyond the
maximum $8 million allowed through the State Water Resources Control Board’s (SWRCB’s)
SRF Program.
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Since the issuance of the Draft Feasibility Report in February the scoring and ranking of the
Local Wastewater Treatment with Beneficial Reuse option has increased. The site for this option
has not been fully explored, however, several potential opportunities exist in the event in which
the preferred alternative is unable to proceed.
It is the recommendation of this study that the direct connection to the City of Chico be pursued
via negotiations with the City of Chico to achieve a memorandum of understanding and
discussions with state and federal representatives progress to identify additional funding on the
order of 70 to 75 percent of the project cost.
Staff Analysis and Recommendation:
With the completion of the latest feasibility study, many themes can be used to summarize the
public’s reception of the project and the Town’s persistent efforts to keep the community
informed of the impacts of action, and inaction.
1. Cost. The cost of any project is always the top concern for the implementing agency and
specifically how these costs affect the constituents which the projects aim to serve. As
outlined in the executive summary, the price of a wastewater solution is not cheap. It is
the opinion of staff that the current funding climate for project’s such as the Town’s is not
built to support projects of this magnitude and type. Meaning, most published
opportunities are written to support funding expansions and technology improvements –
not building a wastewater treatment plant from laying the first foot of pipe to the last
effluent diffuser to a receiving water body. This is why the Town remains certain that this
project will move forward only with the support of our elected officials in Sacramento and
Washington DC. While the environmental benefits of the project are many, the primary
driver of a wastewater solution is achieving economic potential through improvements of
community quality of life services. However, the Town cannot force a project upon the
community for purely economic benefits and in the same action overly burden them with
payments they cannot afford. As a result, pertaining to cost, staff recommends only
proceeding with a future project for construction when supplemental grant funds
have been secured, putting wastewater fees on residential and commercial
properties which are in the same range as comparable communities with
established treatment plants built when 75% grant funds were available for their
construction.
2. Growth. What makes Paradise unique is the ability for the Town to keep it’s small-town
feel with beautiful recreational amenities, a safe, close knit community and keeping our
quality of life the best kept secret in Butte County. With the development of this feasibility
study, many residents expressed similar concerns for cost as the potential change in
Paradise’s community character. In contrast, the Town continues to hear from local
business owners, developers and residents that a sewer project is needed – now. Their
desire for a project is not to make Paradise the next Chico, Roseville, or Sacramento.
Moreover, they have either been directly impacted by a failed septic system with no
alternatives for replacement or they see opportunities to make Paradise a better place to
live. Not through the construction of high rise apartment complexes, but through the
salon adding a few more chairs, our local brewery finding the right site to open a
restaurant, or simply providing long-term security to their home’s property value. Should
a project move forward, regardless of treatment method, a drastic change or
growth in Paradise is not expected.
3. History. At several workshops through the development of this feasibility study, it was
expressed as a reminder to those who opposed a sewer project in the early 1990s that
many things have changed – but the need for a wastewater treatment solution has not. A
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mostly funded project was cancelled and the supporting Council was recalled. Since this
time, costs and environmental regulations have disproportionately increased to
unprecedented levels for wastewater collection, treatment and dispersal. Inaction
remains an unpredictable option. While the Town has successfully avoided any “cease
and desist” orders from the State for groundwater and stream degradation, this may not
be sustainable with an ever-changing regulatory climate. A cease and desist order from
the State may have many variations, including but not limited to, a forced action to a
treatment alternative with little financial support to do so. Examples of this can be found
throughout the State, mostly where groundwater and associated groundwater quality
directly impacts drinking water supply – conversely to the Town’s surface water provided
through Paradise Irrigation District.
With the feasibility study analysis performed by Bennett Engineering fully complete, staff
is recommending Council to take action – to select an alternative, secure environmental
review, right-of-way, and design grant funding while deferring district formation services
until adequate construction grants can be secured.
Staff concurs with Bennett Engineering’s recommendation to formally select Direct
Connection to the City of Chico Water Pollution Control Plant as the best path to move
forward at this time. This option presents the best leverage of economies to scale,
reduces the long term capital, operations and maintenance costs, and has the least
environmental impact.
With this decision made, the Town will be able to definitively solicit support for “a project” – one
that is beyond the feasibility study phase and has community support (at a subsidized cost).
To move forward, staff recommends the following next steps:
1. Select the Direct Connection to the City of Chico Water Pollution Control Plant
alternative as the preferred alternative
2. Commence efforts with the City of Chico to determine with certainty if they are willing to
negotiate a regional connection
3. Defer Special Assessment District Formation until adequate funding has been secured
for construction of the selected alternative.
4. Engage state and federal representatives on project need and alternative grant funding
options
5. Secure additional grant funding for preliminary design and environmental studies
With the preparation of the Environmental Impact Report, the project will need to review subalternatives within the project, such as pipe alignments and pump station locations, as needed,
to determine the project design which has the least environmental impact needing mitigation.
Regardless of the alternative selected, the Town of Paradise community can rest assured that a
project will not advance to construction until adequate grants and other funding sources can be
secured. In the meantime, staff and Council should remain committed to seeking 100% funding
for a project. Expectations, however, should be near 70-75% grant funded.
Finally, should the Town be able to secure any maximum amount of grant funding, the
community must also rest assured that the process will come to a vote of the people.
This vote would be strictly limited to those within the proposed district boundary and
must be voluntarily passed in every project scenario.
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In summary, the Council is being asked to:
1. Acknowledge and accept Bennett Engineering’s Town of Paradise Sewer Project,
Alternatives Analysis and Feasibility Report: Determining a Preferred Option for
Implementation.
2. Concur with staff’s recommendation to:
a. Select the Direct Connection to the City of Chico Water Pollution Control Plant
alternative as the preferred alternative
b. Commence efforts with the City of Chico to determine with certainty if they are
willing to negotiate a regional connection
c. Defer Special Assessment District Formation until adequate funding has been
secured for construction of the selected alternative.
d. Engage state and federal representatives on project need and alternative grant
funding options
e. Secure additional grant funding for preliminary design and environmental studies
Financial Impact:
With the recommended actions, there are no new financial impacts to the Town of Paradise.
One hundred percent of all costs associated with the feasibility report preparation are
recoverable through the SWRCB grant obtained in 2016. Moving forward, staff plans to continue
to utilize this grant to coordinate with the City of Chico on next steps and continue to seek
additional funding with our Sacramento and Washington DC legislators to begin the design and
environmental review phase.
Attachments:
1. Town of Paradise Final Sewer Project, Alternatives Analysis and Feasibility Report:
Determining a Preferred Option for Implementation, dated June 21, 2017
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Executive Summary
Since its incorporation in 1979, the Town of Paradise has sought a
formal wastewater treatment solution for various zones and boundaries,
all of which primarily focused on commercial and densely populated
residential areas – the portions of Paradise most vulnerable to
groundwater degradation and economic stagnation due sewer limitations.
Professional studies from industry experts in every decade since 1980
have been completed and all essentially come to the same conclusion:
The Town of Paradise is running out of time. It is inevitable that the
continual degradation of groundwater quality and exceedance of soil
capacities to absorb and treat high volumes of wastewater will require
action on behalf of the Town and its constituents.
According to recent figures, on Skyway
alone, 122 septic systems have failed or
are predicted to fail in the next 10 years.
Some systems can be replaced with batch
systems or septic tanks with filter treatment

According to recent figures, on Skyway
alone, 122 septic systems have failed or are
predicted to fail in the next 10 years.

systems at high individual cost; but only so long as adequate land area
for leachfield of the system effluent is available. Businesses without this
option must operate a holding tank to be pumped on a regular basis and
hauled to a septage receiving facility. Commercial property owners that
cannot afford these options will likely have businesses fail as they cannot
be re-sold without a viable sewer system. This is the fate for many of the
businesses in the main corridors of the Town as systems fail.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Options are available for failed systems but they come at a significant
cost and disruption of service. Another limitation for the town is that
additional multi-family housing cannot be developed as current onsite septic restrictions will not allow the development density due
to wastewater flows. The current on-site policies used to protect
groundwater quality and public health have contributed to the stagnation
of population and economic growth in
the Town. A wastewater collection and
treatment system could alleviate these
limitations for the Town.

The current on-site policies used to protect
groundwater quality and public health have
contributed to the stagnation of population
and economic growth in the Town. A
wastewater collection and treatment system
could alleviate these limitations for the Town.

This Feasibility Study marks the 7th study
to assess the problem, review prior work,
and develop alternatives. Alternatives in
this study were analyzed to address sewer
service reliability problems and select
the best alternative for the Town to carry forward to district formation,
preliminary design, and environmental documentation. Although many
alternatives have been previously studied and estimated for cost, this
study eliminated non-viable options and brought complete solutions
together for evaluation on an equal basis.
All alternatives that provide sewer service must be a “complete project.”
A complete project has been defined by the project team as a project
that provides for collection, treatment, and disposal in addition to being
permit-able, construct-able, and financially and operationally feasible.
The five options are as follows:

A. Localized Wastewater Treatment Plant with Effluent Land
Application. Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire
land with adequate area for secondary level treatment plant and land
application area to comply with Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB) Waste Discharge Requirements (WDR).
B. Localized Wastewater Treatment Plant with Surface Water Discharge
Location. Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire land
with adequate area for a tertiary level treatment plant and location
for effluent discharge to creek. Will require a RWQCB National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit.
C. Regional Connection to the City of Chico Water Pollution Control
Plant. Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire rightof-way for regional pipeline and connection to the City of Chico
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WPCP. Requires regional agreement with the City of Chico and
appropriate connection fee.
D. Wastewater Treatment with Beneficial Reuse. Local sewer collection
system for service area. Acquire land with adequate area for a
tertiary level treatment. Treated effluent connected to reclaimed
water system for distribution and re-use via irrigation. Excess
reclaimed water would be taken to a land application area for
irrigation.
E. No Project. No collection system or treatment plant. The
Town continues to function on septic systems and accept the
environmental and economic risks.
Some of the additional efforts included in this study that prior studies
did not include were public outreach and engagement and a socioeconomic study to assess both the beneficial economic aspects of
building a major infrastructure project and the negative economic
aspects of the No Project Option. The socio-economic study projected
benefits to the Town and region that included 161 added jobs, additional
$12.8 million in sales and output to the region in all sectors, regional
long term impact of $68 million in
private and public investment, and
$56 million increase in the property
tax base. The study also predicted
a 5 to 13 percent property value
increase for parcels within the
sewer district.

The socio-economic study projected benefits to the
Town and region that included 161 added jobs,
additional $12.8 million in sales and output to the
region in all sectors, regional long term impact of
$68 million in private and public investment, and
$56 million increase in the property tax base.

The restrictions that continue
under the No Project Option have
a broader effect beyond individual businesses. They burden the overall
local economy’s ability to grow and diversify, as well as limit resiliency of
businesses during any sustained economic downturn. Business districts
thrive and survive based on the diversity of its members and the goods
and services provided. It is the collection of businesses, more than the
sum of the individual ones, that draws customers to shop in a particular
business district as opposed to other places (for example, Chico). Retail
shoppers who come to the district may choose to purchase additional
items from that of their original intended visit. There will be less
incentive for potential customers to choose to visit the business district
if the diversity of business offerings continues to shrink.
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The project team implemented a public outreach strategy that engaged
both small groups and the public at large. The project team engaged a
Project Stakeholder Group (PSG) to gather feedback through the study
process and assist in the development of alternative selection criteria
and weighting for preferred option selection. Public meetings were also
held throughout the study to inform stakeholders and gather feedback
for the project team. The Draft Sewer Project Feasibility Report was
issued for public comment at the end of February 2017. A presentation
outlining the main points of the study was given at a special City Council
meeting on February 28, 2017 and questions and comments were
addressed. Written public comments were provided to the project team
via letters, comment cards, e-mails, and notes. An open public workshop
for questions and answers related to the Draft Feasibilty Report was held
on March 22, 2017. A collection of comment responses are attached as
appendix to this Final Report and the entire public feedback process led
to some changes between the Draft and Final Reports.
Two options emerged from the feasibility study and option analysis
process with the highest scores: Regional Connection to the Chico WPCP
and Localized Wastewater Treatment Plant with Beneficial Reuse. The
Localized Treatment Plant had the lowest capital cost of the options at
$64 million, while a Regional Project was estimated to cost $83 million.
However, the Regional Project had the lowest Net Present Cost over the
80 year life cycle and was chosen as the recommended option due to
life cycle cost, environmental impacts, public impacts, and long term
operational burden.
The draft allocation of available grant, State Revolving Fund (SRF) loan,
and property tax assessment yielded preliminary rates that are higher
than adjacent and similar sewer agencies. This is primarily due to a
difference in what the other agency rates are actually paying for. Most
sewer rates are paying for operations and maintenance and some level
of SRF loan or capital fund for system expansions, recent wastewater
treatment plant (WWTP) upgrades, and re-investment. But almost no
other agency we compare rates to is currently paying back the cost of
building an entire collection system, major conveyance, and treatment
plant. That being said, it is clear that the cost is significant and will be
a considerable burden to the residents and business owners within the
sewer service area. The project team believes additional grant funds will
need to be identified in order to form an assessment district and move
forward with a vote.
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While the feasibility study identified the best long term solution for the
Town, it did not identify an adequate source of grant funding to make
the project economically feasible for the rate payers. The funding burden
of the preferred options would require significant tax assessments,
individual loans for equipment and connections, higher than average
fees for operations and State Revolving Fund low interest loan payback.
In order to move forward with Option C – Regional Connection to Chico
WPCP, a memorandum of understanding will need to be worked through
with the City of Chico Council. A significant source of additional grant
funding will need to be identified to support the project beyond the
maximum $8 million allowed through the State Water Resources Control
Board’s (SWRCB’s) SRF Program.
Since the issuance of the Draft Feasibility Report in February the scoring
and ranking of the Local Wastewater Treatment with Beneficial Reuse
option has increased. The site for this option has not been fully explored,
however, several potential opportunities exist in the event in which the
preferred alternative is unable to proceed.
It is the recommendation of this study that Option C be pursued
via negotiations with the City of Chico to achieve a memorandum of
understanding and discussions with state and federal representatives
progress to identify additional funding on the order of 70 to 75 percent
of the project cost.

PROJECT NEXT STEPS
1.

Town council endorsement of preferred option(s)

2.

Negotiation for memorandum of understanding with the City of
Chico
Obtain additional grant funding for preliminary design and
environmental documentation

3.
4.

Obtain commitments for additional grant funding for design and
construction

5.

Assessment District formation and vote

6.

Secure loans and Assessment (Bond Sale)

7.

Final design and right-of-way acquisition

8.

Project construction and start-up
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Background and Problem
Statement
The need for a centralized wastewater treatment solution in Paradise
may be the single most studied, unfunded capital project in Butte
County. A Town of over 26,000 residents with high groundwater, poor
soil percolation and limited land, cannot continue to rely on individual
septic tanks and leach fields indefinitely—at least not in all sections
of the Town. Since its incorporation in 1979, the Town of Paradise has
sought a formal wastewater treatment solution for various zones and
boundaries, all of which primarily focused on commercial and densely
populated residential areas—the portions of Paradise most vulnerable
to groundwater degradation and potential economic stagnation. In every
decade since 1980, professional studies from industry experts have been
completed and all essentially come to the same conclusion: The Town
of Paradise is running out of time. It is inevitable that the continual
degradation of groundwater quality and exceedance of soil capacities
to absorb and treat high volumes of wastewater will require action on
behalf of the Town and its constituents. Prior studies have recommended
plans and policies which have been implemented and provide benefit to
defer collection and centralized treatment Town-wide, but for the densely
populated residential and commercial corridors in Paradise, time is of
the essence.
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Figure 1.1 – Downtown Paradise Commercial Core Septic System Failures

According to recent figures, 27 septic systems have already failed on
Skyway alone, with 39 systems predicted to fail in five years and 56
systems predicted to fail in the next ten years. A depiction of the Town’s
commercial core septic system failures is shown in Figure 1.1.
The lack of a sewer system has a twofold impact—both are very
important local and regional drivers. The first is an impact on the area’s
economy and the second is on the environment.
If the economy in Paradise suffers, the regional economy suffers as well.
Regional economic hubs, like the City of Chico, depend upon profitable
local economies to be successful.
Even in a healthy economy, many of
the businesses in Paradise cannot
afford the high cost of septic
system repairs or replacement.
Continual operation of septic systems and leach fields impose inherent
limitations on businesses that affect their ability to make a profit or
create jobs. The creation of jobs provides regional cash flow and the
potential for a better quality of life for area residents.

If the economy in Paradise suffers,
the regional economy suffers as well.
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Residential properties within the proposed service area also suffer due
to the lack of sewer. Many residential parcels in the densely populated
and commercial areas of Town are constrained by small size (and lack
of sufficient area for additional leach fields), and high ground water.
With the construction of a sewer, currently constrained parcels could
be developed into multi-family housing or low income/fixed income
housing. As a recipient of a HOME Grant from California State Housing
and Community Development, the Town of Paradise is required to offer a
certain number of low income housing units that it is currently unable to
meet due to septic constraints. Development of low income multi-family
housing made possible by a sewer could help the Town comply with these
regulations.
The lack of a viable sewer infrastructure to serve the commercial and
densely populated residential areas is not only a detriment to the
local and regional economy, but also poses an environmental threat to
groundwater and surface water, both
precious regional resources. The
practice of collecting wastewater and
processing through individual septic
tanks and leach fields has a direct
impact to water resources. The same
limitations which restrict economic
development, also protect groundwater
resources. The Town of Paradise has
proven that successful monitoring
and enforcement can prevent blatant and negligent groundwater
contamination, yet environmental risk for discharging the wastewater
of over 26,000 people within 18.3 square miles of land remains highly
disconcerting. Efforts to reduce this risk to local groundwater through
identification and collection of the most concentrated wastewater flows
must be explored.

The lack of a viable sewer infrastructure to
serve the commercial and densely populated
residential areas is not only a detriment to the
local and regional economy, but also poses
an environmental threat to groundwater and
surface water, both precious regional resources.

The decision to finance and build a collection and treatment system has
been deferred several times due to concerns over costs and the necessary
political will to implement a project. The effect of this inaction is
significant. Many businesses are dealing with failing septic systems with
inadequate leach field capacity and they lack the land area to correct
the situation. The only remaining individual remedy available to them is
sewage holding tanks that need to be pumped out regularly or expensive,
engineered, on-site batch treatment systems that produce a higher
quality effluent to the leach fields but still require adequate land area for
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Figure 1.2 – Town of Paradise and City of Chico Population Change Since 1970
(Source U.S. Census, retrieved June 4, 2015. 2015 Estimated)

dispersal. For some, neither of these options are viable and subsequently
the property becomes abandoned—literally destroying the economic
future of the Town.

The lack of economic
growth tied to the lack
of a sewer system may
have contributed to the
stagnant population
and a distressingly
stagnant economy.

The Town of Paradise’s challenges with sewer collection and treatment
are not unique. Many small to medium size communities have
endeavored to plan, finance, design, construct, and operate wastewater
systems where none had existed before. Motives for such projects
varied between communities, including mandates due to groundwater
degradation. Through review of these projects, it is clear that improving
groundwater quality and increasing the water supply are two key
objectives of the State of California. Both of these goals are attainable
through a wastewater collection, treatment, and dispersal solution which
fits the needs of the Town of Paradise.

A LOOK BACK
Over the past four decades—even before the Town’s incorporation (1979)
—the effects of wastewater from the Town’s onsite septic systems have
been studied as to their impacts on local streams. Many of the studies
identified the Town’s commercial areas and associated onsite septic
systems would cause severe limitations and negatively affect streams due
to the commercial area concentration and volume. Several independent
studies and reports have supported these claims and set the foundation
for current and ongoing wastewater treatment and disposal solutions
considered in this report.
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HISTORICAL STUDIES
A common theme in many of the previous studies is the prediction of
future population as it relates to future sewer flows. The benefit of 30
years of hindsight shows that all of the previous reports significantly
overestimate population in the future, Figure 1.2. The current population
of the Town is 26,476 which is equivalent to the population in 2000.
The lack of economic growth tied to the lack of a sewer system may
have contributed to the stagnant population and a distressingly stagnant
economy.
Study No. 1: 1983 Wastewater Management Study Phase 1 Report and
Supplementary
The 1983 study focused on groundwater quality and potential
degradation due to septic systems and leach fields. The study monitored
shallow wells for fecal coliforms and Nitrate. The study evaluated
performance of the majority of septic systems as adequate and that
through proper inspection and maintenance, the existing systems
could continue to function. It was recommended that only the Middle
and Upper Honey Run and Lower Skyway basins pursue a centralized
wastewater collection and treatment at that time.
Discussion of bacteriological samples in the lower Skyway Basin yielded
this conclusion:

“...high septic system density has resulted in wastewater
application rates which appear to have exceeded the assimilative
capacity of the soil mantle and have caused water quality
degradation and potential public health hazards.”

The study concluded
that the Town
should start planning
for collection and
treatment in the
commercial areas via
clustered treatment
systems. It was felt that
the clustered concept
would eventually give
way to a centralized
system for the Town as
growth demanded.

The report predicted the population of the Town to reach 29,000 by
1992 and 35,000 by 2002. Wastewater flow projections for the sewer
service area arrived at 1.68 mgd for Average Dry Weather Flow (ADWF)
and 4.2 mgd for Peak Wet Weather Flow (PWWF).
The supplementary study’s intent was to document the need for
centralized wastewater management facilities. This was accomplished by
bacteriological study of surface water samples near the central Skyway
area. Samples were tested for fecal coliforms, fecal streptococcus, and
total coliforms. The result of the supplementary study was that a serious
pollution problem did not exist in most of the streams of the central
Skyway area. The study recommended implementation/continuation of
the sewer ordinance mandated in 1984 to limit loading rate of leach
fields in high density areas to 900 gal/acre-day.
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The sample sites should likely be revisited and re-sampled to compare
to the prior study to identify if there has been further water quality
degradation in the last 30-plus years.
The study concluded that the Town should start planning for collection
and treatment in the commercial areas via clustered treatment systems.
It was felt that the clustered concept would eventually give way to
a centralized system for the Town as growth demanded. The shortterm recommendation also suggested the development of an on-site
wastewater management district (septic tank and leach field monitoring
program), which was soon implemented by the Town.

The report proposed
paying for the
$17.8 million capital
cost with property
assessment and
connection fees of
$1,500 per user
initially. Monthly
rates were estimated at
$30 per month with
60 percent going to
debt service and 40
percent paying for
system operations and
maintenance costs.

Study No. 2: 1985 Wastewater Management Plan Phase II Report
Objectives of this study included development of an on-site wastewater
management district, with rules, regulations, and financing; development
of a long range plan for sewer collection and treatment for the central
commercial areas, Skyway and Clark Roads, including financing; and
developing long range plans for disposal of septage. Finally, the report
discussed options for hazardous waste management.
This study predicted a population of 32,000 in 1995 and 35,000
in 2005. Flow projections for the service area assumed an ADWF of
1.2 mgd and a build out ADWF of 2.4 mgd. At the time of the report
more than 100 on-site systems needed annual repairs and more were
chronically malfunctioning in the Town.
The study evaluated four options for collection and treatment including
a regional option to the City of Chico. The study also considered a dam
and storage for reclaimed water. Based on cost estimates and present
worth evaluation for the options, the report recommended an aerated
lagoon process for treatment and a gravity system for collection. The
study also recommended energy turbine recovery for the effluent pipeline
with various effluent disposal options including a dammed reservoir, land
application, and fodder crop irrigation on the lands between “the Ridge”
and HWY 99.
The study estimated the connection fee to the City of Chico’s Water
Pollution Control Plant (WPCP) using Chico’s development criteria based
on Equivalent Dwelling Units (EDUs) and estimated connection at $7.7
million in two phases totaling $15.5 million (1985 dollars). Therefore, it
recommended land application and treatment as the cheaper option over
regional connection.
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The report proposed paying for the $17.8 million capital cost for the
wastewater treatment plant with property assessment and connection
fees of $1,500 per user initially. Monthly rates were estimated at $30
per month with 60 percent going to debt service and 40 percent paying
for system operations and maintenance (O&M) costs.
Study No. 3: 1992 Wastewater Collection, Treatment and Disposal
Preliminary Design Report
This study includes the preliminary design and costs for the wastewater
collection system and treatment system to serve the commercial
corridors of the Town. The study anticipated serving 3,010 EDUs initially
and 7,800 EDUs at buildout, which equates to an ADWF at buildout of
1.56 mgd.
For the collection system, this study deviated from the 1985 study
and recommended a hybrid system including both Septic Tank Effluent
Pumping (STEP) and gravity collection with a few lift stations to serve
the service area. Recommendations were based on a 20-year horizon and
present worth analysis of capital and O&M for each option.
The recommended treatment system was aerated ponds followed by sand
filtration and ultraviolet (UV) disinfection with a stream discharge to
Nugen Creek. Wastewater reclamation was analyzed but found to be too
expensive to produce versus current irrigation cost of potable water from
Paradise Irrigation District.
Study No. 4: 2004 Downtown Revitalization Area Clustered Wastewater
Treatment System Master Plan
After the commercial corridor collection and treatment system failed
to advance in 1993, alternative plans needed to be made by the
downtown area to alleviate septic system failures. The Town of Paradise
Redevelopment Agency developed a master plan for clustered wastewater
treatment and disposal system.
The intent was to serve the redevelopment area and have a treatment
capacity of 100,000 gallons per day serving 93 residential lots and
187 commercial lots. The treatment system would continue to rely
on infiltration via buried equalization tanks, aeration tanks, digesters,
clarifier tank, and disinfection tanks on a six-acre parcel. This system
would produce a higher quality effluent than a traditional septic tank,
but would need appropriate land with good percolation characteristics for
disposal.
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Study No. 5: 2010 Wastewater Treatment and Collection System
Feasibility Study for the Downtown Cluster System
This study consisted of feasibility design and evaluation of a clustered
wastewater system for the Downtown Revitalization Area (DRA) as well
as other commercial corridors (redevelopment areas (RDAs)). Key issues
identified in this report include: a conventional gravity sewer system was
not feasible and a STEP system was recommended for the collection
system; and the key to providing sewer service was identifying adequate
dispersal area for the sewer effluent.
The study recommended a MBR treatment system for the treatment
plant with the incorporation of a septage receiving facility. It was
anticipated that flow would be 184,000 gpd for the DRA and RDA-1,
which would equate to Phase I of the system. Phase II and III would
include the DRA and all of the RDAs and design flow was estimated to
be 534,000 gpd. The cost of collection, treatment, and dispersal for
Phase I was estimated at $20 million (2010 dollars).
Study No. 6: 2012 TOP Wastewater Treatment Historical Background
and Comparative Analysis
Report to council included a problem statement and discussion of the
project need. It also included a recap of previous studies. The focus
of the report is the description and analysis of three collection and
treatment options. The options include:
1.

STEP collection system with MBR treatment and land application
of effluent just outside of Town limits along the Skyway corridor

2.

Collection system with a regional pipeline to the City of Chico
WPCP

3.

Collection system with treatment plant, storage, and effluent re-use
at the Tuscan Ridge Golf Course

Town Council directed staff to further study Options 2 and 3. Analysis
depicted the storage component of the Tuscan Ridge option problematic
with regards to dam safety and permitting. Therefore the regional option
was selected as preferred due to cost and permitting complexity and
time requirements.
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PURPOSE OF THE CURRENT FEASIBILITY REPORT
(STUDY NO. 7)
The purpose of the 2017 Sewer Project is to develop options to address
sewer service reliability problems and select the best alternative
for the Town to carry forward to district formation, environmental
documentation, and preliminary design. Although many options have
been previously studied and estimated for cost, this study will eliminate
non-viable options and bring complete solutions together for evaluation
on an equal basis.
All options that provide sewer service must be a “complete project.” A
complete project is a project that provides for collection, treatment, and
disposal in addition to being permit-able, construct-able, and financially
and operationally feasible.
The report evaluates project cost, sewer service area, funding options,
anticipated regulatory requirements, and public support for the five
options. The five alternates are:
A. Localized Wastewater Treatment Plant with Effluent Land
Application. Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire
land with adequate area for secondary level treatment plant and
land application area to comply with RWQCB Waste Discharge
Requirements (WDR).

A complete project
has been defined by
the project team as a
project that provides for
collection, treatment,
and disposal in addition
to being permitable, construct-able,
and financially and
operationally feasible.

B. Localized Wastewater Treatment Plant with Surface Water Discharge
Location. Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire
land with adequate area for a tertiary level treatment plant and
location for effluent discharge to creek. Will require a RWQCB
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit.
C. Regional Connection to the City of Chico Water Pollution Control
Plant. Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire rightof-way for regional pipeline and connection to the City of Chico
WPCP. Requires regional agreement with the City of Chico and
connection fee.
D. Wastewater Treatment with Beneficial Reuse. Local sewer collection
system for service area. Acquire land with adequate area for a
tertiary level treatment. Treated effluent connected to reclaimed
water system for distribution and re-use via irrigation. Excess
reclaimed water would be taken to a land application area for
irrigation.
E. No Project. No collection system or treatment plant. The
Town continues to function on septic systems and accept the
environmental and economic risks.

BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
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No Project Alternative and
Socio-Economic Study
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STUDY
A variety of economic factors can influence the community decision to
invest in a sewer project for the commercial core of the Town of Paradise.
This section details the economic impacts and related issues associated
with the proposed sewer project, beginning with a brief overview of
public investment and the community and property impacts of sewer
investment. Quantitative benchmarks are provided.
Other communities have faced the decision of providing a centralized
sewer system before the Town of Paradise. Case studies from these
communities provide valuable insight and lessons learned. Relevant
studies will be discussed in this section. A reconnaissance forecast
of the economic impacts of the proposed sewer project is presented.
The impact estimates rely on parameters and factors developed in
comparable studies, and are applied to current estimates of construction
cost.
It should be noted that similar studies and communities have been
evaluated and projections from that data help form the expectations of
economic benefit for the Town of Paradise as a region. The individual
commercial benefits are not evaluated because every business is
different and there are many factors that control their growth and
success. It is not possible, within the scope of this study, to predict
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improved revenues for each business or type of business within the Town.
However, it is clear that removing barriers to entry (high sewer septic
tank treatment systems initial cost) for new business has a cascading
benefit to the economic health of a community and those regional
benefits are discussed here.Economics of Public Investment
Public infrastructure is considered the foundation for economic
development. A vibrant community requires access to roads, water,
sewer, communication technologies, and electricity. Investment
in both the infrastructure (i.e., the purchase of physical plant and
equipment) and the operation and maintenance
(e.g., labor, supplies) of these structures will
expand the productive capacity of an economy,
by both increasing resources and enhancing the
productivity of existing resources.

Improved water treatment and sewer
plants have been identified as one of the
infrastructure types most responsible
for improving economic productivity.

A wide variety of empirical research recognizes
the importance of infrastructure to the growth
and function of a regional economy. Regions that lead in economic
development have better physical infrastructure. The studies that
find a positive impact conclude that public infrastructure stimulates
economic activity in two primary ways: by increasing the productivity
of private businesses, or as an unpaid factor of production (Janeski
and Whitacre, 2014). Private inputs are typically purchased in an open
market; however, public capital is provided by government and financed
through taxes. Because tax payments are not necessarily connected to
the quantity of public capital used by private businesses, public capital
can be seen as an unpaid input to the businesses’ production process.
Aschauer (1989) argued that public investment creates an increase in
the rate of return to private capital, resulting in private investments four
to seven times as large as the original public investments themselves.
Improved water treatment and sewer plants have been identified as one
of the infrastructure types most responsible for improving economic
productivity.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF SEWER INVESTMENT
Economic impact studies show a direct correlation between economic
growth and public infrastructure investment. A review of the economic
impacts of public investment in water treatment and sewers found
that these investments yield positive returns and have greater returns
than most other types of public infrastructure investments. New sewer
development generates direct, short-term benefits through construction
activity and labor, and long-term benefits through economic activity
required for operation and maintenance of the sewer infrastructure.
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Indirect benefits are generated to virtually all other sectors of the
economy through need for equipment, materials, and supplies; insurance
and financing services; fuel; and restaurants and retail establishments,
as required by construction activity and laborers. In addition, locallyearned wages and income is re-spent in the local community following
normal household spending patterns for goods, services, and taxes.
In general, a community decision to upgrade to a sewer system will
recognize these benefits:
1.

Cleaner water with fewer bacteria and disease-causing pathogens in
creeks.

2.

Safer drinking water in areas where poor septic tanks threaten the
same groundwater also used for drinking water.

3.

A more attractive community for businesses looking to locate in a
small Town, but avoid operating their own wastewater treatment
system.

4.

Increased home values for properties within the district, as buyers
want to avoid upgrading or maintaining a private septic system.
Increased home values for properties outside the district as the
overall economy of Paradise improves.

In-depth research on the economic impact
of rural water and sewage investments was
conducted by Bagi (2002). Bagi’s study
examined the impact of 87 water and sewer
projects across 30 different states, with 54
located in urban areas and 33 in rural areas.
The Economic Development Administration
(EDA) financed all of the projects in the study.
Each project was built for specific businesses or potential investors. The
potential to attract new businesses was found to be an indirect benefit.
Businesses that would use the new water and sewage system, including
retail stores and other services, would emerge as a result of increased
economic activity, population, and personal and family income.

Businesses that would use the new water
and sewage system, including retail stores
and other services would emerge as a result
of increased economic activity, population,
and personal and family income.

Among the rural water/sewer projects, total construction cost per project
was $1,418,738 in 1990 dollars (or $2,325,230 in current dollars).
The study determined that every dollar spent in constructing an average
water/sewer project:




Generated almost $15 of private investment
Leveraged $2 of public funds
Added $14 to the local property tax base

NO PROJECT ALTERNATIVE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC STUDY
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Results of the study showed that investments in sewer projects can save
and create additional jobs, stimulate private sector investment, attract
additional government funds, and increase the property tax base.
A later study by Krop, et al. (2008) explored the economic contribution
of water and sewer investment on the local and regional economy. The
primary output of the water and sewer industry is clean water. Producing
this output requires infrastructure (new and rehabilitated), water
treatment supplies, and labor (operating and maintaining infrastructure).
Because output is used as an input for households (wages and water)
and industry (water), increases in water and sewer output has a direct
impact on other sectors of the economy. The authors cite U.S. Bureau
of Economic Analysis estimates that each dollar of output in the water
and wastewater sector results in an additional $2.095 of output in all
sectors combined (as a “multiplier effect”). In addition, for every job in
the water and sewer industry is responsible for another 2.9177 jobs in
the economy. The numbers cited apply to California, which are somewhat
lower than for the United States as a whole.
A detailed study for the Water Research Foundation and Water
Environment Research Foundation by AECOM (2014) estimated that
nationally, on average, every $1 million in direct spending (capital and
operating) by surveyed water and wastewater utilities supports 16 jobs
across all sectors of the economy.

Impacts on Property Values
Property values increase for private residences and businesses when a
septic system is replaced by a sewer system. Septic systems put strict
limitations on private and commercial structures and constrain property
values. Residential homes are limited as to the number of bedrooms
which can be constructed, and multi-family
parcels are regulated to non-existence. Septic
systems limit expansion or potential uses for a
site for business parcels. A centralized sewer
system can remove limitations on property use,
including home size for private residences,
and allow for a broader approach to general community planning.
Neighborhood and community planning contributes to value on individual
properties by virtue of the synergistic relationship with adjacent
properties

Property values increase for private
residences and businesses when a septic
system is replaced by a sewer system.

Business districts that are connected to a central sewer system add to
property values for landowners. A central collection system provides
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usage flexibility for individual land parcels and removes density
constraints on adjacent land parcels. This means that land can be used
for a wide range of purposes consistent with local zoning and planning,
and without the need for accommodating for existing uses on adjacent
or nearby parcels that may saturate soils (EPA, 1978, p. 135). Business
districts often benefit from higher density—closer together storefronts
or restaurants—because of its walkability and inviting atmosphere for
potential customers. In contrast, a reliance solely on septic systems
means each parcel must have its own leach field, so small lots are not
practical or even possible.
Efforts by researchers to quantify the role of sewer connections versus
septic systems on property values are limited. Property values are
determined, in large part, by potential uses for the land. These potential
uses are limited by physical characteristics, location, and restrictions
such as zoning. Soil restrictions create additional limitations for septic
systems, as does minimum lot sizes; public sewer service does not create
such limitations, and the increased potential income of the property is
reflected in its value.

The researchers found that property value was
roughly the same for those connected to a
public sewer versus those with septic systems.
However, they did find that a home (and
property) was more valuable if the property
had access, or was adjacent, to a public sewer...

Land appraisers tend to be skeptical as to
whether an individual property connected
to a public sewer is more valuable than
a comparable property with a fullyfunctioning septic system. However, the
qualifier of “fully-functioning” implies
that the property in consideration already
contains suitable soils and is of adequate
lot size to accommodate replacement
leach fields in the future. Many properties
in Paradise are constrained by poor soils, high ground water and
inadequate lot size.

One study in Michigan attempted to evaluate whether residential
property values were influenced by the availability of a public sanitary
sewer. The study included a statistical analysis of residential parcels
connected to public sewer and those on septic systems. Parcels were
grouped by acreage, house size, and other attributes, in order to isolate
the sewer or septic variable. The researchers found that property value
was roughly the same for those connected to a public sewer versus
those with septic systems. However, they did find that a home (and
property) was more valuable if the property had access, or was adjacent,
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to a public sewer, as compared to those where there is no public sewer.
This finding reinforces that “free-riders,” or those with access but do
not connect, receive benefits without paying for it. In other words,
the expense of public sewer should be shared by all who have access,
comparable to fire protection service that is assessed to all property
owners (W.E. Upjohn Institute, 2015).
A recent study of small communities in Oklahoma found that
“quantitatively, communities that obtain a water infrastructure project
can expect their median house values to increase by between five and
thirteen percentage points higher than in an otherwise similar community
without a water infrastructure project” (Janeski and Whitacre, 2014).

Case Studies
The following case studies all have similarities to the Town of Paradise.
All four communities were facing economic growth limitations due to
reliance on septic systems and a lack of a centralized sewer service and
treatment. All of the communities were driven by groundwater quality
degradation to implement a permanent solution. One key difference
between the case studies and the Town of Paradise’s situation is that
the Town is not currently facing fines and time scheduled orders to
implement sewer.
Port St. Lucie, Florida
In 1993, the City of Port St. Lucie was in a period of
steady growth in population and residential housing.
During this time, the City had a limited, disaggregate
sewer and wastewater system. The City acquired existing
private systems and treatment plants as part of a multiphased water and waste water expansion program. Under
the program, property owners were assessed their share of
infrastructure costs within their respective neighborhoods.
In addition to public health concerns (septic systems could
pollute the groundwater aquifer supplying fresh water to the
community), there were three identified economic concerns:
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1.

Commercial development was constrained without an adequate
water system.

1.

The absence of a diversified commercial base meant the burden of
providing services was on single-family residences.

1.

Continued reliance on septic systems placed a limit on home sizes,
and thus property values. This also limited property tax revenues for
the community.
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The City Council conducted a series of public hearings beginning in
1994. Based on community feedback, and after conducting extensive
research, a low-pressure system was selected in lieu of a more expensive
gravity system. Cost savings were realized by reduced pipe costs and
shallower depth (three feet below the surface) for low-pressure systems
as compared to gravity systems. Homeowners could choose to options:
(1) pay their assessments in full before a cutoff period, and receive a
discount; or (2) pay over a 20-year period via an annual escrow payment
attached to their mortgage.
When the City assumed ownership of the utility in 1994, there were
10,800 sewer connections. The final phase of the sewer installation
was completed in 2006, resulting in 43,472 customers with City sewer
service.
Malibu, California
In 2009, the Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB), Los Angeles Region, passed a resolution (R42009-007) prohibiting on-site wastewater disposal systems
in the City of Malibu Civic Center. In response, the City of
Malibu, the RWQCB, and the State Water Resources Control
Board entered into a Memorandum of Understanding,
whereby a special Assessment District would be established
in order to construct wastewater collection and recycled
water distribution facilities, and an off-site wastewater
treatment plant. The cost of connecting to these facilities
would be borne separately by each property owner, and
each property would be provided with the right to discharge up to
a predetermined wastewater flow and load based upon the type of
parcel development. In other words, individual parcels were assessed
to determine the allowable wastewater load based upon existing and
anticipated uses. A total of 57 individual parcels were included. The cost
of the new wastewater collection, treatment, and distribution facilities
were apportioned among the 57 parcels according to an approved
allocation formula. The total assessable cost of the improvement was
determined to be $63.7 million.
Yucca Valley, California
The Hi-Desert Water District provides water service for the Town of Yucca
Valley and surrounding areas in San Bernardino County. Until recently,
Yucca Valley depended almost exclusively on septic systems and leach
fields for disposal of wastewater. The Colorado River Basin Regional
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Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) determined that effluent from the
septic tank systems within Yucca Valley and the Water District is the
cause of ground water quality degradation in the area.
Following a resolution (R7-2011-0004) adopted by the RWQCB
prohibiting septic tank discharges in the Town of Yucca Valley, the
Hi-Desert Water District is following a three-phase project to construct
and operate required facilities, including a wastewater treatment and
reclamation facility, trunk sewer lines, and a collection system to serve
individual properties. Three Benefit Areas were established representing
three phases of construction as well as being used to apportion costs
of the improvements relative to the benefits that are received within
each Benefit Area. Certain improvements constructed in Phase 1 of the
construction provide a direct and special benefit to all properties within
the three benefit areas; these improvements are called the common
facilities. The improvements include the local sewer collection system,
sewer laterals and improvements that provide treatment capacity within
the wastewater reclamation facility.
Benefit Area 1 includes the central business district and surrounding
residential area. Benefit Area 2 is a high-density residential area on
the west side of the Assessment District. Benefit Area 3 will include
an expansion area and is expected to account for future buildout in the
community.
The total estimated assessment cost, including facilities, incidental
expenses, district offset credits, and construction period financing,
is $145.2 million. This cost, including acquisitions and works of
improvement, will be assessed and apportioned upon the several lots,
pieces or parcels or portions of lots or subdivisions of land.
Crescent, Oregon
All residents and businesses in the community of Crescent, Oregon,
are currently solely dependent on individual septic systems. Oregon’s
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has determined that nitrate
groundwater contamination levels in the area are out of compliance
with Environmental Protection Agency standards. The community has a
shallow groundwater table with rapidly draining soils and no barrier to
fluid movement into the shallow groundwater. The DEQ also confirms
that at certain times of the year, fecal contamination is detected in
the groundwater. As a result, the adjacent Little Deschutes River is
being impacted by the failing septic systems. The DEQ concludes that
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combining and better treating wastewater in the community, through
a sanitary treatment facility at a location further from and at a higher
elevation than the Little Deschutes River, will better protect public
health and the river water quality.
The Crescent Sanitary District (CSD), working with the multi-agency
Central Oregon Regional Solutions Team, developed an approved
facilities plan to finance, and construct a community wastewater
treatment facility. The plan proposes a lagoon treatment system on a
roughly 200-acre land area to include approximately 50-60 acres for a
chlorination facility, treatment, and storage lagoons. An additional 160
acres is need for two 80-acre areas for crop irrigation. The large area is
required to allow land application of the treated effluent while protecting
groundwater.
A proposed site is located on Gilchrest State Forest land adjacent to
the community, which would require that the State of Oregon sell and
transfer approximately 200 acres to the CSD. The parcel is a low site
class for timber production, will have an insignificant impact on Gilchrest
Forest Management, and meets the state’s Greatest Permanent Value
standard than the current use for timber production.
Summary
The Port St. Lucie demonstrated the long term vision of the community
to remove a barrier to growth as well as develop a creative way to bring
in customers to the new sewer system via a low interest loan program
for the cost of initial connection. This approach may be helpful to the
Town of Paradise. The City of Malibu provided a good example of how
an expensive project could be distributed between large commercial
properties and smaller residential properties. The Yucca Valley case study
demonstrates a phased approach to development of the sewer collection
and treatment system and an example of how costs and benefits can be
divided among the stakeholders assessed. The Crescent, Oregon example
illustrates the impact of the large amount of land needed to implement a
lagoon and land application approach to wastewater treatment.

ESTIMATED ECONOMIC IMPACTS TO THE TOWN OF PARADISE
With a population of about 27,000, and spread over 18 square miles
of terrace topography, the Town of Paradise evolved from its roots as a
desirable bedroom community and destination for retirees, to a home for
young families in search of its rural, foothills community lifestyle (Rocky
Mountain Institute, 2004, p. 7-1). Commercial businesses, including
service, medical, and retail sectors, accompanied the population growth,
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but are fairly limited relative to the population. All properties rely on septic
systems, and there are no public sewer systems, including within the
business district.

The Town of Paradise
relies upon over 11,000
individual septic systems
to treat and disperse
wastewater generated
by residential and
commercial land uses.

The Town of Paradise relies upon over 11,000 individual septic systems
to treat and disperse wastewater generated by residential and commercial
land uses. As the Town has grown and evolved, concerns over wastewater
collection and treatment, especially in commercial areas, both downtown
and elsewhere, has become more urgent (Town of Paradise, 2012, p. 2).
According to a Paradise-commissioned report, some 27 septic systems
along the Skyway have failed, another 39 are expected to fail in the next
five years, and 56 are expected to fail in the next ten years (Scharaga,
2015). Most downtown businesses lack space for replacement leach
fields, or funds for an engineered solution to individual septic issues.
Businesses also face restrictions on what and how much can be put
into their septic systems, which are sensitive to oils, fats, and excessive
water, and that has led to limits on the functions that can take place on
individual parcels. For example, some restaurants face restrictions on
number of tables allowed, washable versus disposal dishes, employees
hired, or in some cases even whether there is a public restroom (Town of
Paradise, 2012; Scharaga, 2015).
Wastewater problems in the Town have long been recognized, with many
septic system failures noted even in the 1970s. Water sampling conducted
in the late 1970s through 1982 found high bacteria levels in surface
waters and some private drinking wells around the commercial district,
and septic system problems thought to be the source (Rocky Mountain
Institute, 2004, p. 7-3). According to a 1992 Town of Paradise report,
the 1980s showed significant commercial growth for the nearby cities
of Chico and Oroville, with growth in sales tax revenues per capita of 37
percent and 45 percent, respectively. Paradise, meanwhile, saw only an
8 percent increase in sales tax revenues per capita (Town of Paradise,
1992, Table II). At the time, the Paradise business community perceived
itself to be at a competitive disadvantage to Chico due to the lack of a
wastewater collection and treatment system, small lot sizes, and a strained
soil capacity in the Paradise business district, which often precluded
commercial development and building renovations that would increase
wastewater generation.
Despite the recognized need for sewer infrastructure to service the
downtown commercial area, the Town and its Council rejected several
proposals, prepared from studies beginning with a 1988 feasibility study,
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as too costly to the business community. Many residents were also upset
with how assessment units were assigned to properties, the implications
of sewers for the growth on the Town’s character, and the projected
construction cost of the sewer system (Rocky Mountain Institute, 2004,
p. 3-2).
Following defeat of the sewer plan, an onsite wastewater management
program became the means for Paradise to manage all wastewater
systems in Town. This program is highly regarded in the state, and
“represented a permanent solution for residential areas.” However,
over the past several decades of growth, the need for a better means
of wastewater collection and treatment, especially in commercial areas
and densely populated residential areas, has become more urgent.
As noted in a 2012 report to the Town Council, “This [urgency] is
particularly true within the Town’s more intensively developed Downtown
and other commercial areas where septic system failures are increasing
and available land for replacement leach fields is constrained, or nonexistent… the Town’s commercial areas would be severely limited if a
more permanent solution was not attained” (Town of Paradise, 2012,
p. 2).
According to the 2010 Census, the Town’s population was 26,218,
and included 12,981 housing units. California Department of Finance
(CDF) is responsible for preparing population projections for each of
the state’s counties. Table 2.1 shows CDF’s projection for Butte County,
starting from the 2010 Census and projecting through to the year 2040.
Table 2.2 presents the projection for the Town of Paradise if it grows
at a rate similar to that of Butte County as a whole. The median home
price in Butte County from November, 2013, the latest data available,
is $255,950, according to the California Association of Realtors (CAR,
2016). Zillow indicates the current home value in the Town of Paradise
is $228,200 (Zillow, 2016).

At the time, the Paradise
business community
perceived itself to
be at a competitive
disadvantage to Chico
due to the lack of a
wastewater collection
and treatment system,
small lot sizes, and a
strained soil capacity in
the Paradise business
district, which often
precluded commercial
development and
building renovations
that would increase
wastewater generation.

Table 2.1 – Butte County Population (2010) and Projections to 2040
2010

2015

2020

Butte County
220,273
226,656
236,936
Source: California Department of Finance, 2014.

2025

2030

2035

2040

247,378

254,725

264,150

267,852

2035

2040

31,442

31,883

Table 2.2 – Town of Paradise Population (2010) and Projections to 2040
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Town of Paradise
26,218
26,978
28,202
29,445
30,320
Source: U.S. Census (2010), and adapted from California Department of Finance,
2014, with Butte County projections applied to the Town of Paradise.
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The data seem to indicate that both population and home values have
not risen on pace with the rest of Butte County and are the lack of typical
sewer service appears to contribute as a limitation.

THE COST OF DOING NOTHING: LIMITS TO GROWTH WITHOUT
A PUBLIC SEWER SYSTEM
Town of Paradise commercial businesses face a difficult future without
resolution to its wastewater collection problem. Existing septic systems
in the business district continue to function, but continuing failures
can and will harm existing and adjacent businesses that utilize common
leach field areas, as well as contamination of the groundwater underlying
the community.

The current restrictions
have a broader effect
beyond individual
businesses. They
burden the overall local
economy’s ability to
grow and diversify, as
well as limit resiliency
of businesses during
any sustained economic
downturn.
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Many of the commercial businesses are unable to afford the high cost of
septic system repairs or replacement. In addition, limitations on business
operations, such as the number of tables allowed in restaurants, the
number of chairs in a salon, or the number employees that a business
can hire, restrict their ability to pay for costly repairs. Septic systems also
limit or prohibit existing businesses or commercial property owners from
expanding or developing property to maximize its full potential, or restrict
their ability to take advantage of market opportunities. In addition, septic
systems by nature can emit odors that are unpleasant, and in the case
of a failed or improperly functioning septic system – can be a threat to
health. For a business, septic odors are a major deterrent for patrons,
most critically for restaurants.
New commercial developments face significant challenges, even if they
can afford the septic tank system alternatives. While “development” may
seem like something that rarely affects residents, any new building in
Paradise, big or small, represents “development”, providing improved
land and up-to-date buildings. These improvements are not only pleasing
to the eye, but also generate tax dollars that go back into the community
for things like public safety and road maintenance. New development is
a critical component of economic vitality in a Town like Paradise, and
development is currently arrested by the lack of a sewer system. While
some larger developments can afford the high cost to plan, engineer
and install an onsite treatment system, the effort and time involved in
meeting the stringent septic requirements are enough to block many new
developments in their planning stages. A recent coffee shop installed a
sand filtration system with a new septic system and had a failure within
one year that required $65,000 in repairs. A new fast food restaurant
had to invest nearly $250,000 to install a septic filter system and
acquire adjacent properties, otherwise not needed, just to have the
appropriate leach-field capacity for the treatment system’s effluent.
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See Tables 2.3 and 2.4. These are examples of the difficulties faced by
business owners who want nothing more than to set up shop in Paradise,
but are stopped in their tracks when confronted with the realities of
onsite septic system. A sewer could be the step necessary to make
previously abandoned projects feasible and inject life into downtown.
Table 2.3– Costs for New Development – Onsite Septic System
Cost of Alternative Onsite Treatment
System
$250,000

Yearly Maintenance of Onsite
Treatment
$1,500

Table 2.4 – Costs for New Development – Potential Sewer
Potential Sewer Connection Fee
(Commercial)
$15,000 - $30,000

Potential Sewer Yearly Assessment,
Service and Maintenance
$1,500 - $3,000

The current restrictions have a broader effect beyond individual
businesses. They burden the overall local economy’s ability to grow and
diversify, as well as limit resiliency of businesses during any sustained
economic downturn. Business districts thrive and survive based on the
diversity of its members and the goods and services provided. It is the
collection of businesses, more than the sum of the individual ones, that
draws customers to shop in a particular business district as opposed
to other places (for example, Chico). Retail shoppers who come to the
district may choose to purchase additional items from that of their
original intended visit. This could mean buying a latte, enjoying a meal,
filling the car with gas, and stopping by the bank or credit union before
returning home. Employees of other businesses also tend to shop locally.
There will be less incentive for potential customers to choose to visit the
business district if the diversity of business offerings continues to shrink.

Action Alternative Effects

There are two
alternatives presently
being considered: local
control and treatment
vs. regional connection.
The first alternative
would have the Town
of Paradise build its
own treatment plant.
The second alternative
would connect to
Chico’s sewer system via
a regional pipeline.

There are two alternatives presently being considered: local control and
treatment vs. regional connection. The first alternative would have the
Town of Paradise build its own treatment plant. The second alternative
would connect to Chico’s sewer system via a regional pipeline. The below
analysis considers the economic effects of the regional alternative.
The Regional Option for creating a collection system and connections
for 1,400 customers, as well as a conveyance pipeline to the Chico
treatment plant, has an estimated capital cost of $83 million. With a
four percent rate of interest for capital financing, annual repayment costs
amount to a total of $6,107,285. This figure does not include annual
operating and maintenance costs.
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The capital cost of the collection system within the Town of Paradise is
estimated to be $47 million of the total for the Regional Option, with
an annual capital repayment cost of $3.5 million. Based on this annual
cost on construction and operation costs for large infrastructure projects
such as a sewer serving 1,400 customers, and applying estimates from
comparable studies, the following economic impacts can be anticipated:










An additional 55 jobs in wastewater management and treatment
(based on 16 jobs per $1 million in local investment).
An additional 161 total jobs in all sectors in the Town of Paradise and
vicinity (based on a 2.9177 employment multiplier)
An additional $12.8 million in additional sales and output in the
region in all sectors within the Town of Paradise (based on a 2.10
output multiplier).
An estimated long term regional impact of an additional
$68.3 million in private and public investment, and an additional
$56.4 million increase in the property tax base (based on past
research in water and sewer infrastructure impacts (Bagi, 2002)).
An estimated increase in property values of five to thirteen percent.

NO PROJECT OPTION
The No Project Option of the Sewer Project study evaluated the impacts
on the economic growth of the Town if no improvements to the existing
sewer collection and treatment system were made. The study confirmed
that the economic potential of the Town is limited due to a lack of a
centralized wastewater treatment system.
All businesses in Paradise currently fall into one of two categories: those
businesses that have adequate land for an effective septic tank/leach
field system and those that do not. Commercial properties that do not
have enough land for a suitably sized leach field are limited to three
alternatives:
Reduce the size of their operation—a profit limiting solution and a
step that may lead to the closing of a business
 Purchase additional land for wastewater disposal – an expensive
option, many times untenable for small businesses and impossible for
businesses with no additional land to purchase
 Install a more robust treatment system (such as batch reactor or an
in-situ biological filter system) to reduce the leach field area required
for effluent disposal—another expensive option that is not possible for
many small businesses
Commercial properties with failing septic systems that lack the capital
for a new treatment system must limit both sewage demand and
customer base. The same applies for commercial properties that cannot
afford to purchase additional land for a leach field. For commercial
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properties with higher water demands and sewage loading, like
restaurants, growth is not possible and even sustaining the existing level
of operation is a struggle.
A centralized sewer system serving the commercial core of the Town
would remove the limitations on economic growth and encourage new
business ventures and current Town businesses to invest and expand.
The discussion below attempts to define and quantify the socio-economic
benefits of a sewer project to the Town of Paradise.

PROJECT VS. NO PROJECT OPTION
All of the project alternatives provide equal initial benefit to the
commercial core of the Town, with the exception of the No Project
Option.
The No Project Option has been chosen in the past for economic
reasons. This option is fatally flawed within the context of this study
because it does not solve the problem nor does it meet the current and
future needs of the Town. By selecting the No Project Option, each
property owner within the service area would continue to be financially
responsible to solve the problems that result from a septic system
failure. A septic system failure could be catastrophic for business owners
and lead to a total loss of the business. If their system fails and they
lack the land area or capital to build a newer or more technically robust
system, their business and property value effectively goes to $0, since it
cannot be re-sold.
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3

Public Involvement
and Outreach
One of the most crucial elements of the sewer project feasibility study
is the full involvement of the public and critical project stakeholders
throughout the entire process. One of the key lessons learned from the
completion of prior studies and history of inaction is that for a project of
any type to move forward, the public must be provided with good, factual
information from the beginning. The decision process for a project of this
magnitude needs also the decision making process needs to be open,
transparent and provide multiple opportunities for public input. A multifaceted outreach program was developed by the consultants to ensure a
high level of community participation. This program includes the following
components:








Development of a Public Participation Plan
Development and launch of www.paradisesewer.com
Provide monthly updates and public comment period at regularly
scheduled Town Council meetings
Formation of a Project Stakeholder Group
Host public workshops at critical stages of the study process
Identify and coordinate with interested private and public sector parties
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Public Meeting

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN
The Public Participation Plan, included in the Appendix, was formulated
to provide a written approach to implementing various public engagement
activities. The plan identified key audiences, listed below:










All Town of Paradise Residents
Town of Paradise Residents in Potential Service Boundary Area
Town of Paradise Businesses in Potential Service Boundary Area
Chamber of Commerce
Butte Environmental Council
Media
Butte County
City of Chico
Regulatory agencies

The Public Participation Plan also included key messages which were to
be emphasized through the public process and development of the study.
These messages are summarized below:

NEED
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Paradise is one of the largest municipalities in the country that
relies solely on septic systems for the treatment and dispersal of its
wastewater
Downtown business corridor septic system failures continue to increase
Available land for replacement leach fields is constrained or nonexistent
Groundwater is impacted by the quantity of septic systems and system
failures, as are local streams, a precious resource in Butte County
A better wastewater collection and treatment system is becoming an
urgent necessity
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BENEFITS








Positive economic impact
Businesses will no longer have to take extraordinary measures to
prevent or reduce septic system failures
Multi-family, affordable housing developments will no longer be
considered unsuitable land use due to constraints from too-small
septic systems
Environmental impact
The risk of groundwater and local streams pollution by failing septic
systems will be decreased

PLANNING PROCESS




By working together to identify the appropriate solution to the Town of
Paradise sewer problem, the Town gets better together
The Project Stakeholder Group and frequent public open houses will
provide Paradise residents and businesses opportunities to help plan
and guide the process

Lastly, the Public Participation Plan provided a step-by-step outline of
proposed public engagement activities. This outline primarily focused
on hosting public workshops as needed with regular public input
opportunities throughout.

Project Website

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND OUTREACH
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PARADISESEWER.COM WEBSITE LAUNCH
The intent of launch a dedicated website to the study was to provide a
central location for all project information including previous studies,
public engagement opportunities, frequently asked questions, and an
interactive service area boundary map. These tools allowed residents with
zero project background information to perform their own research and
get needed critical information. Residents were also able to determine
in real time if their property was in the Proposed Service Area Boundary
using a GIS-based map. This map accepts both Assessor’s Parcel
Number (APN) and property addresses to give a direct and clear answer
for every property owner in Paradise. Finally, the website provides a
direct means for residents to ask questions specific to their property.
Copies of the website pages are included in the Appendix for reference.

These tools allowed
residents with zero
project background
information to perform
their own research
and get needed critical
information.

REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING UPDATES
See appendix for presentations, dates, and topics.

PROJECT STAKEHOLDER GROUP
The Project Stakeholder Group (PSG) was envisioned as an informal
non-decision making body with participants representing a wide crosssection of the community and potentially impacted agencies. The intent
of the PSG was to provide transparency and opportunity for timely input
while arming representatives with good, quality information for them to
distribute to their respective constituencies.
The following groups attended various PSG meetings:










Chamber of Commerce
State Water Resources Control Board Staff
State Revolving Fund Staff
Butte County Environmental Services Staff
Various business owners within the Town
Town of Paradise Staff
City of Chico Staff
Paradise Irrigation District Staff
Elected officials

PSG meetings were open to the public, with most discussions involving
the identified stakeholders. The PSG was particularly involved in the
selection of evaluation criteria for the options analysis and the weighting
of the criteria for the matrix. Meetings were held with the PSG at the
Town Hall on the following dates:
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BUSINESS
OWNERS
STATE WATER
RESOURCES
CONTROL
BOARD

BUTTE
COUNTY

CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

PARADISE
IRRIGATION
DISTRICT

PROJECT
STAKEHOLDERS
GROUP

TOWN OF
PARADISE
STAFF

TOWN
ELECTED
OFFICIALS

STATE
REVOLVING
FUND

JUNE 1, 2016
The Paradise Sewer Project Team gave a presentation outlining the
background, purpose, and need for the project; the scope of the
feasibility study; the project charter and roles of the team members;
preliminary service area map; overview of the options to be evaluated;
plan for future meetings; and finally the role of the PSG for the project.
PSG members introduced themselves and were asked to share their
thoughts on the project.

AUGUST 31, 2016
The meeting focus was on discussion of recent informational public
meeting and feedback. Service Area Maps were handed out and
discussed. Draft Alternatives Analysis Selection Criteria and Weighting
were distributed for review, discussion, and modification. The no project
alternative was also discussed.

OCTOBER 26, 2016
The Sewer Project Team provided an update on the study progress
including: sewer flow estimation, types of sewer collection systems,
alternative cost development, and discussion of revised alternatives
selection criteria and revised weighting based on prior feedback.
Feedback and discussion was primarily on the project costs and how it
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND OUTREACH
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translates down to the individual land owner in terms of assessment,
connection fee, and monthly service charge. Concern was high for the
number of Town residents who are retired and have fixed incomes.

JANUARY 25, 2017
The team presented the results of the socio-economic study and
discussed project benefits and No Project Option impacts at a PSG
meeting.

PUBLIC WORKSHOPS
Public Workshops were determined to be important throughout the
development of the study. Some residents may not have access to the
internet or attend Council meetings—therefore, hosting a dedicated
date and time to discuss the project with the public has served as an
effective engagement tool. The first
public meetings were held June
15, 2016. Two meetings were held
that day in order to provide multiple
opportunities for local residents to
learn more about the project. The
first meeting was held from 2:00
p.m. to 3:30 p.m. and the second
meeting was held from 6:30 p.m.
to 8:00 p.m.

Public Meeting Participation

Notification for the meeting was
provided with a postcard that
was mailed to every address in
Town. The intention of reaching
the entire Town was to provide
a comprehensive overview of the study and to make one facet of the
project clear: only those who are in the district pay for the project. An
advertisement was placed in the Paradise Post and ran in the Saturday
June 11, 2016 edition of the paper. A news release was also sent to
the Paradise Post, and that ran in the online edition of the newspaper.
Copies of these notifications can be found in the Appendix.
On August 22, 2016 a third public meeting was held to share
information with residents about the service area boundary and
the status of the feasibility study. This meeting also allowed local
residents additional opportunities to ask questions about the Project.
Notification for the meeting was provided with a postcard that was
mailed to residents and property owners who were within the Proposed
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Service Area Boundary only, approximately
1,168 addresses. The intention of reaching
the service area only was to definitively
notify owners of their properties’ status as
included in the study, and subsequently a
potential sewer district. An advertisement
was placed in the Paradise Post and ran in
the Wednesday, August 17, 2016 edition
of the paper. A news release was also sent
to the Paradise Post. A media advisory was
sent to Action News/ KHSL, KRCR, and
KCVU. Copies of these notifications and a
complete summary of the meeting is provided
in the Appendix. The meeting included a
Public Meeting Postcard
formal presentation covering information on Project status, proposed
service boundary area, anticipated flows, funding structures, and next
steps. After the presentation was complete, the engineering consulting
team and Town of Paradise staff answered questions in an open forum.
Attendee questions ranged in topics from pump station types and
locations, service area boundary, timeline, and property values. While
some answers were straight forward, many were yet to be determined
since the Project was still in early stages.
On February 28, 2017 a special town council meeting was held at
the Paradise Performing Arts Center for the presentation of the Draft
Feasibility Report. The scope of the Feasibility Report was discussed
and the preliminary findings were presented with project costs, funding
options, and a projection of potential individual residential and
commercial costs. The Draft Feasibility Report was made available for
comment a few days before the meeting and a 30-day period was started
for public comment.
On March 22, 2017 a drop-in Public Workshop was held at Town Hall
for the public to ask questions and receive answers from the project
team. Comment cards were also provided to help the public provide
written comments on the Draft Feasibility Report. Comments were also
provided to the project team via the project website, email to town staff,
and letters by mail. The project team collected all the comments in a
matrix and provided responses. The matrix of comments and responses is
included in the appendix of this Final Report.
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TECHNICAL ENGAGEMENT MEETINGS
The project team met with the following individuals and organizations
to gather information, develop the project options, and understand
opportunities for project synergies with other work in the region:
















Town of Paradise Staff on service area and land use
Equipment and process vendors to gather capital and operations costs
City of Chico to discuss technical challenges and opportunities of the
Regional Option
Butte County to discuss land use and WWTP siting and environmental
resource background data
RWQCB to discuss WWTP discharge options and anticipated permit
limits
Tuscan Ridge Golf Course to discuss reclaimed water reuse
opportunities
Paradise Irrigation District to discuss water demand data and
reclaimed water reuse opportunities
California Water Service to discuss operations costs and reclaimed
water opportunities
Tuscan Ridge Golf Course and Presby Systems to discuss potential
partnering in wastewater treatment and reuse at the golf course

The outcome of these technical engagement meetings was that the
feasibility study team had a much better understanding of other agency
roles and responsibilities, alignment of goals with the Town of Paradise
and the potential sewer district to be formed, opportunities for future
collaboration, and the limitations the agencies have going forward. All
of the agencies contacted expressed enthusiasm and encouragement for
the sewer project going forward and were open to future discussions to
provide technical assistance and data.

PUBLIC DRAFT REVIEW
The vast majority of comments received on the Draft Feasibility
Study were supportive of the sewer project in concept, but not in
implementation. This was due mostly to the cost of the project and
the portion of the project’s cost burden to residential customers. Many
comments expressed concern over the many potential residential
customers within the service area living on fixed incomes and their ability
to not only pay for the improvements and connection fee, but also the
monthly service charge.
The project team understood this concern well leading up to publishing
the Draft Feasibility Study and it is why the recommendation to go
forward with the project is largely contingent on the ability to acquire
more grant funding than currently anticipated and limit the amount of
financed project cost even through low interest loans.
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Public Meeting Flier
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Another theme in the feedback received was an emphasis on local
control of the sewer system and treatment. Many stakeholders expressed
apprehension and doubt in the ability of the Town of Paradise and the
City of Chico to come to agreement on a regionalized project. Moreover,
several comments assumed additional project costs would arise from
the preferred Option C as the project progressed through design and
construction. Some comments also suggested that control of costs and
connection fees would be entirely ceded over to the City of Chico and
that rates would be increased over time by the City without the Town’s
involvement or comment.
Less common comments focused on providing a more detailed analysis
of economic benefit to the businesses in the Town and suggested a more
micro-scale description of benefits relative to project cost be analyzed
and described.
Several comments indicated that residential customers saw the project
as mostly unnecessary for them with the majority of project benefits
going to businesses in the commercial core of the Town and suggested
that only the commercial core pay for the project.
There were a couple of comments that suggested that the language of
the study was somewhat inflammatory and read more like a position
paper than a technical study of options and impacts.
A few comments expressed doubt about the project costs and felt that
the project’s regional benefits were overstated. In general, the most
significantly opposed to the project were residential customers and
opposed primarily on the basis of cost. Commercial customers did not
provide very many comments by comparison and it is difficult to gauge
the level of support within the business community. However, all of the
project’s stakeholders agree the cost for connection and monthly service
fees should be as low as can be made possible to improve the project’s
chances of approval at an assessment district formation vote.
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Service Area
The following section describes the project history and current need for
the Town of Paradise to implement a centralized sewer system. Details
about how the service area will be served by the sewer system, the sewer
service plan, and the opportunity for the public to provide input on the
service area and map are provided below.

HISTORY
The proposed service area for this Feasibility Study is based on the
original areas designated in previous studies for downtown revitalization
and redevelopment. The study also considers anticipated areas of future
commercial density, infill, or more densely populated multi-family
residential parcels. The proposed service area boundary serves 1,471
parcels through the Skyway, Clark Road, and Pearson Road corridors, as
shown in Figure 4.1.
The service area boundary was developed based on primarily the
most densely populated areas and commercial corridors that can be
served with the most efficient investment in collection pipelines. The
majority of residential parcels within Town limits are outside of the
service area boundary, which means the land use and character of the
Town is not anticipated to change. The septic system density in most
residential areas is adequate for sewer treatment and is not anticipated
to significantly change. Landowners of parcels outside the service area
would not participate in a vote for formation of the special district nor
bear any financial responsibility for the costs of the project.

Landowners of parcels
outside the service area
would not participate
in a vote for formation
of the special district
nor bear any financial
responsibility for the
costs of the project.
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TOWN OF PARADISE
PROPOSED SEWER SERVICE AREA
Figure 4.1 – Town of Paradise Proposed Sewer Service Area
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The Town will consider adjustment to the proposed service area based
on land use changes and public input prior to a final project approval.
Parcel owners with land nearby and adjacent to the proposed service area
boundary have requested to be included in the study area. All requests
will be considered, and many have been accommodated to date.

NEED
Defining an exact service area is critical to the success of the plan.
This allows for an accurate estimate for waste flow, which dictates the
appropriate collection system size and treatment options. The service
area will be defined on a map and provide a count of who will vote on the
formation of a special sewer district.
The need to modernize the densely populated areas and commercial
corridor district with a centralized sewer system is clear. To date, there
have been 27 septic system failures. This is just the beginning. It is
expected that 39 more will fail in the
next five years, based on monitoring
the existing systems. In 2015, nine
septic system replacements were
completed. In 2016, six more were
replaced. The cost of replacement
can vary by the severity of the system
failure. For some, the cost can be as
high as $80,000 to $100,000—these
are costs that can force businesses,
especially small businesses to relocate or close their doors altogether.
The impacts of the septic systems and their high repair costs are
noticeable. Some restaurants have restricted service because their septic
tank and leach field systems cannot accommodate full-service loading
and have limited leach field infiltration capacity – meaning fewer seats
in the restaurant, fewer booths in the salon, fewer hours of operation or
equivalent reduction in economic and community potential.

To date, there have been 27 septic system
failures. This is just the beginning. It is expected
that 39 more will fail in the next five years,
based on monitoring the existing systems.
In 2015, nine septic system repairs were
completed. In 2016, six more were repaired.

SERVICE PLAN
Prior studies have looked at slightly different service areas, but all
emphasize the Skyway, Pearson Road, and Clark Road commercial
corridors. This study looked at each corridor, with significant
consideration of the topography, and created a conceptual layout of
pipelines to serve parcels within the service area. Prior studies have also
evaluated both gravity and low pressure collection systems.

SERVICE AREA
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Figure 4.2 – Service Area Collection System

The initial layout of a gravity collection system requires a lift station
with sewer force mains. This option proved to be much more expensive
than a low-pressure system fed by individual septic tank pumps. Due
to the difference in cost, a low-pressure system was developed for the
feasibility-level collection system cost estimate, as shown in Figure 4.2.
The low-pressure collection system relies on small diameter laterals to
transport effluent from on-site septic tanks with small pumps or gravity
(where head is available) to a collector. Collectors are located in each
street within the service area. The collectors convey wastewater to the
trunk lines, which are located in the major corridor streets. The trunk
lines move the wastewater to the treatment facility. This system reduces
the number of pipes buried in the streets.
The service area was divided into shed areas based on major road
intersections and topography. The following is a description of each
sewer-shed area.

UPPER CLARK
The Upper Clark shed area includes all connecting parcels north of
Nunnely Road, within the service area. The area also includes connecting
parcels between Nunneley Road and Pearson Road east of Clark Road
and those within approximately 500 feet west of Clark Road. These
parcels can feasibly connect service laterals directly to the trunk line.
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LOWER CLARK
The Lower Clark shed area includes connecting parcels in the service
area on Clark Road, south of Pearson Road. The 350-foot elevation
change from the southern service area boundary to the intersection of
Pearson Road and Clark Road may require the use of a pump station to
convey the wastewater to the trunk line at Pearson Road.

PEARSON
The Pearson shed area includes connecting parcels between Nunneley
Road and Pearson Road, from Clark Road to the Memorial Trail. It also
includes the connecting parcels south of Pearson Road to the service
area boundary. The Pearson Road corridor trunk line will have a larger
pipe diameter compared to other corridors to accommodate more
wastewater flow from the Clark Road shed areas. The trunk line will
convey wastewater to the proposed treatment facility near Skyway or to a
regional pipeline connecting to the City of Chico’s WPCP.

UPPER SKYWAY
The Upper Skyway shed area includes the connecting parcels within the
service area from the northern service area on Skyway near Pentz Road,
to Pearson Road, and is bordered by the Memorial Trail to the east near
the Pearson Road and Skyway intersection. The trunk line running down
Skyway will utilize the topography and gravity to convey wastewater
to the lower elevation, while maintaining low-pressure in the system.
Parcels with an elevation higher than the street along Skyway may be
equipped with a gravity connection rather than a pumped connection.

LOWER SKYWAY
The Lower Skyway shed area includes connecting parcels along skyway
south of Pearson Road. The area between Pearson Road and Buschmann
Road is also included. The trunk line in the Lower Skyway area is a large
diameter pipe because it must transport all the wastewater flow of the
collection system to the treatment facility.
A list of all parcels, areas, and anticipated average dry weather flows is
included in the Appendix.

CONSTRUCTION PHASING
At a feasibility design level, the construction for the conceptual
collection system is presumed to be a phased process.
Collection system construction phasing would begin at the treatment
facility or regional pipeline connection and work up from the lower
elevation sewer-shed areas to the higher elevation shed areas. Areas
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furthest from the major corridors connected by collectors, such as
parcels along Nunneley Road, will likely be connected during later
phases of construction. Larger diameter trunk lines installed in
major corridors, like Pearson Road, would have tie-ins positioned for
connecting collectors and laterals during later phases of construction.
The on-site construction of the septic tank effluent systems would occur
during the same phase as adjacent conveyance system construction.
Ongoing coordination efforts with individual land owners will be an
important element of construction.

PUBLIC OUTREACH
The draft service area map was released for comment at a June 2016
Project Stakeholder Group meeting. After review by Town planning staff,
the map was shared at the August 2016 public meeting and added to
the project website.
The interactive website map allows Town residents to search for an
address or Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) to determine if a particular
parcel is included in the proposed service area. The project team
received comments at the public
meeting, where some parcel owners
asked how they could be added to
the service area while others asked if
they would have the ability to “optout” if they choose. The project team
fielded all questions, and let meeting
attendees know the ability to join
or leave the service area would be
decided by the Town Council. All parcels within the final service area will
be assessed to help pay for the project as they receive benefit.

...some parcel owners asked how they could be
added to the service area while others asked if
they would have the ability to “opt-out” if they
choose. The project team...let meeting attendees
know the ability to join or leave the service area
would be decided by the Town Council.

Other questions about project timing and connecting to the system were
discussed. Some parcel owners asked if they would need to connect
immediately, even if their septic system was functioning well. The
attendees were told that this will be determined by the specific districts.
Some districts will allow customers to connect at a later date, but will
provide incentive to customers to connect to the system sooner rather
than later.
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5

Wastewater Generation
and Collection
COLLECTION SYSTEM
OVERVIEW
The collection and conveyance system for the Town of Paradise service
area would require a hybrid system of pumping and gravity pipelines
to convey wastewater to a treatment facility. The varying topography
throughout the service area will require pumping for areas in lower
elevations (in canyons) to convey wastewater to areas where gravity flow
becomes more efficient. A gravity system and a pumped effluent sewer
system were analyzed and compared. The analysis looked at routes to a
treatment facility that may be located down either Skyway or Clark Road.
The analysis considered pipe sizes, depths, lengths, and associated costs
for the options. Upon review of the initial cost estimates, the effluent
sewer system has lower costs due to shallow pipes, fewer manholes, and
fewer pump stations.
A conventional gravity system, using lift stations at low points, was
the initial alternative analyzed for the service area. This alternative
would seem reasonable for an area with naturally sloping topography,
using gravity to move wastewater to a treatment facility. However, the
undulating terrain in the Town of Paradise would require a large number
of pump stations and force mains and deeper trenching for gravity
pipes to convey wastewater to a treatment location. The cost of a gravity
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Figure 5.1 – Conventional Gravity Sewer System
(http://www.orenco.com/systems/wastewater_collection.cfm)

dominated system proved to be high, approximately double that of an
effluent sewer system. Figure 5.1 shows a conceptual illustration of a
conventional gravity sewer system with pump stations.
An effluent sewer system was the other alternative analyzed as an option
for collection and conveyance of wastewater. The effluent sewer systems
will use a septic tank (primary treatment) for each connection and convey
the effluent by means of pump or gravity to the collection system. The
effluent sewer system will operate under low pressure and will reduce
cost of the collection and conveyance system compared to a conventional
gravity sewer system. The lower cost is due to a reduction in pipe size,
shallower depth of pipe installation, fewer manholes, and fewer pump
stations. Figure 5.2 shows a conceptual illustration of a effluent sewer
system.

Figure 5.2 – Effluent Sewer System
(http://www.orenco.com/systems/wastewater_collection.cfm)

FEASIBILITY-LEVEL DESIGN
Onsite Facilities (Private)
The effluent sewer system will require each connection to use a septic
tank to separate solids and decant effluent wastewater for conveyance
to a treatment facility. The existing onsite septic tanks may be evaluated
for usefulness in the effluent sewer system, however it is assumed that a
majority of the existing septic tanks will be replaced. Due to the varying
topography in the Town of Paradise, the onsite (private facilities) will
require either an effluent pumping system or an effluent gravity system.
The size of the onsite systems will be site-specific based on design
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Figure 5.3 – STEP and STEG Collection Systems

loading. Connections with high solids loading may require a grinder pump
system to manage solids and reduce the frequency of periodic septage
pumping requirements. Figure 5.3 illustrates a septic tank effluent
pumping (STEP) system located below the grade line of the collector
pipeline and a septic tank effluent gravity (STEG) system located above
the grade line of the collector pipeline.
1.

STEP system connections (Figure 5.4)
a. Primary Tank – Influent is separated by gravity, with solids settling
and fats, oils and grease rising to the top. Effluent (water) from
the middle of the tank is decanted to the secondary tank.
b. Secondary (Pumping) Tank – Effluent is accumulated until a
design volume (size dependent) is reach for pumping. The pump
discharges to the service connection lateral under low pressure.
c. Controls and SCADA – The STEP system is equipped with a
system that provides power, controls, and alarms for the system.

2.

STEG system connections
a. Primary Tank – Same as STEP system.
b. Secondary Tank – A drain line from the secondary tank will
discharge to the service connection lateral. Effluent gravity
systems will only work where the secondary tank is in a location
that is above the energy grade line (EGL) of the pressurized
system.
c. The STEG systems will be equipped with an alarm in case of a
clog and/or overflow. No power is required except for the alarm.
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Figure 5.4 – STEP Tank Detail

3.

Additional requirements for connection
a. House to Tanks Connection – The new STEP or STEG tanks will
require a new gravity connection from the house sewer pipeline
to the tank.
b. Septic Tank Decommissioning – The existing on-site septic
tanks will require removal or abandonment. It would be the
responsibility of the property owner to demolish and remove
or properly abandon in place (pump septage, seal inlets, and
outlets, etc.) the existing septic tanks and leach fields.

Business and home owners should understand that this system still
utilizes a tank on their property and the tank will need to be maintained
on a similar frequency to the current septic systems they have now. The
tanks will likely need to be pumped by a septage hauler for sludge and
grease buildup every 10 to 15 years. Commercial properties, especially
restaurants, may have to be pumped more often. Restaurants should
use grease traps ahead of their tanks to prolong the tank’s maintenance
cycle.

Laterals
The sewer service laterals convey water from the individual tanks for
each service connection to the collector pipelines located in the public
right-of-way. The laterals include pipe owned by the property owner
(private) and a portion of pipeline in public right-of-way, which is the
responsibility of the Town or Service District.
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1.

Lateral Installation – The effluent sewer system uses smaller
laterals, typically no larger than 1.5-inch diameter pipe, installed at
a shallower depth than conventional gravity sewer laterals (4-inch
pipe). In many cases, the effluent sewer laterals may be installed
using directional drilling, minimizing damage to property and
reducing the need for road closures due to open trenches.

2.

Feasibility Assumptions
a. Private Laterals – 100 feet of lateral on private property (up to
the public right-of-way) is the assumed average length that will
be the responsibility of the property owners. This assumption
includes the distance from the tank to the back of walk.

Collectors
Collector pipelines are located in the public right-of-way through the
service area and provide collection of wastewater from the service
laterals.
1.

Gravity Collectors – A conventional gravity system conveys
wastewater through the collectors to manholes then into trunk lines
for conveyance to the treatment plant. Gravity collectors require
larger pipes to accommodate gravity flow in an 80 percent full
pipe. Gravity pipe installations require open trenching to provide
adequate slope, increasing the cost of the project.

2.

Effluent Collectors – Since the effluent sewer system is a
pressurized, closed system, the collector will increase in size as flow
accumulates as wastewater moves toward the treatment facility.
The pressurized laterals can connect directly into the collector,
eliminating the need for trunk lines and reducing the amount of
pipe needed to convey wastewater through the system.

Trunk Lines
Trunk lines are typical in conventional gravity sewer systems. The trunk
lines convey larger volumes of wastewater through the service area and
usually run in parallel to the collectors. The conventional approach
proved a very costly alternative in the analysis. For a more reasonable
cost of construction, trunk lines and collectors would both receive flow
directly from laterals, reducing the length of pipe required.
The pressurized laterals of the effluent sewer system can connect directly
into any size collector, eliminating the need for trunk lines and reducing
the amount of pipe needed to convey wastewater through the system.
The pipe sizes of the effluent system are generally smaller in diameter,
as the pipes flow completely full when under pressure pressurized.
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Pump Stations (Lift Stations)
In areas with significant changes in elevation, such as the Town of
Paradise, pump stations are required in a conventional gravity sewer
system. The accumulation of flow by gravity to the low points in the
system are pumped through a force main to a high point were gravity is
then used to deliver flow to the next low point. With a gravity system, the
service area in the Town of Paradise
could require more than nine pump
stations to lift wastewater out of the
valleys and convey wastewater to a
treatment facility down Skyway or
Clark Road.

Eliminating the need for most, if not all, of the
pump stations greatly reduces the cost of the
collection and conveyance system.

The effluent sewer system does not require the use of pump stations
(lift stations) for most of the service area, as each STEP or STEG tank
provides the necessary pressure to convey the wastewater through the
varying topography of the service area. In regions of the service area
where it is required to pump the wastewater up several hundred feet, a
pump station may still be required. Eliminating the need for most, if not
all, of the pump stations greatly reduces the cost of the collection and
conveyance system.
The elimination of pump stations reduces the cost of the system capital
cost, land acquisition, as well as the operation and maintenance of a
multitude of pumps and monitoring equipment.

Force Mains
A force main is the pressurized wastewater discharged from pump
stations in a conventional sewer system. A system that requires the use
of force mains can have two pipes in parallel to convey the collected
wastewater to the pump station by gravity and then the force main to
convey the pressurized wastewater to the next high point, depending on
the location of the wastewater treatment facility.
In addition to reducing or eliminating the pump stations, the effluent
system reduces or eliminates the need for two pipes in parallel in the
same streets. Each collector is technically a force main, with the ability
to receive services connection directly.

Man Holes/Cleanouts
A conventional gravity sewer system requires the installation of a
manhole approximately every 300 to 500 feet on collectors and trunk
lines. Along with the need for manholes, a clean out is required on every
service connection.
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The effluent sewer system is a closed, pressurized system that eliminates
the need for manholes. The elimination of manholes also greatly reduces
the potential for nuisance odors throughout the service area. The solids
separation that occurs in the on-site tanks means the need for cleanouts
at each service connection is not required. The elimination of manholes
and cleanouts reduces the cost of the collection system. The effluent sewer
system also reduces the maintenance on the collection system, as solids
that may cause clogging are greatly reduced or eliminated from the system
in the onsite tanks.

FLOW DEVELOPMENT ASSUMPTIONS
APPROACH TO FLOWS
The development of sewer collection, conveyance, treatment, and disposal
system options requires an estimate for the wastewater flows generated
within the proposed service area. The land area of each zoning designation
in the proposed service area boundary was determined by using overlapping
parcel boundaries with zoning designation boundaries. Flow generation
rates for each zoning designation were determined based on area of land for
commercial zoning designations and equivalent dwelling units (EDUs) per
acre for residential zoning designations.

Previous Studies
Previous studies for sewer projects in the Town of Paradise were reviewed.
Each study developed flows and loads for the proposed district boundary
in a slightly different manner. The flow estimates from the previous studies
did not provide flow generation by land use in a format conducive to the
changes in the proposed service area boundary.
The results of the previous studies are as follows:

Town of Paradise Wastewater Collection, Treatment, and Disposal
Preliminary Design Report, Volume 1 prepared by Nolte and
Associates (Nolte), dated July 17, 1992
This report used land use and residential density to determine flows for the
studied service area. The assumed wastewater generation was as follows:




Town Residential
= 200 gallons/residence per day (EDU)
Multi-Family Residential
= 165 gallons/residence per day
(EDU) Commercial and Industrial = 2,000 gallons/acre per day

Limited assumptions were provided for the calculations, however the
projected flow appeared reasonable for the purpose of the 1992 report.
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2010 TOP Wastewater Treatment & Collection System Feasibility
Study for the Downtown Community Cluster System prepared by
NorthStar Engineering (NorthStar), dated April 21, 2010
This study describes a comprehensive approach to development of design
flows with a percentage breakdown of residential zoning designations and
differing flows for commercial designations based on type of business.
The general wastewater generation was estimated as follows:


Residential (including Multi-Family) =



Commercial (High Flow)
Commercial (Low Flow)



=
=

225 gallons/unit per day, to
maximum density
1,200 gallons/acre per day
600 gallons/acre per day

This study also applied a 20 percent reduction of design flows based on
the assumption the maximum density would not be fully realized. The
approach outlined by NorthStar does not lend itself to changes in the
service area boundary and recalculation. The previous studies lacked
sufficient descriptions of calculations and assumptions to be utilized for
the proposed service area for this current analysis.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA WASTEWATER AGENCIES - DESIGN
CRITERIA COMPARISON
Several sewer service providers in the region were reviewed to compare
design flow evaluation criteria by land use to estimate design flow for
the project. Each sewer service provider has a different approach to
wastewater flow generation.

Comparative Flows
The average results of the comparative flows for similar land uses
designations are as follows:




Single Family Residential =
Multi-Family Residential
=
Commercial and Industrial =

284 gallons/unit per day or EDU
216 gallons/unit per day or EDU
1,220 gallons/acre per day

The average of the comparative flows provides a general perspective on
the area’s wastewater generation. Historically the per capita flow range is
80-100 gallons per person per day.

Demographic Consideration
The sewer service providers reviewed for this analysis have different
demographics from the Town of Paradise. The Average Dry Weather Flow
(ADWF) assigned to a dwelling unit is assumed to be in relation to the
average number of people in a single family residence. Some of the more
urban communities or regional sewer agencies use a somewhat higher
flow rate per EDU.
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A comparison of the other northern California communities to the Town
of Paradise was reviewed for this analysis to aid in the development
of daily wastewater generation per EDU and per acre. The number of
people per household, between the years 2010-2014 and the population
density were compared.
Table 5.1 summarizes the comparison between the Town of Paradise, the
City of Chico, and the average for other northern California communities.
Table 5.1 – Demographic Comparison
Persons per Household

People per Square Mile

Town of Paradise

2.36

1,432.1

Chico

2.45

2,617.8

Comparative Average

2.48

2,384.8

FLOW DEVELOPMENT
Land Use Designation
At the time of this analysis, the proposed service area boundary for the
Town of Paradise was 1,165 acres with 1,041 acres of land area having
zoning designations (124 acre of streets). The Town of Paradise has
24 zoning designations and 10 generalized zoning designations. The
parcels located within the service area were separated by the generalized
zoning designation, such as Town Residential (TR) rather than a specific
designation of TR 1/3 or TR 1/2. An average number of residential units
per acre was applied to the residential designations to calculate the
estimated wastewater flow generation for the total area of each zoning
designation in the proposed service area.

Wastewater Generation
Typically, wastewater generation is estimated by gallons per person per
day, gallons per acre per day, or assigned a daily flow rate based on an
equivalent single family residential dwelling unit (EDU). The zoning
designations in the Town of Paradise allow for a reasonable assumption
of wastewater generation based on EDUs and gallons per acre. A lower
than average flow per EDU and flow per acre is assumed due to the
history of water conservation, a lower than average population density,
and an assumed reduction of inflow and infiltration (I/I) due to the use of
modern construction materials and techniques.
The following is the assigned flow per EDU and flow per acre per day for
the Town of Paradise for this analysis.
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Flow per Single Family EDU
Flow per Multi-Family EDU
No Residential Land Use

=
=
=

230 gallons per EDU per day
110 gallons per EDU per day
600 gallons per acre per day

An average daily flow per EDU per day and the average daily flow per acre
per day for the areas in each designation was applied to calculate an
estimated wastewater flow for the proposed service area.

Build Out Flow Generation
Design at build out assumes zoning designation may change within the
service area to allow for growth with an assumed increase of wastewater
flows of 5 percent . Densification is likely to occur within the service
area, therefore the maximum EDU per acre for the generalized residential
zoning designations will apply.

DESIGN FLOWS
A design flow that accounts for the diurnal peaks of the average flows
and infiltration and inflow (I/I) during wet weather is required for sizing
the conveyance, treatment and disposal of wastewater in the proposed
service area. A peaking factor is applied to the ADWF to calculate a
peak dry weather flow (PDWF). Typically a peaking factor falls in the
range between 1.5 and 3.0 and is derived using an empirical equation
that generates a curve based on the average daily flow. In addition to
the PDWF, I/I is usually accounted for during wet weather producing a
prediction for peak wet weather flow (PWWF). However, the selection
of a low pressure system and lack of manholes limits the inflow and
anticipated infiltration to the collection system. Therefore I/I is negligible
for the Town collection system. The PWWF will be used as a design
criteria in the options analysis and feasibility study.
The PWWF of the proposed service area and anticipated buildout used
for the design criteria is approximated at 1.86 mgd for the purpose of
this study. Flows for septage receiving were not calculated for this level
of design and are anticipated to be a minor contributor to the treatment
system.

WASTEWATER CONSTITUENT LOADING
Town of Paradise Wastewater Collection, Treatment, and Disposal
Preliminary Design Report, Volume 1 (by Nolte, 1992) provided
projected wastewater characteristics that are used for the purpose of this
study. That report stated that, “wastewater quality was determined using
a mass balance prepared from the expected concentrations and flow rates
of various waste streams entering the treatment plant. Approximately one
half of the sewer district service area will be connected by conventional
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gravity sewer and the other half will be connected by STEP system.
STEP effluent is less concentrated than conventional sewer effluent
due to settling of solid particles in the septic tank.” The 1992 Report
calculated the concentrations for biological oxygen demand (BOD5),
total suspended solids (TSS), nitrogen (Total N), and phosphorus
(Total P) associated with wastewater from conventional sewer systems,
wastewater from STEP systems, septage from conventional septic tanks,
and septage from STEP systems. The assumptions in that report seem
reasonable and are adopted for this evaluation. The treatment plant
design concentrations were estimated in that report as follows:





BOD5
TSS
Total N
Total P

=
=
=
=

310 mg/L
530 mg/L
57 mg/L
12mg/L

RECOMMENDATION
The PWWF of 1.86 mgd and corresponding loads derived above provide
the design criteria for an option analysis. This design flow represents the
anticipated 2040 build out within the service area and will be used for
the conceptual design of the sewer system for all options analyzed in the
feasibility study. To maintain a feasible cost of treatment, the ADWF of
0.98 mgd will be used for the design criteria, flow equalizations ponds
will be used to attenuate the peak flows.
During the design of the preferred sewer collection, conveyance,
treatment, and disposal system, a more specific and accurate prediction
of flows and loads generated in the service area should be developed
with a survey of actual land use, dwelling unit density, and the type of
commercial usage.

CAPITAL AND OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COST
ASSUMPTIONS
Costs have been developed for the collection system including
assumptions for engineering, legal, and administrative costs of the
option design as well as contingency for unknowns commensurate with a
feasibility level study. Operations and maintenance include the following
staff levels:







General Manager
Administrative Assistant
Receptionist (part-time)
Operations Manager
Field Crew (2)
Septic On-site Lead
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COST AND RECOMMENDATION
Costs for the collection system are common to all options except for the
No Project Option. Additional costs for conveyance to various treatment
plant options are included in the treatment plant alternatives.
A low pressure sewer effluent system is preferred to serve the Town.
While the system requires a portion of infrastructure and maintenance on
each parcel, it limits the number of pipelines and manholes needed in
the collection system and reduces the cost of the collection system.
The capital cost of the collection system is estimated to be $47.4
million (including 20 percent design/construction contingency and 15
percent engineering design/permitting/environmental).
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6

Alternatives Analyzed
and Eliminated
Other alternatives that have been suggested over the years by the public
are also discussed. Many of these alternative treatment systems represent
other ways of treating wastewater than conventional treatment processes.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYZED AND ELIMINATED
Several years of studies and multiple potential sewer treatment options
have been suggested for implementation in the Town of Paradise. Many of
those suggestions have been offered by residents, and others have been
brought forward by engineers. The scope of the treatment solution and
area served vary for these alternatives. The most common concern from
previously suggested alternatives and subsequent studies is two-fold.
One is that the cost of a larger scale collection and treatment system is
high; and two, is that potential rate payers are seeking the lowest capital
cost option available as a viable solution. The stakeholders have shown a
preference for the lowest possible initial capital cost investment in order to
reduce both tax roll assessment and future sewer rates.
The principal challenge of these “natural” treatment alternatives is the
availability of satisfactory land area for effluent disposal, not necessarily
the biological adequacy of the treatment technology. Monitoring and
controlling these systems can be difficult. If the effluent cannot meet
discharge permit requirements, the reliability of these systems is not
equivalent to conventional treatment systems. Often these systems are
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described as cheaper than conventional treatment and are used in rural
areas where conventional systems are not viable due to cost. However,
the discharge requirements and permitting are not equivalent to those
required by a municipal treatment permit.
One of the competing issues to consider with alternative small treatment
systems is the need to pool the required resources (parcels/customers)
together to help spread the capital cost and lower the financial burden of
a treatment system from the individual parcel owner. At the same time,
limiting flow to avoid discharge permit requirements is also a necessity.
The amount of land needed to disperse treated effluent is directly related
to the amount of sewage flow collected in a given area. As a result, more
sewage flow means that more suitable land is needed- already a scarce
commodity in the Town of Paradise.

Any collection system
that yields more than
100,000 GPD will
require a specific
permit and cannot
operate under the small
systems general order.
As defined earlier, the
anticipated flow from
the Paradise Sewer
Project Service Area is
over 800,000 GPD of
Average Dry Weather
Flow (ADWF).

The SWRCB has a General Waste Discharge Requirement for Small
Domestic Wastewater Treatment Systems (SDWTS). Only Small Domestic
Systems that discharge to land and with a monthly average flow rate of
100,000 GPD or less are eligible for coverage under this General Order.
An SDWTS that produces more than 20,000 GPD requires a plan and
a permit for controlling and monitoring nitrogen in a manner that is
compliant with the basin plan for that specific area.
SDWTSs are typically located at individual residences, rural parks,
schools, campgrounds, mobile home parks, roadside rest stops, small
commercial or residential subdivisions, restaurants, resort hotels/
lodges, small correctional facilities, temporary fire-fighting camps, and
recreational vehicle (RV) dump locations, including RV parks.
A Small Domestic System that uses subsurface disposal may be regulated
by a local agency rather than a Regional Water Board, consistent with
the Water Quality Control Policy for Siting, Design, Operation, and
Maintenance of Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems Policy (OWTS
Policy). Wastewater systems regulated by local agencies may continue that
coverage unless directed by the local agency or the Regional Water Board
Executive Officer to seek WDRs from the Regional Water Board.
It is important to have this context when reviewing some of the options
that have been suggested. Any collection system that yields more than
100,000 GPD will require a specific permit and cannot operate under the
small systems general order. As defined earlier, the anticipated flow from
the Paradise Sewer Project Service Area is over 800,000 GPD of Average
Dry Weather Flow (ADWF). Therefore any alternative treatment system
must have a clearly defined effluent location (stream, spreading ground,
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leach field, seepage wells) and be monitored to affirm compliance with a
discharge permit issued by the RWQCB. While an alternative treatment
system with added disinfection process may meet discharge requirements
of a specific discharge permit, monitoring and control of the treatment
process is more difficult when compared to a conventional WWTP that has
more operational controls and access for adjusting the treatment process.
Many of the smaller cluster treatment systems are appropriate treatment
options for a single parcel or multiple parcels that are grouped together
(cluster system). These advanced septic treatment systems provide a more
robust treatment than a simple septic tank (settling and sludge digestion)
and would produce a higher quality effluent, thereby prolonging the life of
the leach field. However, selecting a dispersal area location is challenging.
A significant amount of land (hundreds of acres) is necessary and even if
the land area is available in or near Town boundaries, the soils may not
be as amendable to infiltration as land off of the “Ridge.” Prior geologic
studies indicate more efficient infiltration characteristics in soils located in
the valley off of the “Ridge.”
The predominant soil type in the valleys around the Town is Aiken Clay
Loam with moderate permeability, but there is variability within the Town
for leach field effectiveness.

IN TOWN INFILTRATION AREAS AND GENERAL GEOLOGY
Skyway Corridor North of Wagstaff Road
This area has no history of issues for wastewater dispersal and, in
general, has decent soil for septic systems with larger lots. Soil depth and
permeability is good. There is a narrow band of high groundwater on the
east side of Skyway up to Rocky Lane.

Clark Road Corridor South of Buschmann Road
This area is generally adequate for septic systems and wastewater
dispersal. South of this area, the soils become increasingly shallow with an
Andesite “lava cap” close to or at the native surface in much of the area.
The commercially zoned parcels in this area have shallow soils and leach
field construction or replacement is restricted by the Onsite group.

Parcels Surrounding Boquest Boulevard
Five parcels in the north side of this region are non-conducive to onsite
wastewater treatment due to the perennial creek nearby and the small
lot sizes. Almost all of these parcels have individual advanced treatment
systems. Any failure of existing leach fields in this area would not be
replaceable.
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Parcels on Middle Skyway and West of Skyway
Failed septic and leach field systems in this area tend to require
alternative systems, which are hard to fit on the steeply sloped lots. The
soils are shallow, with “lava cap” and boulders prevalent. The systems in
this area are well maintained, operate well, and typically have adequate
room for leach field replacement.

Discussion
Infiltration and dispersal areas must be sited outside of Town in order to
have the necessary acreage, and adequate permeability found in the area
soils. This conclusion was reached through the prior studies that analyzed
feasibility-level design of a collection system for the commercial corridors
of the Town. Studies analyzed the land off of the “Ridge” and sited
infiltration areas away from the Tuscan formation geology.
The Tuscan formation, in its “unweathered” state, is marked by
predominantly hard and course rock fragments that make excavation
difficult without blasting or the use of rock trenchers. In its weathered
state, the Tuscan formation turns to red clay with hard fragments. The
boulder and gravelly clay portion is referred to as the Aiken Phase. Soils
that have accumulated in weathered swales have formed clay loam that
is often two to five feet thick. These soils drain well, are conducive to
wastewater disposal and become more common at further distances from
the Ridge and at lower elevations. Infiltration characteristics also improve.

CLUSTER SYSTEMS
A typical cluster system is made of a sequence of buried tanks, each with
a treatment process similar to a conventional treatment plant. The treated
effluent from a cluster system would likely be dispersed by leach field or
pressure dose trenches. The ambient ground water quality would need
to be established and the ground water monitored for compliance with a
RWQCB WDR. Adequate land area would be needed for both treatment
and dispersal. These factors will likely cause the siting of the plant and
discharge area to be outside of Town along Skyway or Neal Road. The
distance of the plant and discharge area from Town will add significant
conveyance cost. In addition, the project impacts would look similar to
Option A with pond treatment and land disposal. This alternative has
been eliminated from consideration because there is inadequate land area
near Town and the cost of conveyance to an appropriate site would be
equivalent to Option A, already considered in the study.
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WETLAND TREATMENT
Natural wetlands function in nature to remove suspended solids and
nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorous. These natural processes can
be applied to municipal stormwater and wastewater treatment through a
constructed wetland. There are three types of constructed wetlands:
1.

Subsurface flow wetlands

2.

Surface flow wetlands

3.

Floating treatment wetlands

Wetland systems usually require more land area than a conventional
wastewater treatment plant, which means the savings in treatment costs
over conventional treatment costs would be somewhat offset by the need
for additional land.

Subsurface Flow Wetland
Typically this system flows through trenches filled with sand, rooted plants,
and a gravel draining layer to collect effluent. Unfortunately, these systems
do not completely replace conventional wastewater treatment as a primary
treatment of screening, grit removal, and settling is usually needed as a
pre-treatment step to prevent clogging the system. A final disinfection step
would also be required to meet discharge permit requirements. Therefore
the wetland concept only replaces the biological (BOD removal) portion of
a conventional treatment process.
One advantage of a subsurface system over surface and floating wetlands
is that they attract fewer mosquitoes.

Surface Flow Wetlands

Examples of surface flow and floating
treatment systems

Often known as free water surface wetlands, these wetlands are mainly
applied to municipal treatment schemes as a polishing step for tertiary
treatment after a conventional process. They are effective at removing
residual nutrients and pathogens and will have both floating water plants
(Hyacinth) and soil rooted reed plants. These systems are often utilized
in concert with conventional treatments to create a wildlife habitat or a
buffer zone between the treated effluent and sensitive ecological areas
like estuaries. Surface wetlands attract wetland animal species and birds,
which can contribute to the biological nutrient loading from the animal
waste. This may lead to inconsistent removals of nitrogen as new ammonia
(bird waste) is added to the system. Another challenge is mosquito
control, especially in suburban areas. Wetland plants are also at risk of
die-off under sustained freezing temperatures, which can upset treatment
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capacity and nutrient uptake. Therefore, surface flow wetlands are
generally a poor fit for areas with sustained snow periods. This alternative
has been eliminated from consideration due to confidence in consistently
meeting a discharge permit requirement and the challenge to manage
additional impacts such as mosquitoes and planting replacement when
assimilative capacity of nutrients is reached.

IN-SITU TREATMENT
These systems collect sewage and disperse the flow into buried chambers
(perforated pipes with a filter matting) that act as both settling and
filtration treatment steps. Sewage also infiltrates as the sewage makes its
way through the chambers. These systems are relatively cheap to install
and provide effective treatment for small systems. They are a good fit as
a clustered system for small communities in rural areas. In-situ systems
still require septic tanks or STEP systems at each service to act as primary
settling/solids removal. Under higher flow conditions (>100,000 gpd),
these systems would likely require flow equalization, an impermeable
liner for the buried filter pipe array, and post treatment extraction and
disinfection to meet a NPDES permit or be conveyed to an adequate area
for spreading and infiltration under a WDR permit. A treatment system
scaled up to 1.0 mgd would cost approximately $7 million without
disinfection. This alternative has been eliminated from consideration due
to its scalability to meet the needs of the Town of Paradise anticipated
flows. However, this option might be revisited if a sewer district cannot be
formed and blocks of businesses have failed septic systems. This option
will still be challenged for land for treatment area and discharge/dispersal
locations close to town.

VERMIFILTRATION
Vermifiltration is a filter bed system used to treat high BOD wastewater
with soil as a filter and worms as the biological processor of dissolved
organic carbon and nutrients. They have been used effectively on small
scales of 10,000 to 50,000 GPD to treat agricultural, dairy, and human
wastes. Large scale treatment of more than 1 mgd is rare but has been
implemented in rural agricultural areas. The advantage of the system
is the low energy usage to treat the wastewater, relative to conventional
treatment. They are primarily sold as decentralized systems for rural and
agricultural areas and are not widely demonstrated in municipal use with
conventional collection systems.
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Questions remain as to the reliability of the treatment system to
consistently meet effluent requirements for either land application or
stream discharge with municipal influent. Treated effluent would need to
be conveyed to an adequate land application area or stream and additional
disinfection would still be required and must be considered in any cost
comparison with a conventional system. Systems have been in use in
Australia and Chile for several years and have only recently been used
in the U.S. in rural areas for food processing (wine and fruits) and dairy
wastes. Representative costs are difficult to find. While data show good
performance for removal of BOD, it is less clear on chloroform bacteria
removal and consistency in disinfecting the effluent for stream discharges.
The primary demonstration usage has utilized leach fields and land
application and infiltration as the discharge step. This alternative has been
eliminated from consideration due to concerns over its scalability and
effluent reliability for stream discharge.
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7

Alternatives Summary
The following section describes the options and alternatives that have
been evaluated for consideration for the sewer project report. These
options and alternatives have been informed by previous studies and
public input. Each of the four main options include a detailed approach,
expected regulatory requirements, design criteria, pros and cons, and
summary cost estimates. The funding section of this report outlines the
anticipated costs per connection for each of the options.
The options analyzed are as follows:

Option A – Localized Wastewater Treatment Plant with effluent
land application


Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire land
with adequate area for secondary level treatment plant and land
application area for a RWQCB Waste Discharge Requirement (WDR).

OPTION B – LOCALIZED WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
WITH SURFACE WATER DISCHARGE LOCATION


Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire land with
adequate area for a tertiary level treatment plant and location for
effluent discharge to creek. Will require a RWQCB National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.
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Figure 7.1 – Example of a Pond Treatment System

OPTION C – REGIONAL CONNECTION TO THE CITY OF CHICO
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL PLANT


Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire right-of-way for
regional pipeline and connection to the City of Chico WPCP. Requires
regional agreement with the City of Chico and connection fee.

OPTION D – WASTEWATER TREATMENT WITH BENEFICIAL
REUSE


Local sewer collection system for service area. Acquire land with
adequate area for a tertiary level treatment. Treated effluent
connected to reclaimed water system for distribution and re-use via
irrigation. Reclaimed water would be stored in ponds in the winter
and provided for golf course irrigation in the summer.

OPTION E – NO PROJECT
Pond treatment



No collection system or treatment plant. The Town continues to
function on septic systems.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS
AND PROJECT TREATMENT PLANT OPTIONS
The overall project alternatives rely on three different wastewater
treatment options. Option A is a pond treatment system, Figure 7.1, that
would store and treat sewage to a secondary level for land application of
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Figure 7.2 – Tertiary Treatment and Disinfection

the effluent. Options B and D are a tertiary treatment option, Figure 7.2,
to produce high quality effluent for either creek/stream discharge or
potential reuse. Option C utilizes the City of Chico’s existing Wastewater
Pollution Control Plant.
The treatment options are based on expected permit types, and their
associated requirements for effluent discharge location and method.
The permitted discharge requirements from the Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB) would either be a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit or a Waste Discharge Requirement
(WDR) Order permit.

ANTICIPATED DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS
The State Water Resources Control Board operates under the federal
Clean Water Act (CWA) and is responsible for regulating wastewater
treatment plants in the state of California. The permitting authority is
delegated to nine Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs).
The NPDES Permit Program controls water pollution by regulating point
sources that discharge pollutants into the waters of the United States.
Point sources are individual conveyors like pipes or man-made ditches.
Examples of pollutants include, but are not limited to, rock, sand, dirt,
and agricultural, industrial, and municipal waste.
New discharges require that an application and a Report of Waste
Discharge (ROWD) are submitted to the RWQCB board. Permits are
granted with specific conditions, including discharge type and the
specific environment within a watershed basin (Basin Plan) and
specific to the water body (stream) receiving the discharge. Typically,
discharges that lead to surface water (creeks, streams, rivers, or lakes)
require a NPDES Permit and treatment plants that dispose of effluent
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by land (evaporation, irrigation, infiltration, and recharge) require a
WDR permit. The RWQCB typically reviews both permit types every
five years. In that time span additional studies are often required,
depending on changes in the watershed basin plan or new data from
more recent constituent studies. The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) establishes the Water Quality Research and resulting constituents’
requirements. The requirements are then transferred to the State Boards
for implementation.

National Point Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit
NDPES permits are more burdensome to acquire between the two
options for Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs). NPDES permits
often require more stringent discharge limits on nutrients, metals,
disinfection byproducts (DBPs), and contaminants of emerging concern
(CECs) such as pharmaceuticals.
Those dischargers pursuing a permit for surface water discharge should
expect a higher level of staff time and operating costs for permit
maintenance. The additional efforts can be seen in areas like constituent
sampling and testing, effluent toxicity testing, pesticides, temperature,
turbidity, and chemicals. Permits also typically require ongoing studies
of both effluent and the water quality received by the discharger. These
studies generally lead to plans that require updates and submission to
the RWQCB on a regular basis.

Land application of effluent includes
alfalfa or other fodder crops and
pasture lands

Historical evidence demonstrates that a POTW will face more restrictive
discharge permit limits and potential treatment plant upgrades and
revisions every five years. These revisions are often driven by EPA
requirements that the RWQCB cannot dismiss, which can lead to plant
upgrade costs above the average life-cycle costs for equipment repair
and replacement.

Waste Discharge Requirement (WDR) Permit
WDRs will typically require operations plans for flood control or spray
irrigation and tail-water capture. Groundwater sampling and monitoring
is the most common requirement in reporting to the RQWCB on permit
performance.
Similar to a NDPES permit, the constituents for monitoring are usually
based on a watershed basin plan or groundwater plan for the region. A
key element in maintaining the WWTP process and monitoring discharge
is avoiding groundwater degradation, which is verified by periodic
groundwater sampling.
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Odor control and mosquito abatement are both key concerns for WWTP
operators of pond systems. For these reasons, pond systems are typically
located well outside of urban centers. Preferably, pond systems are
surrounded by agricultural areas to act as a type of buffer zone for
neighbors.

SURFACE DISCHARGE TO CREEK (NPDES PERMIT)
The Town-adjacent tertiary treatment option investigated wastewater
discharge to either Hamlin Slough or Nugen Creek. Both of these creeks
eventually feed into Butte Creek and the Sacramento River. Hamlin
Slough and Nugen Creek are transitory water flows, so the WWTP effluent
would be the predominant flow in the creeks. The RWQCB refers to this
condition as “effluent dominated” and typically require effluent discharge
to meet California Code of Regulations Title 22 Reuse Requirements
for Disinfected Tertiary Recycled Water. This means that treatment
would include removal of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), nutrients,
turbidity, and disinfection for coliform organisms. This level of treatment
is equivalent to water quality requirements for reclaimed water or “purple
pipe” systems.
“Disinfected tertiary recycled water” means a filtered and subsequently
disinfected wastewater that meets the following criteria:
A. The filtered wastewater has been disinfected by either:
a. A chlorine disinfection process following filtration that provides
a CT (the product of total chlorine residual and modal contact
time measured at the same point) value of not less than 450
milligram-minutes per liter at all times with a modal contact time
of at least 90 minutes, based on peak dry weather design flow; or
b. A disinfection process that, when combined with the filtration
process, has been demonstrated to inactivate and/or remove
99.999 percent of the plaque forming units of F-specific
bacteriophage MS2, or polio virus in the wastewater. (A virus that
is at least as resistant to disinfection as polio virus may be used
for purposes of the demonstration.)

Land application of effluent may use
spraying, flooding or drip application

B. The median concentration of total coliform bacteria measured in
the disinfected effluent does not exceed an Most Probable Number
(MPN) of 2.2 per 100 milliliters utilizing the bacteriological results
of the last seven days for which analyses have been completed and
the number of total coliform bacteria does not exceed an MPN of 23
per 100 milliliters in more than one sample in any 30 day period. No
sample shall exceed an MPN of 240 total coliform bacteria per 100
milliliters.
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LAND APPLICATION (WDR PERMIT)
Land application commonly allows for a lower level of treatment
focused on removing BOD and the collection, digestion, and storage of
sludge. Nutrient limits typically focus on Nitrate-Nitrogen. Monitoring
generally focuses on background groundwater quality. Wells are sampled
to measure Coliforms, Total Dissolved Solids, and Nitrate. Influent
monitoring focuses on grit and debris removal to protect the aerobic
processes. Plant monitoring tends to focus on odor control and wet
weather flow to prevent overflow during a “100-year storm.”
Sludge is stored for stabilization and eventually dewatered and hauled
to a landfill. Volumes of storage are usually selected that require sludge
off-haul every 10 years.

SEWER PROJECT OPTIONS
Now that the alternative treatment systems and discharge permit
requirements have been discussed, the following sections describe the
core project options analyzed at the feasibility level. They include a
brief description of elements, discharge permit type, sizing based on
anticipated flows, anticipated operation costs and staff, capital costs,
and a list of pros and cons.
Operations costs for all of the proposed alternatives begin with staffing
for the new sewer district. This cost includes the minimum number
of staff needed to sufficiently manage the utility at the executive,
engineering, administrative, and operations levels. Additional costs
are included for each option. These costs depend on the treatment
or conveyance requirement to operate the system from collection to
conveyance to treatment to discharge.

POND TREATMENT – OPTION A
Pond systems utilize diked areas to store and treat sewage. Organic
materials are bio-oxidized and stimulated by surface aerators. Solids are
settled and bio-degraded anaerobically. Effluents are typically stored,
evaporated, and discharged on controlled land via flood irrigation or
spraying.
Effluent applications for the tertiary
treatment and disinfection option
include wetlands augmentation,
surface discharge, reuse for select
agriculture, and golf course irrigation
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The aeration pond approach is limited to irrigation during the drier
months and effluent storage in wetter months, which means that this
treatment option requires significant land area for treatment, storage,
and land application. In the case of the Town of Paradise, the project
would need approximately 300 acres of land, and depending on
availability, may need to purchase additional acreage to maintain a
suitable buffer zone from adjacent creeks, homes, and businesses.
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The advantages of aeration ponds for treatment are:





Less stringent permitting requirements and monitoring
Lower operational and maintenance cost
Less complex system for operation
Reduced disinfection requirements

The disadvantages of aeration ponds for treatment are:





Large land areas required for moderate flows
Additional storage for winter flows when effluents cannot be spread or
evaporated effectively
Limited locations available for storage, treatment, and spreading

DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS/PERMITS
Option A would operate under a RWQCB WDR permit requiring that the
treatment plant storage ponds, treatment lagoons, and spreading basins
be outside of the 100-year floodplain and do not allow effluent to run-off
to surface waters or come into public contact or contact with agriculture
used for human consumption.

SIZING
Sizing for the plant was based on similar treatment plants utilizing this
treatment scheme and scaled to the Town of Paradise’s anticipated
flows. The treatment plant would include a treatment pond, disinfection,
effluent storage ponds, effluent pump station, irrigation pump station,
land disposal field with spray irrigation, and tail-water recovery area with
sump.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
A summary of our operations and maintenance (O&M) assumptions and
unburdened costs are show below in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 – Option A - Operations and Maintenance Cost
Annual Operations and Maintenance - Treatment Ponds and Land Disposal (Option A)
1

Chemicals ($/yr)(assume chlorine disinfection)

1

LS

$65,000

$65,000

2

Lead operator ($/yr)

1

LS

$130,000

$130,000

3

Assistant operator

1

LS

$85,000

$85,000

4

Additional Labor Cost ($/yr) (misc. repairs)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

5

Sampling and Lab Testing ($/yr)

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

6

Power Requirements ($/yr)

1

LS

$25,000

$25,000

Subtotal O&M

$365,000
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CAPITAL COSTS
The anticipated capital cost for Option A is $34.9 million for the lagoon
style treatment plant with land application of effluent. This includes
the transmission main from the Town to the treatment plant and land
acquisition to accommodate a 300 acre project site.
The total capital cost for the option is $82.5 million for private
connection costs, collection system, and treatment plant.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Septage Receiving
The proposed collection system utilizes tanks at each parcel and would
need to be pumped for sludge periodically. Septage pumping, collection,
hauling, and disposal would continue to be a future need just like the
Town’s septic systems require now. Although, it is anticipated that this
type of maintenance will only be needed every 10 years on average,
it means that any proposed wastewater treatment plant for the Town
of Paradise must include septage receiving as part of the treatment
scheme. This cost has been added to the treatment options of this
report.

MEMBRANE BIOREACTOR (MBR) PLANT – OPTION B AND D
The MBR process used for conceptual design and cost estimates utilize
a Flow Equalization/Attenuation Tank, a 3-stage MBR system, Solids
Handling with Septage Receiving, ultraviolet (UV) disinfection, and a lab
and/or office building. The overall plant is anticipated to utilize no more
than a 20-acre parcel.
The MBR options assume the wastewater treatment plant effluent will
be discharged to a creek where the volume of water is dominated by
the effluent. Effluent-dominated discharges are common in California
and the required treatment levels are high. The effluent leaving WWTPs
typically meets reclaimed water requirements, which includes low
turbidity, nutrient removal (Phosphorous and Nitrogen), and required
disinfection.
Under this scenario a Membrane Bio Reactor (MBR) is assumed as the
primary treatment option with UV disinfection. An MBR system generally
uses 25 percent of the area of a conventional wastewater treatment
process. MBR systems are typically more cost effective for treatment
for lower flows and isolated areas where land availability is a primary
concern. The cost of these systems continues to drop as they become
more common. These systems have become the preferred method of
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treatment in land constrained areas with flows in the 200,000 gallons
per day (GPD) to 2 million gallons per day (MGD) range, due to their
small footprint and effluent quality reliability.
The advantages of an MBR treatment process are:






Small footprint
High quality water effluent providing for re-use and irrigation
opportunities
Typically come in modular systems that are expandable
Low turbidity effluent reduces disinfection dosing and costs

The disadvantages of an MBR treatment process are:





Typically higher capital cost and operational costs due to energy
demands
Limited high flow capacity
Storage and use of cleaning chemicals for maintenance (Sodium
Hypochlorite and Citric Acid)

Discharge Requirements and Permits
Option B and D would operate under a RWQCB NPDES permit.

Sizing and Footprint of Treatment Options
The difference in treatment approach, operations, and discharge permits
have been discussed, but land is the key difference between MBR
treatment and aeration pond treatment. The MBR tertiary treatment
approach allows for all-season discharge and even seasonal reclamation
and reuse of effluent for irrigation. The process for the Town of Paradise’s
anticipated flows could fit on as little as 10 acres, with some of the
processes taking place inside a building. For the purposes of this study,
20 acres has been assumed as appropriate for an MBR process with UV
disinfection.

Capital Costs Comparison for Treatment
The MBR treatment plant option is estimated to cost approximately
$16.4 million (including 20 percent design/construction contingency, 15
percent engineering design/permitting/environmental). The inclusion of
a pipeline and storage facility for beneficial reuse (Golf course irrigation)
costs approximately $25 million.
These costs are combined with the collection system cost to yield the
overall capital construction cost for Options A, B, and D.
The total capital cost for Option B is $64 million and the total capital
cost for Option D is $72.6 million
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STAFFING AND OPERATIONS COSTS
A summary of our O&M assumptions and costs for Option B are shown
below in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2 – Option B - Operations and Maintenance Cost
Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost - MBR (Option B)
Item
No.

Item

Estimated
Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Total

1

Chemicals ($/yr)

1

LS

$1,000

$1,000

2

Lead operator ($/yr)

1

LS

$130,000

$130,000

3

Assistant operator

1

LS

$85,000

$85,000

4

Additional Labor Cost ($/yr) (Filter cleanings)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

5

Sampling and Lab Testing ($/Month)

12

EA

$10,000

$120,000

6

Power Requirements ($/yr)

1

LS

$60,000

$60,000

7

UV Servicing ($/yr)

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

8

Solids Management ($/yr)

1

LS

$6,000

$6,000

Subtotal O&M

$462,000

A summary of our O&M assumptions and costs for Option D are shown
below in Table 7.3.

BENEFICIAL REUSE – OPTION D
During the drought, political interest in wastewater reclamation and
reuse increased significantly and remains high. Grant funding has been
made available and projects have been implemented to encourage the
practice across the state of California.
Ultimately, wastewater reuse implementation is determined by water
demand and economics, not technology or public interest. The limitation
on reuse is most often due to the cost to produce the appropriate water
quality and the cost of conveyance to deliver the treated water to the end
user. Usually, new infrastructure is required for conveyance and storage.
As a product, reclaimed water has proven to be more effective than
potable water for irrigation of golf courses, parks, fodder crops, and parkstrips because of its higher nutrient levels (phosphorous and nitrogen).
Most of the communities currently using reclaimed wastewater are
located adjacent to wastewater treatment plants, which limits the cost
of infrastructure to deliver the water. Additionally, many communities
subsidize the delivery cost to encourage its use and offset their potable
water demands. This practice is most effective in cities that manage both
water and wastewater responsibilities. For example, the City of Roseville
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Table 7.3 – Option D - Operations and Maintenance Cost
Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost - MBR with Beneficial Reuse (Option D)
Item
No.

Item

Estimated
Quantity

Unit

List Price

Total

1

Chemicals ($/yr)

1

LS

$1,000

$1,000

2

Lead operator ($/yr)

1

LS

$130,000

$130,000

3

Assistant operator

1

LS

$85,000

$85,000

4

Additional Labor Cost ($/yr) (Filter cleanings, Pipe inspection)

1

LS

$15,000

$15,000

5

Pond Maintenance and Discharge Monitoring ($/yr)

1

LS

$5,000

$5,000

6

Sampling and Lab Testing ($/Month)

12

EA

$10,000

$120,000

7

Power Requirements ($/yr)

1

LS

$65,000

$65,000

8

UV Servicing ($/yr)

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

9

Solids Management ($/yr)

1

LS

$6,000

$6,000

Subtotal O&M

$477,000

does not currently charge a connection fee for new users of reclaimed
water adjacent to a reclaimed water main. Reclaimed water rates are 50
percent of the potable rate in the City of Roseville. The “purple pipe”
infrastructure is paid for and installed by new developments and the
connection fee is then paid via property assessments or Mello-Roos taxes
passed through to the home owners who buy in the new developments.
The common relationship in Southern California is that special
wastewater districts are the wholesalers of the treated reclaimed water
and adjacent water companies build and manage the infrastructure to
deliver the water as retailers.

Reuse Opportunities
The project team met with water agencies (California Water Service and
Paradise Irrigation District) and Butte County officials to discuss interest
and need for reclaimed water. While there are schools and parks within
the Town that would be a good fit for reclaimed water, the water demand
is very low relative to the anticipated wastewater treatment volume.
These water customers are currently receiving potable water at very low
rates and the cost of reclaimed water production and conveyance would
not be offset by sales, which means that reclaimed water would not be
cost effective.

Purple pipe used for reclaimed water
distribution

The most likely end user for reclaimed water in the area is the Tuscan
Ridge Golf Course, because the summertime water demand is significant.
In addition, the landscaped area requires a considerable amount of
groundwater pumping, which Butte County wants to limit. The demand
is much lower during wetter months. Low demand means that a storage
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pond and year round surface water discharge point is necessary. It is
highly unlikely that the cost to produce and deliver the reclaimed water
would be offset by its sale price. One potential benefit of reclaimed water
use is the possibility of additional grant funding opportunities for the
project. However, more research is required to determine the source and
maximum amount of grant funding available to offset the additional cost
of adding reuse to the MBR treatment option.

Additional Analysis for Option D post Draft Feasibility Report
On March 22, 2017 the project team met with the Tuscan Ridge Golf
Course developers and discussed their near-term plans to build 160
home units in and around the existing golf course. To develop the
residential component of the development, Tuscan Ridge will need
to develop a wastewater treatment system. They are moving forward
with a Presby treatment system that is effectively a buried filter with
a settling component upstream of the biological process. The system
has demonstrated effectiveness in many rural areas and at flows up to
100,000 gallons per day. The system is modular and expandable and
an effluent extraction and disinfection step could be added to produce
reclaimed water for irrigation. The development intends to reuse their
effluent for golf course irrigation. The development team has proposed to
partner with the Town of Paradise to combine wastewater treatment and
reuse and store the treated effluent in a series of lakes around the golf
course.
The project team believes this option could have benefits in reducing the
project cost, but several hurdles need to be overcome. The development
will need to form a community services district for sewer service, acquire
a waste discharge permit from the RWQCB, and demonstrate Title 22
effluent requirements can be met to reuse the water for golf course
irrigation. If successful, the project would be the first Presby system
permitted in the State of California.
Questions still remain about the ability of the proposed Tuscan Ridge
treatment system scaling up to the flows required by the Town, but the
option holds promise for cost savings via reduced land cost and the
potential ability to store winter reclaimed water flows without stream
discharge via various storage ponds around the golf course.

SEPTAGE RECEIVING
Both of these options will need to provide for Septage receiving as
described in Option A.
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REGIONAL CONNECTION – OPTION C
A regional connection to the Chico Water Pollution Control Plant (WPCP),
Figure 7.4, presents several advantages as an option. Those advantages
include the following:
1.

Removes land requirement for WWTP in or near the Town of Paradise
by moving the treatment component of the complete sewer solution
to Chico.

2.

Provides for “economy of scale” in distributing the cost of wastewater
treatment for the Town to be included with over 80,000 people
served by the WPCP. This has long term benefits to share costs for
life cycle costs of the treatment plant in addition to costs required
for regulatory environment changes.

3.

Limits staffing requirements for the Town of Paradise Sewer District
by only requiring collection system and conveyance operations
oversight.

4.

Is favored by the RWQCB as it limits the number of permits they
are required to manage and is felt to be more protective of the
watershed.

Figure 7.3 – Conceptual Regional Pipeline Alignment
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Chico Water Pollution Control Plant.

The regional connection option was previously identified in the 2012 study
(Staff Report to Town Council) with the assumption that adequate capacity
existed with the City of Chico in both the collection system adjacent
to Skyway and at the WPCP. Treatment capacity at the treatment plant
likely does exist, however changes to WPCP operations and retrofitting
may be required. It is unlikely that capacity exists in the City of Chico
collection system adjacent to Skyway Road. The City of Chico Sewer
System Master Plan, June 2013, indicates planned growth areas in the
southeast quadrant of the City. Within the same plan the future pipelines
designed to serve this area show significant upsizing and larger parallel
pipelines well into the older downtown area. These factors indicate an
inadequate pipeline capacity in the existing collection system; it would be
unable to convey new flows to the WPCP. The pipeline capacity is based on
anticipated flow within the current urban services boundary and sphere of
influence.
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The regional option transports wastewater from Paradise to the Chico Pollution Control Plant

If similar collection system capacity limitations are assumed for the
flow from the Town of Paradise, then additional capacity would need
to be added through portions of the City of Chico. Additional capacity
requires construction, which would incur additional costs due to more
traffic control, utility clearances, and crossings at Little Butte Creek and
Highway 99. This would significantly increase the construction cost of the
regional pipeline. After discussing various options with the City of Chico
Engineering Staff, the conceptual alignment for the regional pipeline was
directed south to avoid the more densely developed areas of south Chico.
This realignment allows for a lower unit cost of pipeline construction by
improving constructability and avoiding existing utilities. Furthermore,
tying in at the WPCP directly removes any reduction of collection system
capacity which could be needed for planned developments in southeast
Chico—a significant hurdle in project feasibility.
The regional pipeline from the Town of Paradise is considered a closed
conduit, which means no other connections are planned outside of the
Town’s Sewer Service Area. Once the pipeline reaches Chico city limits,
opportunities may exist for the City of Chico to provide additional capacity
in the pipeline for planned growth areas. Future developments would pay
for the additional pipeline capacity, which would lower the unit cost of
the pipeline within and adjacent to Chico city limits. Project partnerships
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and cost reduction opportunities could be explored further during the
preliminary design phase, if the Regional Option is selected as the
preferred alternative.

DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS/PERMITS
This option would fall under the City of Chico’s current NPDES permit
requirements. Order No. R5-2010-0019, NPDES No. CA0079081.
Receiving water discharge points are the Sacramento River and the M&T
Irrigation Canal.

CAPITAL COSTS
The Regional Pipeline is anticipated to cost $35 million (including a 20
percent design/construction contingency, and a 15 percent engineering
design/permitting/environmental cost). This cost is significantly higher
than the previous study estimate due to following factors:






Additional eight miles of pipeline to convey flows through and around
the City of Chico to the WPCP to the west
Associated right-of-way costs through the rural sections of South
Chico to reach the WPCP
Assumed City of Chico connection fee (to be negotiated)

These costs are considered to be as realistic as possible after discussions
with City of Chico engineering staff. The connection fee estimate is
based on anticipated Equivalent Dwelling Units (EDUs) from the Town
of Paradise service area. The actual connection fee will ultimately be
negotiated between the City of Chico and the Town of Paradise. The
estimated connection fee is conservative because Chico’s formula is
calculated based on sewer impact to collection system and WPCP.
However, the Town of Paradise sewer flow would only impact the WPCP
and not the existing City of Chico collection system.
The total project capital cost for Option C is $83.4 million.

STAFFING AND OPERATIONS COSTS
A summary of our O&M assumptions and costs for Option C are shown
below in Tables 7.4. Table 7.5 includes the operations cost of the
collection system and is common to all options.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Septage Receiving
Option C is limited in that the City of Chico WPCP does not allow
septage receiving due to concerns over nitrogen limitations on their
discharge permit. Therefore, septic tanks in the Town of Paradise will
need to be serviced and delivered to the Neal Road Septage Receiving
Station or alternate should the facility be closed.
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Table 7.4 – Option C - Operations and Maintenance Cost - Conveyance
Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost - Regional Transmission Line (Option C)
Item
No.
1

Item

Miscellaneous Repairs ($/yr)

Estimated Unit
Quantity
1

Unit Price

LS

Total

$25,000

$25,000

Subtotal O&M

$25,000

Table 7.5 – Option C - Operations and Maintenance Cost – Collection System
Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost - Service Area (Common to all Options)
Item
No.

Item

Estimated Unit
Quantity

List Price

Total

1

General Manager

1

LS

$150,000

$150,000

2

Receptionist (Assume 1 full 1 part time employee)

2

LS

$60,000

$90,000

3

Accountant

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

4

Operations - Collection System
Operations Manager

1

LS

$130,000

$130,000

Field Crew/Utility Worker (assume 2)

2

LS

$55,000

$110,000

On-Site Serviceman

1

LS

$55,000

$55,000

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

100

EA

$1,000

$100,000

0

LS

$18,000

$0

12

LS

$1,000

$12,000

5

Annual Maintenance ($/yr)

6

Septage Hauling

7

Building Cost (assumed service district housed at City Hall)

8

IT Support ($/yr)

9

Planning ($/yr)

1

LS

$30,000

$30,000

Miscellaneous Expenses ($/yr)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

Subtotal O&M

$837,000

10
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8

Scoring Criteria
There are several factors that are both important and relevant to the
selection of the recommended sewer project option. To determine the
best option, a system for evaluation was established. The evaluation
criteria considered all factors, not just capital cost. The project team
wanted to make sure the selection criteria aligned with the known goals
of the community and Town staff. It was also important that the selection
criteria development and project option selection process be transparent.
To create transparency, the criteria for project option comparison were
drafted by the project team for review and vetting at two separate Project
Stakeholder Group (PSG) meetings.
The evaluation criteria were expanded and modified then reduced, based
on feedback and discussion with the PSG. Each option was considered
and scored relative to each other for cost, environmental impact,
secondary benefit, interagency agreements, public impacts, operational
issues, and right-of-way (ROW). The measurement for each option relied
on subjective estimates derived from known impacts. Scoring was based
on a range of 1 - 100, with 100 representing a perfect score and 1 being
a negative score. The selection criteria and scoring guidance is described
in detail below.
In addition to the selection and refinement of the selection criteria, the
team and the PSG established a criteria weighting. The criteria weighting
was created because some factors are considered more important than
others when selecting the preferred project option. For example, cost
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was determined to be the single most important factor, so it was given
the highest weight. The PSG meetings helped to determine the criteria
weighting. Through discussion, the group agreed that each selection
criteria would be given a weight between 5 percent and 40 percent, with
the more important factors given a higher weight. See Table 8.1 for the
agreed upon criteria weighting.
Table 8.1 – Selection Criteria and Weighting
Selection Criteria

Weighting

Cost

40%

Environmental Impact

15%

Secondary Benefit Options

15%

Interagency Agreements

5%

Public Impacts

10%

Operational Issues

10%

Right-of-Way

5%

Each project option was scored, relative to the selection criteria above,
on a range of 0 – 100. Higher scores indicate positive attributes for the
option and lower scores indicate high impacts or negative attributes, as
shown below in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2 – Scoring Parameters
Scoring Range
0 - 20

Interpretation
Poor or Prohibitive

20 - 40

Difficult

40 – 60

Moderate or Average

60 - 80

Favorable

80 - 100

Excellent

COST
As shown in the criteria weighting above, cost is the most important
issue for the stakeholders in the Town of Paradise. Capital costs were
combined with anticipated operations and maintenance costs to generate
a net present cost (NPC). Measurement for this criteria was based on
an 80-year NPC. The cost includes all capital costs, ROW, and the cost
to implement project start-up. In addition, an estimation of annual
operations, maintenance, and overhead of an operating system for
collection and treatment were included. Replacement costs are also
considered over the lifecycle. Scores: 1 = high cost, 100 = low cost.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Environmental impacts are an important factor in project implementation
because impacts to endangered species and habitats can stop and/
or significantly delay project schedules. The probable areas for the
WWTPs and pipeline alignment were
evaluated against the Butte Regional
Conservation Plan (BRCP). The
project team also discussed potential
environmental impacts with Butte
County officials to gain a deeper
understanding of current and future land use plans. Measurement for
this criteria were based on a rated score for impacts to environmental
resources like threatened or endangered species, wetlands, trees, air
quality, and water quality. Anticipated RWQCB requirements for a
discharge permit were also considered in scoring the options. Scores: 1
= high impact, 100 = low impact.

Environmental impacts are an important factor
in project implementation because impacts to
endangered species and habitats can stop and/or
significantly delay project schedules.

SECONDARY BENEFIT OPTIONS
Secondary benefits are those that provide additional advantages above
and beyond wastewater collection and treatment. An option that would
provide secondary benefits would receive higher scores under these
criteria. The rated score indicates the option’s apparent benefits to
economic growth, environmental water (stream flows for fish habitat),
long-term water sustainability (potable water use offset), temporary water
storage for fire fighting, potential re-use for irrigation, and potential
re-use for fodder crops. A higher score in this criteria also indicates the
option’s position for additional grant money from sources not available to
wastewater treatment alone. 1 = low benefit, 100 = high benefit.

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS
The interagency agreements criteria are used to measure the timeline,
complexity, and potential negotiations between agencies. This is due to
a Regional Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for sewer connection.
These criteria also measures an interagency agreement for recycled water
use, or other coordination efforts beyond what is required for essential
collection and treatment. 1= high complexity, 100 = low complexity.

PUBLIC IMPACTS
The public impacts criteria is focused on short-term (construction) and
long-term (WWTP plant proximity) impacts. The rated score grades
aesthetics, sound, odor, traffic, and the number of ROW/easement
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negotiations that impact adjacent stakeholders. Benefits of the work
are not considered here. Construction schedule and speed are also
considered in the rated score. 1 = high impact, 100 = low impact.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES
The operational issues criteria are used to assess differences in the
legacy of the option. In this case, legacy means the long-term operations,
replacement, management, negotiation, overhead, and study for sewer
district staff outside of operations and replacement costs, which are
captured in the cost criteria. Discharge requirements vary, depending
on the treatment plant processes. Some processes are less complex to
monitor and maintain than others. The legacy of water quality studies
and its analysis differ, depending on the treatment level of the effluent,
location, and manner of discharge. The rated score represents the
complexity of wastewater treatment process, and the number of discharge/
anti-degradation studies. 1 = high complexity, 100 = low complexity.

RIGHT-OF-WAY
The ROW criteria uses a rated score based on the purchase of property,
ROW, or easements needed to implement the construction of the project
option. Additional ROW adds cost to the project but also adds complexity
due to the longer bid and construction timeline. Property acquisition
cost is included in the cost criteria. These criteria address the labor,
management, and negotiation necessary to acquire more or less ROW
depending on the sewer project option. 1 = high ROW coordination, 100
= low ROW coordination.
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Alternatives Analysis
SUMMARY
Results of the initial scoring are included in Table 9.1 – Sewer Project
Scoring Matrix. Initial scoring indicates that Option C – Regional
Connection to the Chico WPCP is the recommended option. The second
choice would be Option B – Localized WWTP with a surface water
discharge location.
Option B has the lowest capital costs due to the WWTP’s proximity to the
collection system. However, the longer the lifecycle, the more that Option
C separates itself from the other options in lower NPC. See Figure 9.1.
Also, Options B and D are more likely to face stronger challenges for
siting and property acquisition from adjacent neighbors than Option C.
Options B and D carry more long-term cost risk due to the RWQCB’s
5-year permitting cycle and potential WWTP upgrades that will be
required to meet updated regulation and controls.
Option C has the lowest long-term operations and maintenance cost
and lowest long-term risk for discharge permit cost changes over time.
This option has the highest capital cost due to the significant length of
pipeline required to convey sewage from the TOP collection system to
the City of Chico WPCP headworks.
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Option A

Option D

Option B

Option C

Figure 9.1 – Comparison of Option Net Present Cost Over Varying Life-Cycles

Option A is a localized WWTP with effluent land application and requires
a significant amount of land acquisition and a long conveyance pipeline
to deliver collected Town flow to the WWTP. Less stringent discharge
requirements and long-term permit compliance with few anticipated
upgrades over time are advantages for this option, however, long-term
costs and initial capital costs are both high.

OPTION A – WWTP WITH LAND APPLICATION
The main advantages of this option are that the Town will be able to
maintain local control and operate under a WDR permit with lower longterm management burden and less anticipated permit changes over time.
This option has low energy consumption and the WWTP construction is
less complex in relation to other treatment options. However, Option A
ranks last in our scoring and evaluation due to high costs from both a
capital cost and long-term NPC perspective. See Table 9.1.
Table 9.1 – Option A Scores
Criteria
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Score

Cost

35

Environmental Impact

40

Secondary Benefit Options

80

Interagency Agreements

60

Public Impacts

50

Operational Issues

60

Right-of-Way

40
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Cost
This option received a score of 35, mainly because it was the highest
cost project over the lifecycle. Specifically, the pipeline from the TOP
collection system to the new WWTP and the acquisition of over 300
acres for land for wet weather storage, treatment ponds, and effluent
land application added up to significant capital costs.

Environmental Impact
This option scored a 40 for environmental impact due to the large
amount of land required for construction. The land area designation
is categorized as agricultural and is therefore compatible for use as
a WWTP from a county planning perspective. The plausible area for
the plant would be within a BRCP delineated Urban Permit Area
(UPA) adjacent to Butte Community College and would likely affect
a “Grassland Community” as defined in the BRCP. The land area is
adjacent to the Butte County Deer Winter Migration Area. The WWTP
area would not likely affect wetland or riparian habitat, but the grazing
habitat for either cattle or deer could be affected. Cultural resources for
the WWTP area have not been delineated as part of the BRCP, so it is
assumed no cultural resources are affected.
The areas evaluated would be outside of the 100-year flood plains for
Clear Creek and Little Dry Creek, but those flood plain areas would have
limitations if additional land area were needed.
The remainder of the project, including the TOP sewer collection system
and Clark Road sewer pipeline would lie outside the boundaries of the
BRCP.

Secondary Benefit Option
Secondary benefits for Option A are favorable and received a score of
80, mostly because the effluent will only be treated to a secondary
level and there are several potential uses for that water. Under Title 22
of California Water Code, disinfected secondary effluent can be used for
irrigation of pasture for dairy, nurseries and sod farms, orchards without
fruit/nut and water contact, and vineyards without fruit and water contact.

Interagency Agreements
This option scored a 60 for interagency agreements. Although the
project would not need to form an agreement with another city or sewer
agency, it would require the acquisition of land from private owners.
This option would most likely participate in the BRCP for impacts
during construction. In addition, encroachment permits from Butte
County would need to be acquired, which is why the score was less than
favorable.
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Public Impacts
Public impacts received a score of 50, or moderate impact, because
there would be fairly significant amount of construction needed for the
conveyance. The construction would have a negative affect on traffic on
Clark Road, which is a major access road for the Town of Paradise. The
large acreage of land would require a willing seller with several large
parcels – this may be difficult to find. If negotiations were unsuccessful,
other large parcels would need to be acquired, which would demand
additional pipeline length and road impacts.

Operational Issues
This option received a score of 60, or less favorable, due to the longterm operation and maintenance of the WWTP. The WWTP will require
compliance with a RWQCB Waste Discharge Requirement that will be
revisited every five years. Compliance sampling and reporting is essential
to the permit maintenance. If groundwater monitoring demonstrates a
lack of water quality degradation, additional requirements, or WWTP
process changes are unlikely. The most common ongoing maintenance
challenges with facultative ponds and effluent land application is odor
control and mosquito abatement during warmer months.

Right-of-Way
A significant amount of land is required for this option, which is why it
received a score of 40, or difficult, relative to the evaluation criteria.

OPTION B – WWTP WITH STREAM DISCHARGE
Option B would have several advantages, including local control of
wastewater collection and treatment, a small environmental footprint,
less conveyance from collection system to WWTP, and lower capital cost.
However, this option will carry the most stringent treatment requirements
from the RWQCB, because of an effluent dominated stream discharge.
See Table 9.2.
Table 9.2 – Option B Scores
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Criteria

Score

Cost

70

Environmental Impact

40

Secondary Benefit Options

60

Interagency Agreements

70

Public Impacts

40

Operational Issues

40

Right-of-Way

50
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Cost
Option B received a score of 70, or favorable relative to other options,
because it has the lowest capital cost and the second best net present
cost. The preferred treatment option to meet the strict discharge
requirements demands more energy than most treatment options; this
is due to the MBR treatment and use of ultra violet light (UV) as a
disinfection step. Because of the additional energy costs, this option
would have the second highest anticipated operations and maintenance
cost.

Environmental Impact
This option received a score of 40, or difficult to moderate, for
environmental impact. The acquisition of a new NPDES permit from the
RWQCB may present a challenge, because a WWTP located close to the
Town and its residents is more likely to draw opposition from adjacent
land owners. Streams in the area are ephemeral and although the
effluent will be treated to a high level of quality, the stream flow will be
dominated by the effluent year round.

Secondary Benefit Option
This option scored a 60, or average to favorable, for secondary benefits.
The effluent stream flow would likely create a habitat for local wildlife.
The effluent could be diverted to a reclaimed water delivery system in
the future due to its high level of treatment and quality.

Interagency Agreements
This option would require the typical encroachment permits and
environmental permitting for a large civil project, but would not need
coordination with another city or special wastewater utility district.
Because of the relatively low level of interagency agreements, this option
received a score of 70, or favorable.

Public Impacts
This option rates lower for public impacts, with a score of 40, due to
its proximity to Town residents. Keeping the WWTP close to the Town
decreases the infrastructure cost, but increases the project profile. MBR
plants provide a high level of water treatment with a small site footprint.
A WWTP of this size is commonly used at the expected flow rate of this
project. They are also often sited near homes and businesses with a
relatively small aesthetic impact. Many WWTPs are completely enclosed
in buildings to control odors and mitigate visual impacts. However, the
stigma of a home or business’s proximity to a WWTP can be challenging,
because of the negative impacts on property values. This impact is more
specific to owners looking to rent or re-sale their property.
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Operational Issues
The MBR option requires process control and maintenance that
exceeds a facultative pond system. Disinfection requirements for
stream discharge will limit the use of chlorine due to the production
of disinfection byproducts. A UV system is the most likely disinfection
process to be used. The bulb replacements for UV disinfection systems
are becoming less expensive each year as technology improves, but they
are still relatively costly and require a higher energy supply than other
disinfection options. Because of these operational costs, this option
received a score of 40, or difficult to moderate.

Right-of-Way
This option will require significantly less property and land to purchase
for the WWTP than Option A. However, it will still need a willing seller
with adequate acreage. Due to ROW impacts, this option received a score
of 50, or moderate.

OPTION C – REGIONAL PIPELINE
Option C, a regional pipeline connection to the Chico WPCP, has several
advantages. It has the lowest net present cost for project life cycle over
40 years, lowers the discharge permit change risk by connecting to an
established treatment plant, spreads treatment plant improvement costs
over a significantly larger pool of rate payers, and significantly limits local
and regional impacts to stakeholders and streams. See Table 9.3.
Table 9.3 – Option C Scores
Criteria

Score

Cost

80

Environmental Impact

80

Secondary Benefit Options

30

Interagency Agreements

40

Public Impacts

60

Operational Issues

90

Right-of-Way

30

Cost
Option C received the highest score of 80 for the cost criteria due to its
more favorable net present cost. The higher initial cost for the length of
conveyance to the Chico WPCP prevents the option from receiving an
excellent score.

Environmental Impact
This option received a favorable score of 80 because it presents the least
amount of impact to environmental resources (streams, RWQCB permit,
grassland impacts). A preliminary alignment for the regional pipeline
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would cross both streams and a 100-year floodplain. However, the
stream crossings would use trenchless technology. This means that once
construction is complete there is no impact to the floodplain because
the topography of the construction corridor is unchanged. Highway 99
and the Union Pacific Railroad would also be crossed with trenchless
technology.

Secondary Benefit Option
The selection of the regional option effectively eliminates opportunities
for beneficial reuse in and around the Town. Therefore, the option
received a score of 30, or difficult. Beneficial reuse of the effluent would
likely only occur at the Chico WPCP if the City of Chico elected to add a
reclaimed treatment step and conveyance option to potential end users.

Interagency Agreements
The success of the regional option is entirely dependent on the City
of Chico’s willingness to allow connection and treatment at the WPCP.
While there are benefits to the WPCP to accept additional flow and
connection fees, an interagency agreement is necessary to proceed. This
option would require moderate interagency agreements, so it scored a
40; or difficult to moderate.

Public Impacts
Option C received a score of 60, or moderate to favorable, for public
impacts. This is primarily due to the construction impacts of the regional
pipeline to reach the Chico WPCP. The long-term impacts are small, but
with most pipeline projects, the impact of construction is high when
the progress passes homes, driveways, and intersections. However, the
duration of high-impact is relatively short.

Operational Issues
This option scored 90, or excellent, for operational issues because once
the regional pipeline is completed and operational, it would have lowest
long-term maintenance effort of any of the options.

Right-of-Way
The cost for the acquisition of temporary construction easement
is included in the cost criteria, but the level of effort to delineate
impacts, negotiate easements, and execute payments and construction
logistics is captured in the ROW. The regional pipeline will require the
most property, utility, and stakeholder coordination for the pipeline
construction, so it scored a 30, or difficult.
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OPTION D – WWTP WITH BENEFICIAL REUSE
Option D is effectively the same as Option B, but with the added
element of a reclaimed water system for storage and delivery to end
users for irrigation purposes. This option provides an advantage for
irrigators who have been impacted by the drought, because it creates
more water for reuse. The treatment plant can install filling stations for
contractors in need of water for water truck and dust control. The project
team discussed the potential for recycled water use with several end
users, including municipal water companies and private golf courses,
however, only the public golf course had appreciable seasonal demand
for reclaimed water for irrigation. While there are several programs for
potential grant funding or low interest loans for projects implementing
reclaimed water, they tend to focus on public and not private uses.
Therefore this project option is unlikely to have the additional cost of the
reclaimed distribution system offset by grant funding. The private end
user would need to pay the additional infrastructure cost to deliver the
reclaimed water in order to save the Town’s rate payers from the added
cost burden. However, if the golf course and future developments were
to form a community services district then additional funding may be
available and partnership for treatment and reuse would be more easily
brokered. Under these revised circumstances, Option D would rank
second among options analyzed. See Table 9.4.
Table 9.4 – Option D Scores
Criteria

Score

Cost

55

Environmental Impact
Secondary Benefit Options

50
100

Interagency Agreements

50

Public Impacts

60

Operational Issues

40

Right-of-Way

60

Cost
As described in the summary for Option D, the additional capital cost
for the reclaimed distribution would not likely directly benefit the Town,
except for the reduction in stream discharge of effluent during the
warmer months of the year. The option also ranks third on NPC. However,
if partnership can be developed to create storage opportunities (ponds)
for effluent in the winter months at no additional land cost, then the
overall project costs may be reduced. Therefore, the option scored a 55,
or moderate.
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Environmental Impact
This option will require a NPDES permit from the RWQCB just like
Option B. However, the seasonal demand for reclaimed water will
greatly reduce the discharge volume and would likely be more favorable
for permitting than Option B. The option received a score of 50, or
moderate, for environmental impact.

Secondary Benefit Option
Option D ranks the highest for secondary benefits and received a score
of 100, or excellent. The project option seeks to minimize the amount of
effluent discharged to streams and reuse water to the fullest extent.

Interagency Agreements
This option will require significant coordination with the RWQCB, private
land owners and businesses, and compliance with California Water Code
to affirm “Disinfected Tertiary” effluent status under Title 22 of the
CWC. Because of the interagency agreements, this option scored a 50, or
moderate for these criteria.

Public Impacts
The public impacts for Option D are equivalent to Option B with the
exception of the additional impacts in public ROW for the reclaimed
water product distribution pipeline. Because of these additional costs,
this option received a score of 60, or moderate to favorable.

Operational Issues
This option scored a 40, or difficult to moderate, because it is the
most complex project to operate. It still requires all the operation and
monitoring of the WWTP with potential surface discharge, but it also
includes the operation of the reclaimed water storage and distribution
system. The score improves if the reclaimed system is maintained and
operated by the end user and not the Town.

Right-of-Way
The complexity of ROW management and acquisition is equivalent to
Option B. However, if partnership for beneficial reuse makes WWTP
location easier and provides for reclaimed distribution with minimal
capital investment then the score improves to 60, or moderate to
favorable.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
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Overall Scoring Outcome
OVERALL SCORING OUTCOME
Based on the criteria and weighting developed by the project team
and the PSG, and the scoring described above, Option C – Regional
Connection is the recommended option. The secondary option is
Option B – Localized WWTP with surface water discharge. Based on
the scoring outcome, Options A and D would be dropped from further
consideration. The recommended Option C – Regional Connection
carries some risk because it is contingent on agreement with the City
of Chico, which depends on their future plans for the Chico WPCP. An
MOU, a connection agreement, and cost must be agreed upon to move
this option forward. Therefore, Option B – Localized Treatment Plant
with surface water discharge should continue to be carried forward as
a secondary option. See Table 10.1 for a list of project option capital
costs.
Table 10.1 – Option Capital Costs
Option

Description

Capital Cost

Option Scoring

A

WWTP with Land Application

$82,545,000

48

B

WWTP with Stream Discharge

$64,046,000

57

C

Regional Connection

$83,430,000

67

D

WWTP with Reuse

$72,672,000

60

OVERALL SCORING OUTCOME
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Table 10.2 summarizes the top option scoring within each category.
Table 10.2 – Criteria Evaluation Summary
Criteria

Option

Cost

Regional Chico

Environmental Impact

Regional Chico

Secondary Benefit Options

Local Plant w/ Reuse

Interagency Agreements

Local Plant w/ Surface Discharge

Public Impacts

Local Plant w/ Reuse

Operational Issues

Regional Chico

Right of way

Local Plant w/ Reuse

Table 10.3 summarizes the pros and cons of the preferred option
Table 10.3 – Option C – Pros and Cons
Pros

Cons

Lowest Life-cycle Cost

High Capital Cost

Lower Public Impact

Permitting for Crossings (Creek,
Highway, Railroad)

Lower Operational Cost and Legacy

ROW Negotiations for Pipeline

Lower Staffing Requirement

RECOMMENDED OPTION NEXT STEPS
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1.

Begin Negotiations with City of Chico Staff on implementation
details and connection costs and treatment limitations

2.

Engage state and federal representatives on project need and
alternative grant funding options

3.

Secure additional grant funding for nest study phase

4.

Begin Preliminary Design and Environmental Impact Report
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Project Funding Options and
Rate Evaluation
HOW ARE PROJECTS TYPICALLY FUNDED?
Medium to large infrastructure projects generally acquire funding before
design and construction. The method of generating funds is guided by
a planning process, which is included in an overall capital improvement
plan. Funds for a large-scale project can be generated in a variety of
ways, including governmental grants, governmental loans, assessment
of properties benefitting from the improvement, and collecting fees from
rate payers customers’ monthly bill for specific initiatives. It is common
for agencies to raise service charges in the years leading up to the
project to generate the necessary funds for future improvements.

WHAT IS AN ASSESSMENT?
An assessment is an amount that a property owner is required to pay
as a tax. An Assessment District is a financing tool that allows cities,
counties and special districts to generate funding for a specific project.
Assessment Districts generate funds by selling municipal improvement
bonds and repaying those bonds by collecting a tax from each property
that will benefit from the improvement or project that is being funded.
An assessment district can only be formed with the approval of a
majority of the landowners that will benefit from the project. Assessment
Districts help each property owner pay a fair share of the costs of the
improvement over a period of years at reasonable interest rates. They
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also insure that the cost will be spread to all properties that receive
direct and special benefit by the improvements constructed.
For this project, there are two assessment options. Each option requires
voting approval by a majority of the benefiting property owners and will
be paid through a property tax bill. Interest rates for the assessments
are dependent upon the bond market at the time of the bond sale.
Assessments for this project are expected to have an interest rate
between 2 percent and 5 percent for 30 years. In general, a special
tax will be determined by an Engineer’s Report, which will be applied
to each parcel. If an Assessment District is
formed, an assessment tax will be included
in the property owner’s property tax bill. Both
assessment options allow land to be used as
collateral for bonds that are sold to investors.

The Improvement Act of 1913 allows public
agencies to create a Special Assessment
District to benefit the property owners in the
district. This total assessment is reduced each
year over the life of the assessment and is
collected with the regular property taxes.

The Improvement Act of 1913 allows public
agencies to create a Special Assessment
District to benefit the property owners
in the district. This total assessment
amount is reduced each year over the life
of the assessment and is collected with the regular property taxes. An
Engineer’s Report determines the benefit each parcel will receive. The
assessment amount on each parcel is based upon that benefit and not
based upon the value of the parcel. For this project, the benefit received
by a parcel is the allocation of anticipated sewer flows based on land
area and land use. For approval, a Special Assessment District requires a
50 percent plus one “yes” vote of all parcel owners that will benefit from
the project.
An Engineer’s Report is prepared to define the project costs and
allocate benefits to each parcel served in accordance with the Special
Assessment Investigation, Limitation and Majority Protest Act of 1931.
The Engineer’s Report estimates the cost of the project, including
construction, engineering, administration, bond counsel, construction
management and inspection, and environmental permitting costs
and fees. Costs and fees for the project are distributed to each parcel
proportionate with the benefit. This allocation of benefits becomes the
Assessment Roll for parcels within the district. The assessment includes
all parcels within the special district and its allocation of benefit based
on land use and anticipated sewer flow. The new district engages a
professional Bond Counsel to sell municipal bonds to fund the project.
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The other assessment option is to create a Mello-Roos Assessment
District, based upon the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982.
Like the Special Assessment District, Mello-Roos assessments are not
based on the property value but on benefit received by each parcel.
Mello-Roos have more flexibility in its method of assessment than
Special Assessment Districts. Mello-Roos Assessment Districts also have
more flexibility in the way funds can be spent. For example, Mello-Roos
tax can be used to fund planning and operations costs as well as capital
costs.
These funding options make the Mello-Roos Assessment District a
good instrument for phased projects. The special tax can directly
pay for operations and services, as well as to pay
debt service on funds used to pay for planning,
environmental permitting, design, and construction.
District boundaries can be set without contiguous
borders. Mello-Roos Assessment Districts allow noncontiguous parcels to be included and others to be
excluded. Although a special district’s boundaries can be flexible, they
are required to fall within an agency’s territorial limit. Any special district
formed for the Town of Paradise must have all parcels of the District
within the Town’s limits.

Mello-Roos Assessment Districts allow
non-contiguous parcels to be included
and others to be excluded.

Both of the above funding methods could be used for the Town of
Paradise sewer project. The pros and cons of each method will be further
discussed in the final project report. The main goal of this report is
to select a preferred assessment option to serve the Town. An equally
important goal is to maximize opportunities for grant funding, which will
help reduce the bond financed portion of the project cost.

WHAT DOES A LOW INTEREST LOAN LOOK LIKE?
There are many organizations that offer low interest loans to fund public
infrastructure projects. Each organization or fund has its own specific
requirements for eligibility. For example, there may be requirements
for specific parts of the project, the entirety of a project, or the
demographics for those served by a project when applying for funding.
In general, a loan is requested for a proposed project by a public
agency – in this case, it’s the Town. The terms of the loan (interest rate,
length of term, etc.) are established before an agreement is signed.
Reimbursements are requested as the money is spent on the project
through the design and construction phases. Typically, the payments
on the loan begin once construction is complete, although sometimes
payments can be delayed up to a year after completion of construction.
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Currently, there are multiple low interest loan options available. The
following will provide more information for each of those options.
We’ll begin with our recommendation, which is funding through the State
Water Board’s Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) wastewater
program. CWSRF loans typically have a low interest rate and an available
grant funding portion. The CWSRF is the main funding source for water
and wastewater projects throughout the state of California.
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/grants_loans/srf/
index.shtml
CWSRF loans currently have a 2 percent interest rate and a 30-year
term. (That rate changes periodically and is based on the State’s Bond
Sales.) CWSRF funding is for planning, design, construction, and land
acquisition for wastewater projects. There is no
maximum funding limit. CWSRF offers grants
(principal forgiveness), based on availability.
The grant amount can be 75 percent of project
costs up to $8 million for disadvantaged
communities. To qualify as a disadvantaged
community, 1) the Median Household Income
(MHI) for the Town must be 80 percent of the
State MHI. The Town of Paradise meets that requirement. 2) the sewer
service charges (including assessments) must be 1.5 percent of the
Town’s MHI. Based on these criteria, the Town’s position is as follows:

CWSRF loans typically have a low interest
rate and an available grant funding
portion. The CWSRF is the main funding
source for water and wastewater projects
throughout the state of California.





Median Household Income for Paradise: $41,482
Median Household Income for California: $61,489
1.5% of MHI: $51.85 per month

CWSRF requires that a majority of the project beneficiaries are
residential—this is a key issue that must be resolved for this project. The
zoning of land within the service area does not meet that requirement,
but the current land use does meet that requirement. The final service
area of the project must address the land use beneficiaries to affirm that
the Town will qualify for both the CWSRF loan, and to maximize the loan
forgiveness (grant) available to the Town.
CWSRF also has loan forgiveness Green Project Reserve (GPR) for
projects that have green elements. Green elements for wastewater
projects could consist of LEED certified wastewater treatment buildings,
or collection system infiltration/inflow detection equipment and other
similar elements. Green elements may have a greater appeal, but will
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likely carry a higher capital cost. The GPR can cover 50 percent of
the eligible cost up to $4 million. The GPR loan can offer financial
assistance, but could reduce eligibility for other grant sources from the
State Water Board.

OTHER AVAILABLE FINANCING
The United States Department of Agriculture – Rural Development
(USDA – RD) offers loans for small community wastewater projects
for rural areas. The USDA defines a rural area as a city or town with a
population of less than 10,000. Unfortunately the Town of Paradise
doesn’t qualify as “rural,” based on these USDA-RD requirements.
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/community-facilities-directloan-grant-program
Another low interest loan option is the IBank program. IBank provides
low interest loans for California’s infrastructure and economic
development projects. Infrastructure projects are funded through the
Infrastructure State Revolving Fund (ISRF) with loan amounts up to
$25 million for 30 years.

Infrastructure projects
are funded through
the Infrastructure State
Revolving Fund (ISRF)
with loan amounts up
to $25 Million for 30
years.

US Bureau of Reclamation (Department of the Interior) has funding
for water reclamation and reuse under Title XVI. If beneficial reuse
is included in the project, the eligible portions of the project may be
funded through Title XVI. However recycled water cannot be used for
commercial use. This restriction is problematic, because commercial use
at a private golf course is the only potential recycled water user in the
vicinity with appreciable seasonal demand to use the majority of recycled
water.
A Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) provided through the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), is another
source of funding. The Town of Paradise is in the CDBG entitlement
program to receive funds. In order to compete for other CDBG grant
funding programs, the Town of Paradise would need to withdraw from the
entitlement program.
CDBG funding for a sewer project in the Town of Paradise would likely
come from the Public Improvement Activities Program and could
potentially provide up to $1.5 million, which could help fund property
and Right-of-Way acquisition needed for the project. To be eligible,
the project would need to demonstrate a benefit to all the residents
in the service area and demonstrate benefits to at least 51 percent of
the low and moderate-income (LMI) residents in the service area. The
cost related to jobs created by the project must also be considered. It
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should be noted that, for other communities, CDBG funds leveraged an
additional $4.07 million from other funds, based on reporting from fiscal
years 2010 - 2012.
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/financial-assistance/community-developmentblock-grant-program/index.html
The Environmental Protection Agency has established the Water
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (WIFIA) program to accelerate
investment in water and wastewater projects. The program works
separately, but in coordination with SRF
programs to provide subsidized financing
for large dollar-value projects. Wastewater
collection and treatment projects must
be eligible for the Clean Water SRF
program and have a minimum project
size of $20 million for large communities
and $5 million for small communities
(population of 25,000 or less). The WIFIA
is a low interest loan with a maximum of
49 percent funding of the eligible project
cost.

The Environmental Protection Agency
has established the Water Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act (WIFIA)
program to accelerate investment in water
and wastewater projects. The program works
separately, but in coordination with SRF
programs to provide subsidized financing for
large dollar-value projects.

RCRC (Rural County Representatives of California) is an organization that
has been organized to help communities acquire infrastructure funding.
This group is still in the planning stage of getting an allocation of money
from the federal government. They are currently collecting information
from communities who have projects that need funding. It is anticipated
that it will use the USDA as the platform to administer the funds. The
RCRC are also planning to be a liaison to help either streamline the
application process or possibly help with some components of the
application process. Currently USDA only has low interest loans available
and their interest rate is currently higher than the SWRCB SRF program.
RCRC are planning to request the money from the federal government,
along with proposed terms of the agreements. It has yet to be determined
whether the allocation would be administered as loans or grants. Also a
proposed amount is to be determined based on the list of projects being
collected now. The project team will keep informed of the progress of this
possible funding source and will provide the necessary information RCRC
requested on the Paradise Sewer Project.

PROPOSED APPROACH TO FUNDING
The project team recommends that the Town of Paradise acquire as
much grant money as possible, obtain a low interest loan, and establish
an Assessment District to fund this project. This would mean structuring
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Single Family Monthly Sewer Fee Comparison
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Figure 11.1 – Sewer Rate Comparison to Neighboring Sewer Districts

sewer rates to be greater than 1.5 percent of the MHI to meet CWSRF
grant requirements. The CWSRF grant seems the most likely grant
available to the Town.
The division of project funding between low interest loan and parcel
assessment can be a difficult decision. An Assessment District charge is
paid by a parcel’s property tax paid twice each year. A loan is repaid by a
sewer service charge paid once each month.
The entire project cannot be funded by the Assessment. Assessment
Districts require a vote by the land owners proposed to be assessed.
If the Assessment payment amount is too high, land owners may vote
“no” and the Assessment District won’t be approved. A balance that
accommodates both appropriate sewer service charge and reasonable
assessment repayment amounts is recommended. The sewer service
charges should be set high enough to qualify for the full SRF grant
amount, but remain reasonable relative to the rates of neighboring
municipalities, Figure 11.1.
Private improvements are another key piece of this project. Most existing
homes and businesses have on-site septic systems. Improvements to
these private systems are required to establish a connection with a
PROJECT FUNDING OPTIONS AND RATE EVALUATION
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public sewer system. The costs associated with the improvements will
vary. For example, a home with a short driveway would likely cost less to
connect than a home with a long driveway.
One option is to combine all of the costs for the private improvements
with the total cost of the project, which would be included in the cost
for the SRF loan. If this approach is taken, the burden to fund and
construct the private improvements would be part of the project cost. It
is important to note that special assessment funds cannot be used for
improvements on private property.
Another option is to have parcel owners pay for individual service costs.

It is recommended
that the Town fund the
private improvements
and offer low interest
loans to the parcel
owners to pay for the
private improvements.

It is recommended that the Town fund the private improvements and
offer low interest loans to the parcel owners to pay for the private
improvements. The loans would be repaid on the monthly sewer service
charges. This option will encourage early connection and help to
establish project flows.

DELINQUENCIES/NON-PAYMENTS
Customer non-payments and delinquencies could cause potential funding
deficits. Decreased funding can cause the Town to raise service charges
to overcome the deficit. Delinquencies and non-payments seem more
likely for the sewer service charges than for assessments associated
with the customer’s property taxes. This should be considered when
determining the cost breakdown between assessment amounts and
service charges.

PROPOSITION 218 REQUIREMENTS
Proposition 218 is a California constitutional amendment, which defines
the methods by which local agencies increase taxes and fees. Proposition
218 requires voter approval prior to imposing or increasing general taxes,
assessments, and certain user fees. The law does not specify the method
or formula that should be used to apportion the assessments in any
special Assessment District proceedings.
Proposition 218 requires all local agencies notify parcel owners of
proposed new or increased general taxes and service charges. In most
cases, individual notices must be mailed to affected parcel owners. A
formal protest hearing is required. For the new taxes and service charges
to be approved, less than 50 percent plus one of the parcel owners must
not protest.
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FUTURE MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
FOR SEWER SYSTEM
Continued operation and management throughout the service life
of the sewer system will be required once the facilities are in place.
Continued system operations, funds management, legal requirements,
and other practice areas are all important factors to a successful new
sewer system operations. The Town will be responsible for maintaining
these capabilities. In addition, the funding agency will do a thorough
evaluation of the proposed funding mechanisms for project construction
as well as continued operation and maintenance. A detailed cost
estimate for annual operation and maintenance is included in the overall
cost estimate for each alternative. The operations and maintenance costs
are included in the project costs.

FUNDING OPTIONS
Another funding option is to have both assessments and a loan kept
separately. The assessment amount would pay back the bonds sold for
project initiation and the service charges would pay back the low interest
loan and future operation and maintenance. For purposes of this report,
we have chosen to keep the assessment and the loan funds separate. The
Town can decide which portion of the funding they would like to obtain
from assessment versus low interest loan.
There are many factors that will be used to determine funding for this
project. For purposes of this report, many of these decisions were
assumed and used to develop comparable funding and rate scenarios for
each alternative.
The following assumptions were made in an effort to prepare comparable
alternatives:












A detailed cost estimate
for annual operation
and maintenance
is included in the
overall cost estimate
for each alternative.
The operations and
maintenance costs are
also considered in the
service charge estimates.

The Town and this project will be eligible for SRF funding – primarily
residential and disadvantaged; using current terms (30 years at 2
percent interest); 1.2 times debt service requirement
The “current maximum” SRF grant will be obtained—$8 million
Parcel owners will obtain a loan from the Town for improvements to
the private laterals at 1% interest for 10 years
Service charge monthly rates to commercial/industrial customers will
be two times residential rates
Terms for assessment bond sales is 20 years at 3.5% interest
Bond Counsel will charge approximately $150,000 for
implementation of the Assessment district and sale of the bonds
The project will be funded by $8 million grant, 40% of remaining
costs would be funded through low interest SRF loan, and 60%
funded through an assessment
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POTENTIAL FUNDING AND RATES FOR THE SEWER
PROJECT OPTIONS
The following tables summarize project capital costs, funding sources
and amounts, and a breakdown of possible rates to pay back the funding
sources (not including grants) for the highest rated project options
Option C – Regional Pipeline to Chico WPCP and Option D – Treatment
Plant with Beneficial Reuse. It should be noted that the funding payback
exceeds the project costs due to required loan interest charges. Nonresidential rates correspond to parcels zoned as commercial or industrial.

OPTION C – REGIONAL PIPELINE TO CHICO WPCP
Table 11.1 – Option C – Total Costs for Project
Total Costs for Project
Land Application

$35,857,000

Collection System

$28,767,000

Private Connections

$18,656,000

Bond Counsel

$150,000

Total Cost

$83,430,000

Table 11.2 – Option C – Funding with Minimal Grant
Funding
SRF Grant

$8,000,000

SRF Loan

$49,363,000

Assessment

$67,782,000

Private Loans

$20,607,000

Total Funding

$145,752,000

Table 11.3 – Option C – Individual Payments with Minimal Grant
Individual Payments

Frequency

Private Lateral Loan

$117

Assessment Range

Low

Monthly
High

Average

Residential

$905

$10,150

$1,406

Annually

Multi-Family Residential

$433

$78,674

$3,894

Annually

Commercial

$2*

$63,126

$2,289

Annually

Residential Service Charges

$131

Monthly

Commercial Service Charges

$197

Monthly

Table 11.4 – Option C – Funding with Targeted > 70% Grant Funding
Funding
SRF Grant

$60,000,000

SRF Loan

$4,151,189

Assessment
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$5,700,124

Private Loans

$20,607,296

Total Funding

$90,458,600
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Table 11.5 – Option C – Individual Payments with Targeted > 70% Grant
Funding
Individual Payments

Frequency

Private Lateral Loan

$117

Assessment

Monthly
Average

Residential

$118

Annually

Multi-Family Residential

$328

Annually

Commercial

$193

Annually

Residential Service Charges

$64

Monthly

Commercial Service Charges

$96

Monthly

The bottom line average residential annual cost would be $2,287 per
year for the first ten years and then $885 per year thereafter. This
assumes the customer takes a loan for lateral connection tank and
pump.
The bottom line average commercial annual cost would be $2,744 per
year for the first ten years and then $1,342 per year thereafter. This
assumes the customer takes a loan for lateral connection tank and
pump.

OPTION D – MBR TREATMENT WITH BENEFICIAL REUSE
Table 11.6 – Option D – Total Costs for Project
Total Costs for Project
Land Application

$25,099,000

Collection System

$28,767,000

Private Connections

$18,656,000

Bond Counsel
Total Cost

$150,000
$72,672,000

Table 11.7 – Option D – Funding with Minimal Grants
Funding
SRF Grant

$8,000,000

SRF Loan

$40,009,000

Assessment

$54,938,000

Private Loans

$20,607,000

Total Funding

$123,554,000

Table 11.8 – Option D – Funding with Targeted > 70% Grant Funding
Funding
SRF Grant

$50,000,000

SRF Loan

$3,492,143

Assessment

$4,795,168

Private Loans

$20,607,296

Total Funding

$78,894,600
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Table 11.9 – Option D – Individual Payments with Minimal Grants
Individual Payments

Frequency

Private Lateral Loan

$117

Assessment Range

Low

Monthly
High

Average

Residential

$733

$8,227

$1,140

Annually

Multi-Family Residential

$351

$63,766

$3,156

Annually

Commercial

$2*

$51,164

$1,855

Annually

Residential Service Charges

$117

Monthly

Commercial Service Charges

$176

Monthly

*Small, commercial parcels generate minimal flow based on criteria. Final rates
will likely include a minimum benefit and assessment and some parcels may be
dropped from the assessment roll, if they are unlikely to develop.

Table 11.10 – Option D – Individual Payments with Targeted > 70% Grant
Funding
Individual Payments

Frequency

Private Lateral Loan

$117

Assessment

Monthly
Average

Residential

$99

Annually

Multi-Family Residential

$276

Annually

Commercial

$162

Annually

Residential Service Charges

$63

Monthly

Commercial Service Charges

$94

Monthly

The bottom line average residential annual cost would be $2,256 per
year for the first ten years and then $854 per year thereafter. This
assumes the customer takes a loan for lateral connection tank and pump.
The bottom line average commercial annual cost would be $2,696 per
year for the first ten years and then $1,294 per year thereafter. This
assumes the customer takes a loan for lateral connection tank and pump.
The project team also evaluated the Median Household Income (MHI) of
several communities to compare to the existing sewer rates paid in these
communities, see Figure 11.2. The data reveal that communities with
higher sewer rates do not have higher incomes. Instead the correlation is
that communities paying the highest rates have the most recent upgrades
in WWTP’s or recent regionalization projects. Therefore communities
relying on older systems of collection and treatment tend to have lower
rates regardless of whether they are in the foothills or the central valley.
Much of the sewer infrastructure relied upon in California, was installed
in the 1970s and early 1980s utilizing significant financial support from
the federal government made available after the Clean Water Act. Many
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Median Household Income vs. Sewer Rates
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Figure 11.2 – Sewer Rate Comparison to Neighboring Sewer Districts

communities built major conveyance and treatment with 75 percent of
cost covered by federal grant. More recent projects have had to “pay
their own way” with low interest loans and assessments.
Funding a project the size of the Town of Paradise Sewer Project is
difficult. The project team believes that the estimated rates will need
to come down significantly from the current estimate for the rates to
be comparable to other communities in the region. This would require
an additional $60 million in grant funding. Securing the targeted grant
amount would bring the residential sewer rate to $74 per month and the
commercial rate to $112 per month for the Regional Option – C.
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Report Recommendations
The need for a sewer project for the Town’s business and commercial
area has been well established. The project options to meet this need
have been developed and the benefits of a project to the local and
regional economy have also been considered. The options have been
developed and evaluated based on project cost, environmental impacts,
public impacts, and the long term operational burden.
Two options emerged from the evaluation process with the highest
scores: Option D - Treatment Plant with Beneficial Reuse and Option C Regional Connection to the Chico WPCP. Option B had the lowest capital
cost of the options at $64 million, while Option C was projected to cost
$83 million. However, Option C had the lowest Net Present Cost over the
80-year life cycle compared and overall scored high based on life cycle
cost, environmental impacts, public impacts, and long term operational
burden.
The recommended preferred option is Option C - Regional Connection to
the Chico WPCP. However, the cost to implement a project of this scale
is high. Even with low interest loans and an assumed SRF maximum
$8 million grant, the burden of the project on small businesses and
residential customers is significant.
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As currently described, the preferred Option C – Regional Connection
to the Chico WPCP, will cost an average Residential User $1,406 in
annual property tax assessment (paid over 20 years), $117 per month
to pay back an individual loan for a tank, pump, and connection to
the collection system (paid over 10 years), and $131 per month in
sewer fees to cover sewer district operations and maintenance and debt
service on a 30-year low-interest loan from the SWRCB. A summary of
residential cost with the grant funding currently available is shown in
Table 12.1.
Table 12.1 – Option C – Individual Payments for Residential with
Minimum Grant Funding
Payment Type

Monthly Cost

Annual Cost

Assessment

$117

$1,406

Connection (Private
Loan)

$116

$1,401

Service Charge

$131

$1,572

Total monthly costs to residential users with an $8 million grant would
be $364 per month.
An average Commercial User would pay $2,289 in annual additional
property tax (some as high as $60,000) for 20 years, $117 per month
to pay back an individual loan for a tank, pump, and connection to the
collection system (paid over 10 years), and $196 per month in sewer
fees to cover sewer district operations and maintenance and debt service
on a 30-year low-interest loan from the SWRCB.
While the preferred option represents the lowest operational burden for
the Town and the best net present cost over the project life cycle, the
cost is too high to proceed with sewer district formation and subsequent
bond sale, property assessment, and SRF loan application. It is
recommended that the Town seek additional grant funding from state
and federal sources to reduce the assessment and sewer rate burden on
the Town residences and businesses. The project team estimates that an
additional $60 million in grant money is needed to improve the chances
of a successful vote to form an assessment district.
Parallel to this effort, the regional connection will need to be
discussed and vetted with the City of Chico so that connection costs
and a memorandum of understanding between the two agencies can
be reached. It is also recommended that the project team apply for
additional grant funds to complete a preliminary design, environmental
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document, and formal rate study for the preferred option. The goal would
be to bring residential rates and assessment burden down to a more
affordable level as shown in Table 12.2.
Total monthly costs to residential users with a $60 million grant would
be $190/month. If additional funds could be secured to defray the
connection costs of the STEP systems, then the total monthly cost to
residential users would be $74/month.
Table 12.2 – Option C – Individual Payments for Residential with
Maximum Grant Funding
Payment Type

Monthly Cost

Annual Cost

Assessment

$10

$118

Connection (Private
Loan)

$116

$1,402

Service Charge

$64

$768

If a regional partnership is not reached with the City of Chico, then
the Town can begin preliminary design and implementation of Option D
- Treatment Plant with Beneficial Reuse. This option could revisit a
partnership opportunity with Tuscan Ridge or the development of a
local wastewater treatment plant with or without beneficial reuse.
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13

Project Implementation
Next Steps
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Once the feasibility study is complete and a preferred alternative is
selected for implementation by the Town Council, the Town would form a
special district and proceed to a vote of sewer district stakeholders. If the
project sewer district vote is successful then the District would acquire
the funding necessary via bond sale, property assessment to pay back
the bonds, grant(s), and a loan in order to proceed to preliminary design,
environmental permitting, property acquisition, final design, construction,
and start-up of the sewer system.
The recommendation for the regional connection, Option C, and the
project’s estimated high cost necessitate a few critical early steps to
proceed. Figure 13.1 shows the path options going forward.
It should be noted that the sewer project options are preserved if the City
of Chico elects not to support the preferred regional option. However,
moving forward without funding offsets will be a challenge. The team will
need to ascertain the level of monthly service charge that commercial
properties, multi-family properties, and residential properties could
accept. Property tax assessments will also be carried on properties for 20
years and represent a significant annual burden to be added to existing
property tax. The perceived long term benefit to the property value and the
Town’s economic growth need to exceed the tax burden and fees for the
sewer district stakeholders to support the project.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION NEXT STEPS
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Figure 13.1 – Flow Chart of Project Next Steps

MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANTING TOWN OF PARADISE
AND CITY OF CHICO

YES
NO

ADDITIONAL GRANT
FUNDING COMMITMENTS
- STATE AND FEDERAL

Develop Preliminary Design of
Option C - Regional Pipeline

YES
NO

Develop Preliminary Design
of Option D - WWTP and EIR

Continued On-Site Management
and Individual Treatment
Solutions

The next steps would include:
1.

Town Council approved the report with recommendation for
Option C

2.

Proceed with discussions with the City of Chico for a memorandum
of understanding for the regional sewer treatment option

3.

Obtain additional state and federal grant funds required for project
(concurrent with step 2)

4.

Assessment District formation (services area vote)

5.

Grant applications

6.

SRF loan application

7.

Preliminary design and cost estimate

8.

Environmental document to meet CEQA and NEPA guidelines

9.

Final design and cost estimate

10. ROW needs definition, plats and legal descriptions, appraisal and
acquisition
11. RWQCB permit (if necessary)
12. Bid and construction
13. Wastewater system testing and start-up
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APPENDIX B. PUBLIC OUTREACH MATERIALS
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Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost ‐ Service Area (Common to all Options)
Estimated
Quantity
Item No.
Item
1
General Manager
1
2
Receptionist (Assume 1 full 1 part time employee)
2
3
Accountant
1
4
Operations ‐ Collection System
5
Operations Manager
1
6
Field Crew/Utility Worker (assume 2)
2
7
On‐Site Serviceman
1
8
Annual Maintenance ($/yr)
1
9
Septage Hauling
100
10
Building Cost (assumed service district housed at City Hall)
0
11
IT Support ($/yr)
12
12
Planning ($/yr)
1
13
Miscellaneous Expenses ($/yr)
1
Subtotal O&M
Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost ‐ Regional Transmission Line (Option C)
Estimated
Quantity
Item No.
Item
1
Miscellaneous Repairs ($/yr)
1
Subtotal O&M

Unit
LS
LS
LS

List Price
$150,000
$60,000
$100,000

Total
$150,000
$90,000
$100,000

LS
LS
LS
LS
EA
LS
LS
LS
LS

$130,000
$55,000
$55,000
$50,000
$1,000
$18,000
$1,000
$30,000
$10,000

$130,000
$110,000
$55,000
$50,000
$100,000
$0
$12,000
$30,000
$10,000
$837,000

Unit
LS

Uint Price
$25,000

Total
$25,000
$25,000

Unit
LS
LS
LS
LS
EA
LS
LS
LS

Uint Price
$1,000
$130,000
$85,000
$10,000
$10,000
$60,000
$50,000
$6,000

Total
$1,000
$130,000
$85,000
$10,000
$120,000
$60,000
$50,000
$6,000
$462,000

Unit
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
EA
LS
LS
LS

List Price
$1,000
$130,000
$85,000
$15,000
$5,000
$10,000
$65,000
$50,000
$6,000

Total
$1,000
$130,000
$85,000
$15,000
$5,000
$120,000
$65,000
$50,000
$6,000
$477,000

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

$65,000.00
$130,000.00
$85,000.00
$10,000.00
$50,000
$25,000

$65,000
$130,000
$85,000
$10,000
$50,000
$25,000
$365,000

Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost ‐ MBR (Option B)
Item No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Estimated
Quantity
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1

Item
Chemicals ($/yr)
Lead operator ($/yr)
Assistant operator
Additional Labor Cost ($/yr) (Filter cleanings)
Sampling and Lab Testing ($/Month)
Power Requirements ($/yr)
UV Servicing ($/yr)
Solids Management ($/yr)
Subtotal O&M

Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost ‐ MBR with Benificial Reuse (Option D)
Estimated
Quantity
Item No.
Item
1
Chemicals ($/yr)
1
2
Lead operator ($/yr)
1
3
Assistant operator
1
4
Additional Labor Cost ($/yr) (Filter cleanings, Pipe inspection)
1
5
Pond Maintenance and Discharge Monitoring ($/yr)
1
6
Sampling and Lab Testing ($/Month)
12
7
Power Requirements ($/yr)
1
8
UV Servicing ($/yr)
1
9
Solids Management ($/yr)
1
Subtotal O&M
Annual Operations and Maintenance ‐ Treatment Ponds and Land Disposal (Option A)
1
Chemicals ($/yr)(assume chlorine disinfection)
1
2
Lead operator ($/yr)
1
3
Assistant operator
1
4
Addional Labor Cost ($/yr) (misc. repairs)
1
5
Sampling and Lab Testing ($/yr)
1
6
Power Requirements ($/yr)
1
Subtotal O&M

Opinion of Probable Construction Cost - Capital
Town of Paradise
Paradise - Sewer Feasibility
Location
Town of Paradise - Collection System
Limits
Proposed Paradise Sewer Service Area
BEN|EN PROJECT NO.
16200

QTY. BY
D.Harden
QTY. CHCK
M.Massaro
AGENCY
Town of Paradise

Item No.
Item
SEWER TRUNKS (Low Pressure)-Public ROW
1
S-1 (Skyway) - 6 inch
2
S-2 (Skyway) - 6 inch
3
S-3 (Skyway) - 8 inch
4
S-4 (Skyway) - 10 inch
5
S-5 (Skyway) - 12 inch
6
C-1 (Clark) - 6 inch
7
C-2 (Clark) - 8 inch
8
C-3 (Clark) - 8 inch
9
C-4 (Clark) - 8 inch
10
C-5 (Clark) - 8 inch
11
C-6 (Clark) - 6 inch
12
E-1 (Elliott) - 6 inch
13
P-1 (Pearson) - 10 inch
Subtotal
PUMP STATION Lower Section (Below Pearson RD)
PS-1 (<0.5MGD)
8 inch gravity to PS (Clark)

Subtotal
CONNECTIONS
Total Number of Service Laterals

16
17

18
19
20
21
22

Unit

Unit Price

Total

10,987
3,215
5,422
2,464
8,071
808
3,302
4,746
1,330
1,332
8,051
4,859
6,015
60,602

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

$100
$100
$120
$150
$175
$100
$120
$120
$120
$120
$100
$100
$150

$1,099,000
$322,000
$651,000
$370,000
$1,413,000
$81,000
$397,000
$570,000
$160,000
$160,000
$806,000
$486,000
$903,000
$7,418,000

1
8,051

LS
LF

$680,000
$150

$680,000
$1,208,000
$1,888,000

4,677
116,006
120,683

LF
LF
LF

$90
$90

$421,000
$10,441,000
$10,862,000

29,420
17,652
11,768

LF
LF

$25
$20

$442,000
$236,000
$678,000

191,230
114,738
76,492
1,471

LF
LF
EA

$25
$20
$300

$2,869,000
$1,530,000
$442,000

883
588

EA
EA

$8,500
$2,000

$7,503,000
$1,177,000
$13,521,000
$14,199,000

1,471

Total Public ROW Lateral (Assume 20 LF per connection)
STEP Connections (60% of Total) - 1.5 inch max
STEG (40% of Total) - 1.5 inch max
Public Connection Subtotal
Total Private Lateral (Assume 130 LF per connection)
STEP Connections (60% of Total) - 1.5 inch max
STEG (40% of Total) - 1.5 inch max
Connection Fee
Tank Installation
STEP Connections (60% of Total)
Gravity Connection or STEG (40% of Total)
Private Connection Subtotal
Subtotal

BENNETT ENGINEERING SERVICES ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE QUANTITIES AND FINAL PAY QUANTITIES.

11/14/2016

Estimated
Quantity

Subtotal
SEWER COLLECTORS
14
Nunneley - 4 inch max
15
Minor Roads - 4 inch max

ESTIMATE LEVEL
CONCEPT
PRICED BY
D.Harden

Estimated Construction Cost
Construction Contingency (20%)

$34,367,000
$6,874,000

Estimated Construction Total

$41,241,000

Design, Permitting, and Environmental Cost (15%)

$6,187,000

Total Collection System Cost

$47,428,000
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Opinion of Probable Construction Cost ‐ Capital
Town of Paradise
Paradise ‐ Sewer Feasibility
Location
Town of Paradise ‐ Transmission Line to Chico
Limits
Proposed Paradise Sewer Service Area
BEN|EN PROJECT NO.
16200

QTY. BY
D.Harden
QTY. CHCK
M.Massaro
AGENCY
Town of Paradise

Item No.
Item
Regional Transmission Pipeline
1
TR‐1 (Skyway Town Limits to private RW) ‐ 12 " Pipe (paved)
2
* TR‐2 (Private RW to Butte Creek) ‐ 12" Pipe (unpaved)
3
* TR‐3 (Bore and Jack, Butte Creek) ‐ 24" Casing w/ Carrier Pipe
* TR‐4 (Butte Creek to HWY 99 RW) ‐ 12" (unpaved)
4
5
* TR‐5 (Bore and Jack, HWY 99) ‐ 24" Casing w/Carrier Pipe
* TR‐6 (Private RW to Hegan Ln) ‐ 12" Pipe (40% paved)
6
7
TR‐8 (Hegan Ln to RR) ‐ 12" Pipe (paved)
8
* TR‐9 (Bore and Jack, RR) ‐ 24" Casing w/ Carrier Pipe
9
TR‐10 (RR to Elk Ave) ‐ 12" Pipe (paved)
10
TR‐9 (Elk Ave to Lone Pine Ave) ‐ 12 " Pipe (paved)
11
TR‐10 (Lone Pine Ave to Crouch Ave) ‐ 12 " Pipe (paved)
12
TR‐11 (Crouch Ave to Comanche Cree) ‐ 12 " Pipe (paved)
* TR‐12 (Bore and Jack, Comanche Creek) ‐ 24" Casing w/ Carrier Pipe
13
14
TR‐13 (Comanche Creek to Little Chico Creek) ‐ 12" Pipe (paved)
* TR‐14 (Bore and Jack, Little Chico Creek) ‐ 24" Casing w/ Carrier Pipe
15
16
TR‐15 (Little Chico Creek to Chico River Rd) ‐ 12" Pipe (paved)
17
TR‐16 (Chico River Rd to WWTP) ‐ 12" Pipe (paved)
18
TR‐17 (Pipe within WWTP) ‐ 12" Pipe (paved)
19
Bore and Jack Pit (Jack Pit)
20
Bore and Jack Pit (Receiving Pit)
Subtotal
Appurtenances
21
ARV (every 1500 ft)
22
Isolation Valves (every 2000 ft)
Subtotal
Right of Way Acquisition
23
Assessment per Parcel (Assume route with low density)
Permanent Utility Easement (Assume 15 ft wide)
24
TR‐2 (Ag RW)
25
TR‐3 (Water Crossing/Ag RW)
26
TR‐4 (Ag RW)
27
TR‐5 (HWY Crossing)
28
TR‐6 (Industrial RW)
29
TR‐9 (RR Crossing/Ag RW)
30
TR‐12 (Water Crossing/Ag RW)
31
TR‐14 (Water Crossing/Ag RW)
Subtotal PUE
Temporary Construction Easement (Assume 50ft‐PE)
32
TR‐2 (Ag RW)
33
TR‐3 (Water Crossing/Ag RW)
34
TR‐4 (Ag RW)
35
TR‐5 (HWY Crossing)
36
TR‐6 (Industrial RW)
37
TR‐9 (RR Crossing/Ag RW)
38
TR‐12 (Water Crossing/Ag RW)
39
TR‐14 (Water Crossing/Ag RW)
40
Additional TCE along roads (assume 10ft)
Subtotal TCE
Regional Connection Fee
41
Connection Fee
* Permanent Utility Easement Required

BENNETT ENGINEERING SERVICES ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE QUANTITIES AND FINAL PAY QUANTITIES.

ESTIMATE LEVEL
CONCEPT
PRICED BY
D.Harden
11/14/2016

Estimated
Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Total

36,600
2,250
850
2,750
1,000
5,100
4,480
250
12,210
4,425
1,315
2,520
500
5,500
500
2,635
8,560
613
5
5
92,058

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA
EA
LF

$200
$160
$630
$160
$630
$170
$180
$630
$180
$180
$180
$180
$630
$180
$630
$180
$180
$180
$100,000
$35,000

$7,320,000
$360,000
$536,000
$440,000
$630,000
$867,000
$807,000
$158,000
$2,198,000
$797,000
$237,000
$454,000
$315,000
$990,000
$315,000
$475,000
$1,541,000
$111,000
$500,000
$175,000
$19,226,000

62
47

EA
EA

$2,000
$3,000

$125,000
$142,000
$267,000

100

EA

$10,000

$1,000,000

33,750
12,750
41,250
15,000
76,500
3,750
7,500
7,500
5

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
AC

$0.70
$0.70
$0.70
$0.70
$0.70
$0.70
$0.70
$0.70

$24,000
$9,000
$29,000
$11,000
$54,000
$3,000
$6,000
$6,000
$142,000

78,750
29,750
96,250
35,000
178,500
8,750
17,500
17,500
782,450
29

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
AC

$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07

$6,000
$3,000
$7,000
$3,000
$13,000
$1,000
$2,000
$2,000
$55,000
$92,000

LS

$5,000,000

1

$5,000,000

Estimated Construction Cost
Construction Contingency (20%)

$25,727,000
$5,146,000

Estimated Construction Total

$30,873,000

Design, Permitting, and Environmental Cost (15%)

$4,631,000

Total Regional Transmission Cost

$35,504,000

Opinion of Probable Construction Cost ‐ Capital
Town of Paradise
Paradise ‐ Sewer Feasibility
Location
Town of Paradise ‐ MBR with Beneifical Reuse
Limits
Proposed Paradise Sewer Service Area
BEN|EN PROJECT NO.
16200
Item No.
Item
In Town Treatment ‐ Assume Skyway Location
1
Ovivo MBR (ADWF 0.85 MGD)
2
UV Disinfection
3
Solids Handling
4
Septage Receiving
5
Yard Piping
6
Attenuation Tank (1 MG)
7
SCADA Controls
8
Site Work (Grading, retaining walls, concrete, asphalt, structures
9
Lab Building
10
Effluent Storage Pond
Subtotal
Piping and Appurtenances
11
12" Pipe to Site
12
ARV (every 1500 ft)
13
Isolation Valves (every 2000 ft)
Subtotal
Right of Way Acquisition
14
Assessment per Parcel
15
Purchase Price (Assume minimum 20 acres needed)
Subtotal

BENNETT ENGINEERING SERVICES ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE QUANTITIES AND FINAL PAY QUANTITIES.

QTY. BY
D.Harden
QTY. CHCK
M.Massaro
AGENCY
Town of Paradise

ESTIMATE LEVEL
CONCEPT
PRICED BY
D.Harden
Date
11/14/2016

Estimated
Quantity

Unit

1
1
1
1
3,000
1
1
1
1
1

LS
LS
LF
LS
LF
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

$1,740,000
$534,000
$290,000
$162,000
$250
$1,100,000
$580,000
$5,870,000
$580,000
$3,000,000

$1,740,000
$534,000
$290,000
$162,000
$750,000
$1,100,000
$580,000
$5,870,000
$580,000
$3,000,000
$14,606,000

16,000
12
9

LF
EA
EA

$200
$2,000.00
$3,000.00

$3,200,000
$24,000
$27,000
$3,251,000

3
1

EA
EA

$10,000
$300,000.00

$30,000
$300,000
$330,000

Total

Estimated Construction Cost
Construction Contingency (20%)

$18,187,000
$3,638,000

Estimated Construction Total

$21,825,000

Design, Permitting, and Environmental Cost (15%)

$3,274,000

Total Collection System Cost

$25,099,000
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Website Notification
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Paradise Post Advertisement

Meeting Handouts
At the meeting, attendees were provided with a Project fact sheet and a comment card when they
signed in to the meeting. Those materials are included below.
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Press Release
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Appendix B – Public Outreach Collateral Material
Meeting Handouts
Attendees were provided with a copy of the presentation, fact sheet and a comment card when they
signed in to the meeting. Those materials follow:
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Appendix B – Public Outreach Collateral Material
Comment Card

A summary of the meeting is included below.
Attendance: There were approximately 79 people in attendance at the meeting.
Summary: At the meeting, a formal presentation covered information on Project status, proposed
service area, anticipated flows, funding structures, and next steps was given. After the presentation was
complete, the engineering consulting team and Town of Paradise staff answered questions in an open
forum. Attendee questions ranged in topic from pump station type and location, service area
finalization, Project timeline, and property values. While some answers were straight forward, many
were yet to be determined since the Project is still in early stages.
After the open question and answer period was completed, meeting attendees were encouraged to
review the exhibits on display and ask further questions of Town and consultant staff.
Attendees were provided with a copy of the presentation, fact sheet, and a comment card when they
signed in to the meeting.
The questions asked by meeting attendees, and the answers provided by staff to those questions, are
included below.

Appendix B – Public Outreach Collateral Material
Questions and Answers
• Has a vacuum system been considered or only a gravity system?
We have looked at both. Right now, we are looking at a hybrid system for collection that include Septic
Tank Effluent Pumps (STEP) and gravity collection with lift stations.
• Where will the tertiary land treatment plant be located and will the water be suitable for reuse?
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) location depends on the alternative. We are looking at locations
close to Town near Skyway as well as location further off of “the ridge” adjacent to Neal Road and Clark
Road.
If a tertiary treatment system were utilized and disinfection added then the effluent would be suitable
for re-use for irrigation.
• Which waterway will the plant discharge to?
Some alternatives would not have a creek discharge, but the options close to Town and the tertiary
treatment option would utilize a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit via the
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) to discharge to a creek. Locations for potential
discharge are Nugen Creek and Hamlin Creek.
• When you met with Paradise Irrigation District (PID), who did you meet with, when, and what did you
discuss?
We met with the Director and his engineer about a week ago to discuss the PID water management plan
with regard to reclaimed water planning. We also discussed water demands, pipeline and pump station
cost data, and agreed to coordinate on project status. Engineering and technical feasibility topics were
discussed. There were no discussions on policy issues.
• We have seen this done in cities before; will you consider pumping to waste water treatment plants?
We are considering a regional option that would pump the collected wastewater to Chico’s WWTP.
• Can I opt out? We already paid a bond for a sewer link at Skyway.
Council will decide if properties within the service area can opt out of connection or delay connection to
a later date. Typically, all parcels within a service area map are assessed for their apportioned cost of the
capital project commensurate with their benefit. Some communities have elected to allow a delay for
actual connection, connection fee, and monthly service charges depending on the situation.
• Who determines the potential benefit to properties and their value?
An engineer’s report is written based on the preliminary design of the system. The cost to build the
project is spread over the assessed parcels based on benefit. Benefit is typically defined by the volume
of wastewater anticipated to be generated by the property. The volume of wastewater generated is
assumed based on land use.
• What if a property hasn’t yet been developed? Will there be zoning changes allowed?
Zoning changes would work through the Town’s standard process. However, the anticipated benefits
and assessment would be based on current zoning. Note that a connection fee and monthly
maintenance fee would not be required for undeveloped properties within the service area.
• Some property cannot be serviced without a line going through an adjacent property. Will there be
easements for this?
Yes. The need for specific easements would be determined in the final design phase. But, if a connection
to the system cannot be made from the public right-of-way, then an easement would be negotiated and
purchased to provide a connection and service.
• I am not in the blue area. When can I get a connected and what about connecting Magalia?
The current service area is focused on the commercial corridors and urban core of the Town and there
are no plans for additional expansion at this time.
• Some Chico properties have had hefty assessments, have you gone over these for comparison?
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We have coordinated with Chico staff on engineering elements, construction costs, and hydraulic
capacity, but have not reviewed their current assessments. The Town of Paradise Assessment will be
specific to the sewer project and needs of the Town’s urban core.
• The timeline goes through mid-2017, but how long before actual use?
If the project is approved by council and stakeholders support the sewer district formation, then
construction could be complete in 4-5 years.
• Have you looked at sites for a potential location for treatment plants?
We have assessed multiple potentially viable sites and they will be evaluated in the alternatives analysis.
• Will there be restrictions placed on future rezoning permits?
Currently there are restrictions with regard to septic tank and leach-field capacities for several
properties. A sewer system and treatment would remove those restrictions for those served.
Since the benefit and assessment are tied to the present zoned use, a change in zoning may require
additional fee to match connection fee to updated zoning. This decision would need to be brought to
the Town Planning Department and brought to Council for a vote.
• The three case studies shows yield significant differences in costs. Are these appropriate for the
Feasibility Study?
The methodology of project cost apportionment is appropriate for the TOP Sewer Feasibility Study.
However, the regulatory motivators, technical solution, and construction cost is different for each of the
case studies and specific to the situation.
• I am on the edge of the proposed district. How will the boundaries become settled?
The boundaries could change right up until an assessment is voted upon. However, for the purposes of
the study, the service area will be set for sizing the system and treatment alternatives.
• It seems that you’re focusing on commercial septic tanks in the urban core. About how many
businesses and residences are included? If I am not in the corridor, will I still be assessed?
Based on the current assessment area, about 35% of the parcels are residential. Only those parcels
within the service area would be assessed. You would only be assessed if you are in the service area and
receive the benefit of sewer service. Preliminarily there are 1,471 planned service connections.
• Will the sewer system require more water than what is already used? Will the Town lose water to run
the system?
The Town would likely not use more water than is used today. It is anticipated that a sewer system
would support growth in the urban core, but the sewer system does not need additional water to work.
• I am currently 1-2 blocks out of the boundary. Can I opt to get pulled in in the end?
You can make a request and it will be evaluated. Town Council will ultimately decide if the service area
expands to serve additional areas.
• Do we get a vote on this?
Yes. Anyone who is in the service area will vote to decide whether or not to move forward with a
project.
• Do you believe there will be an increase in commercial growth?
Yes. Case studies have shown this to be the case.
• Does one alternative method seem superior?
We are still assessing the pros and cons of each option and developing the costs for comparison.
• Is running the system downhill to the treatment plant quicker?
Construction could likely be faster for the regional option, however environmental permitting and
easement acquisition could take longer than a treatment plant option.
• What is the assessment per parcel after grants? Do home and business owners have to come up with
the money at the beginning?

Appendix B – Public Outreach Collateral Material
We do not have a preferred option, full cost estimate, or grant allocation yet. However, all available
grants would be pursued to help offset the cost per parcel before an assessment would be allocated.
The cost of the initial project, after grants, would be paid for by assessment on property. Home and
business owners would have to pay for connection fees once the system was operational.
• Are you using PID’s numbers for water usage in order for accuracy?
Our initial assessment of flows have been based on established planning parameters. Our assessment of
future flow is consistent with previous studies and similar communities for flow estimation. However,
we have requested the demand data from PID and will re-evaluate the estimated flow data based on
current usage.

Town of Paradise Sewer Project
Draft Feasibility Report Public Comments
*Comments in this report were transcribed verbatim and not corrected for grammar, spelling, or punctuation.
Name

Contact

G.J. Meisner

gjmeisner@gmail.com

Date
3/1/17

Comment
I am generally a proponent of government infrastructure spending. Unlike other kinds of government spending
programs, there is little question as to the immediate benefits. That being said, I can see why infrastructure is
falling apart in the United States. Costs for infrastructure projects of more than minimal size far outstrip any
community's capacity to fund it. The costs must be socialized at the state or federal level. Lots of marketing
dollars have been aimed at the American public for the past 40 years to turn public opinion against socialized
infrastructure expenditures. A crumbling infrastructure and inability to fund new projects is the result.
Assessing $1140/yr in additional property taxes to residents‐in addition to ~$200/month of rental and service
fees is, as the study indicates, a non‐starter. This rate is also expected to be the average. The highest
assessment is upwards of $10,000 annually.
PID recently proposed a much more modest rate increase plan that should be instructional to the current town
council.
The Proposal goes on that to be feasible, grants would have to be acquired that would bring down the monthly
rate to ~$89/month. Many of the town's residents are on fixed incomes. I can only imagine the reaction this
proposal is going to get from those folks.
In my opinion, this project is a non‐starter without a much higher socialized commitment‐‐closer to the historical
rate of 75%.
Other concerns:
The recommendation of option C is troubling, because it removes the ability to locally control rates. We would
be stuck with whatever rates Chico determined to impose. Even if rates were negotiated for a term, after the
term, we would be vulnerable to rates that might make this option untenable and we would be, once again, at
square one.
Ground water contamination was cited as a major reason to do this. This is not a problem for folks who get their
water from Paradise reservoir. Unless we are considering a sewer system for Magalia? There are problems for
those who have private wells and are downstream of local Paradise septic tanks but not far enough for natural
filtration to mitigate. I am surprised that in areas where the contamination is too high, the County/City hasn't
already placed a moratorium on building and/or there has been no proposal that Paradise consider extending
City water to some of those, specific areas.
Now, let us be clear; this action would be taken almost solely for the interests of the business community in
Paradise. The rest of Paradise seems to be excluded from examining this proposal and sharing the
costs. Insulating the town council from a larger, potential backlash, but concentrating the costs in the defined
service area. This also limits the decision‐makers to a group that I am guessing is largely composed of business
owners. If this goes through, increased population pressures, will, however, affect all of Paradise. It is also the
smaller population of residential users that are likely to have the most difficulty paying the new fees and will
likely raise the most objections. It is notable that with the preponderance of business users in the service area,
the residential users are likely to have less say in the outcome with this model.
Overall, this action is aimed at increasing the population of Paradise and increasing the value of and, indeed,
feasibility of dense, multi‐unit housing projects. It would also create possibilities for even further commercial
development along the identified corridors.
Paradise is largely a retirement community, so who is it exactly that wants increased population growth and the
degradation of our standard of living that this entails? The next infrastructure project we'll be talking about is
raising the height of Paradise reservoir to meet the water needs of the growing population. Or, widening the
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Date of
Response
4/6/2017

Response
Mr. Meisner, Thank you for your comments. As you have assessed, the
primary beneficiary of the project is the businesses currently limited by
the constraints of their existing sewer treatment systems. Therefore
the project area is an attempt to balance areas of service and benefit
to areas that could grow commercially in the near term if a sewer
system were installed. The project’s initial attempt to allocate costs to
pay back the funding sources (assessments for bonds and monthly
rates for state loans) skews the burden slightly more to the
commercial property owners.
In addition to commercial benefits, areas along the urban corridors
would be better able to serve multi‐family residential development
options that are not currently available due to septic system and leach‐
field limitations.
Town staff share your concerns on the projects affordability to fixed
income residents and we are looking for ways to lower the overall
project cost as well as increase funding to lower the residential and
commercial cost burden.

Name

Contact

Date

Comment

Date of
Response

Response

Skyway, or Clark road, or expanding the capacity of local schools, police, fire, etc. All of this assessed on the
backs of a largely, fixed‐income population‐while we lose more and more of our standard of living‐‐the quiet, the
trees...all so we can increase property values and drive more customers by local businesses.
I'm guessing there are interim steps that can be taken before trying to force fixed‐income residents into an extra
hundred dollars a month that they can't afford. Divert some local revenue or assess an additional dollar of
property taxes to all Paradise residents and subsidize the purchase of composting toilets for problem‐area
residents. Build in‐situ systems for corridor businesses. Pipe and pump to locations in town areas with good
perk characteristics for a pooled‐septic treatment? The options provided in this proposal are geared towards a
scaleable, central system for unlimited population growth. I'm guessing only a business owner or large property
owner would find this desirable.
For what it's worth,

Jim Richards

6200 Skyway
Paradise, CA
530 762‐9464
jim.richards@prodigy.net

3/3/17

G.J. Meisner
Proposed Service Area resident
Following are Comments and Proposal in response to the February 28,
2017presentation of the draft Sewer Project Report.
Town of Paradise Sewer Project
Comments on Draft Report of February 28, 2017
James Richards, PE
Tuscan Ridge Development
6200 Skyway
Paradise, CA
530 762‐9464

4/6/2017

Mr. Richards,
Thank you for your comments and proposal on behalf of Tuscan Ridge.
Regardless of the preferred option for conveyance and treatment of
wastewater for the Town, the project is few years away for a few
reasons. 1.) The Town needs significant additional funding to lower the
assessment and monthly rate burden to the Town residents and
businesses within the service area and this will take time to procure
through a significant lobbying effort. 2.) The preferred option hinges
on acceptability of another agency that must be fully vetted. 3.) The
preferred option requires preliminary design and an EIR that will likely
need to satisfy CEQA and NEPA, depending on funding sources.

Comment
The February 2017 Draft Report on the Towns Sewer Project identifies potential project costs and the need for
grants to implement a Sewer Plan, yet to be identified and adopted by the Town. It is to a large extent a redux
of previous studies of sewering Paradise and does not introduce any new concepts or approaches that were
discussed in the previous studies and reports. It suggests that discharging to the City of Chico will be the
recommended project, although that solution was rejected by Town residents following a similar study
completed in 2010.
Previous Paradise Sewer studies included a alternative of using the treated waste water at Tuscan Ridge Golf
course. That alternative was dismissed in the 2010 report based on an overly simplistic negative analysis that
identified issues but did not consider obvious mitigations of them,
The Tuscan Ridge Community development is expanding beyond that envisioned in 2010 by adding addition land,
approximately 1000 acres, in order to expand the golf course. The Tuscan Ridge development includes a waste
water treatment and disposal system to recycle the waste water for use on the golf course in accordance with
rules established by the State Water Board in 2016 in Title 22. There is sufficient land at Tuscan Ridge to also
handle treatment and disposal of the waste water from the largely commercial Paradise sewer district identified
in the February 2017 Draft Report.
Substantial grant funds are available for recycling water in California. Recycled waste water systems (Purple Pipe
Systems) are operating in water systems of Northern California, i.e. El Dorado Hills and Clovis and in Southern
California. Use of recycled water is currently being proposed for domestic use (drinking) in some water systems
in California. Use of recycling is consistent with the continually increasing demand for water from a growing
population and a continually challenging dynamic water supply.
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Note that the Grant funding mentioned for recycled water is limited to
the public sector uses. If the water will be used for profit (private golf
course), then grant funding may not be available. We understand that
a Community Service District may be formed to help alleviate that
limitation for the Tuscan Ridge developments and treatment plant.
We are enthusiastic that the Tuscan Ridge development is growing and
that a Presby treatment system may be permitted for treatment and
water reuse here in California. If the Town cannot reach agreement
with the City of Chico, then local wastewater treatment will be
preferred and the potential cost savings of this technology could be
effective in lowering the cost burden of the project.
Note that the regional option may still have opportunities for
collaboration with Tuscan Ridge by building a turnout on the Regional
Pipeline for treatment at the Tuscan Ridge WWTP for reuse and
irrigation. This would provide Tuscan Ridge with additional reclaimed
water for irrigation, but limit the treatment commitment to actual
seasonal irrigation demand of the Golf Course. This scalping plant
could benefit both parties.
We hope to continue to discuss reuse options with Tuscan Ridge going

Name

Contact

Date

Comment

Proposal

Date of
Response

Response
forward as we attempt to remove the barriers to building a sewer
project for the Town’s urban core.

The developers of the Tuscan ridge Community offer to share the waste water treatment and recycling
capability of the Tuscan Ridge Community Development with the town of Paradise with the goal of reducing the
cost of to Paradise in order to improve the economy and environment of Butte County. Partnering between the
Town of Paradise and the Tuscan Ridge Community in one waste water treatment and disposal system is logically
expected to reduce the Town's costs to a more affordable level, increasing the feasibility of actually providing
sewer service.. This opportunity to partner with Tuscan Ridge is available to the Town for a limited period. The
planning, permitting, designing and provisions for the Tuscan Ridge Community are underway and the schedule
will be maintained.
You can contact the Tuscan Ridge Developers to arrange for initial discussions and further negotiations through
me at the above address. Please let us know of your intent by March 15, 2017. It is necessary for the Tuscan
Ridge development schedule to reach an agreement to proceed as Partners by mid‐June of 2017.

Neil Randall

randallradio916@gmail.com

2/28/17

Thank you.
My name is Neil Randall and my wife and I own a property in the purposed sewer district area. Feel free to enter
this into the official record. Our house is on land zoned multifamily but is only a single family home and with only
the one structure. Our house is fine on septic and we are fine with continuing to be on septic.
It would be great if Paradise was on sewer and had done it years ago but after reviewing the draft the costs
associated per household is just too great. On average Septic runs around $100 yearly vs the proposed $1400
yearly so I would have to vote “no” on joining the district just for that reason. Also, if we sell the house being in
the district and having to pay such a huge increase in property tax would make us less competitive. The
monetary value of the house would be harmed and have to be listed lower to offset the 20 years of taxes and
$28,000 difference vs other houses not in the sewer district.

Thank you for your comments.
Town staff share your concerns on the affordability of the project to
residential users in the service area.
To your comment regarding a tax added to everyone; we cannot levy
assessment to people that are not primary beneficiaries of the sewer
service. Secondary benefit cannot be used to justify a generalized tax
or assessment.

I can agree that sewer is needed for Paradise to grow it's commercial corridor by making it easier for new
business particularly food based to start. I disagree on the actual growth for existing restaurant business'
opening up for more capacity in the short term.
To me this is a civic improvement to increase the # of business (like a starbucks) in Paradise and thus increasing
tax revenue. If Town of Paradise really wants a sewer I would suggest limiting it to a commercial corridor and
having the entire town vote on a usage fee or tax added to everyone as the sewer would help Paradise as a
whole.

Jim Passanisi

jhpass80@gmail.com

3/5/17

Richard Randlett

randcodevelopment@yahoo.com

3/6/17

Neil Randall
I own property in Paradise. Every property owner has a benefit of the successful completion of the sewer
project, not just the properties currently within the assessment district's boundaries. I realize that including all
properties in the town will add a higher level of difficulty getting project approval. However, the town's
economic vitality affects all owners. A calculation of benefit to each property needs to be considered and
proposed to the community. Even a $10 property tax assessment per year will help contribute to paying debt
service for the project.

SIRS/MAMS: PLEASE DO NOT APPROVE THIS SEWER PROJECT, UNLESS IT CAN SERVE EVERY PARCEL IN
PARADISE!!! THANK YOU, PATRICIA C. JONES 530‐877‐0808 randcodevelopment@yahoo.com
apn. 055‐
290‐093‐000
please advise me via email, that you received this comment!!
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Thank you for your comment. Assessment of secondary benefit for
every property in town is not a trivial task and is subjective.
Unfortunately, secondary benefit cannot be used to justify a
generalized tax or assessment. Levied assessments must be
commensurate with direct benefits provide to the individual parcels.
Note that those property owners not in the Service Area District will
continue to pay a yearly assessment per the Town’s on‐site ordinance
to monitor and maintain septic systems.
Thank you for your comment. Providing Sewer service to every parcel
in Paradise would greatly increase the cost of the collection system.
The additional infrastructure (pipes, pump stations, and treatment), as
well as the permitting; has a much greater cost than sewer for just the
commercial corridor identified. Also, parcels with more land and lower
sewer flows are generally functioning well on septic and the added
project cost is a difficult proposition for those parcel owners relative to
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Response
their perceived benefits.

John Gillander

jwgillander@gmail.com

3/8/17

This project is an absolute pipe dream. Any plan that includes using the City of Chico's sewer plan is doomed to
failure and a complete waste of our tax dollars. The Chico city council is going back to a liberal majority in the
2018 election and it will stay that way for at least 8 years.
The liberals on the city council will not honor any agreement to use their sewer plant because the project
includes a Walmart super store. That's just an undeniable fact. Walmart had to wait through 12 years of liberal
city councils obstructing and then denying their super store expansion project in Chico. It wasn’t until after a
conservative majority took over in 2014 that the expansion of their Chico store was approved.
The liberals on the Chico city council will not be up front or honest with you. They will wait until a critical
environmental approval is needed and then trump up reasons to deny your project. This has been the way they
have operated since the early 1980s. Current Chico Councilman Karl Ory was on the council back then. Have a
look at the movement that he is leading to overturn the conservative majority’s decision on Chico Scrap Metal.
He will be mayor again in 2018.

Thank you for your comments and we understand your concerns that a
regional option carries with it additional risks and coordination that we
attempt to account for in the decision matrix and criteria.
There are other alternatives (Option B and D) that we would continue
to explore in parallel to the regional option that would maintain local
control and treatment for the Town of Paradise if the preferred option
cannot come to terms. However, the secondary options are likely to
cost more over the long‐term due to treatment plant renewal and/or
modification to meet future discharge regulations. While these
pressures exist over the long‐term for the Chico Water Pollution
Control Plan (WPCP) as well, the additional cost to Paradise rate payers
would be attenuated in a regional system as Paradise sewer
stakeholders would represent 10‐15% of the flows to the WPCP and
contribute very few solids.

You need to face the reality that the Chico city council swings from conservative to liberal. THE COUNCIL WILL
TURN LIBERAL AGAIN AND ANY PROJECT THAT REQUIRES THEIR APPROVAL WILL BE KILLED.
Another point. Make absolutely no concessions or added environmental review in the hope of appeasing the
Butte Environmental Council. Do the necessary environmental review and nothing more. Butte Environmental
Council is a no growth obstructionist organization. No matter what they get you to agree to they will still file an
obstructionist lawsuit to try to stop or just delay your project. Note, they don’t actually have the money to follow
through on a lawsuit. However look how long they were able to delay the Hwy project from Oroville to Chico.
Look how much they drove up the cost of the project even though in the end they lost.
John Gillander
5533 Belviso Terrace
Paradise

Mitchell M. Johns

mjohns1953@comcast.net

3/9/17

PS: Since you had me make my comments in writing I expect that you answer my comments in writing. If you
continue with the pipe dream of using the City of Chico sewer plant I want written prove that I told you so and
your reasons why you ignored me.
Dear Staff,
I did not see where I can make comments regarding the Draft Feasibility Report and request that my comments
be included with the other citizens who have made comments. (I am resending this as I believe that my first
letter to you was returned)
I have downloaded the draft feasibility report regarding sewer options for the Town of Paradise. I will spend
more time reviewing this document. However, given the tentative recommendation of a pipeline to Chico and its
management of the areas to be connected to this pipeline, I believe that its implementation would result in
enormous, unexpected costs (overruns) to the homes to be connected, the annual management of the special
sewer management area, and Chico wastewater treatment costs over a future period. Note that the septage will
still have to be pumped from the homes. This is in addition to the special assessment fee for individual
homeowners that I believe will result in unexpected increases per capita. I can see where the enormity of the
unforeseen costs will result in all Paradise property owners needing to be taxed. Frankly, this option only
benefits real estate developers and related. If you can get the infrastructure paid by grants that would be ideal.
However, I predict the annual operating costs in association with the city of Chico will be unacceptable.
I am a soil scientist who have had extensive experience with septic systems and land application. Within the last
year upon my retirement, I have allowed my Certified Professional Soil Scientist license to lapse. Thus, my
comments are based on my professional background and experience.
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Thank you for your comments. Our apologies for the confusion on how
and where to provide comment. Thank you for your persistence on
getting us your comments; they are appreciated. We understand that
at this feasibility level the individual detailed costs are difficult to fully
predict. But we have made conservative assumptions for connection
costs. At this point, the project needs significant support to acquire
grant funding to offset the cost to rate payers.
The cluster systems have been looked at in the past. They are
adequate for smaller flows, but even with a small cluster of
businesses,the adequate soils and land needed for effluent disposal is
difficult to find near town. The size of this project far exceeds the flows
a cluster system could support. This means that several cluster systems
would be needed. The operation, maintenance, and permitting of
several cluster systems would increase the cost of those systems and
further limit the benefits to the cluster systems and continue the
restriction of growth in the community. Area for a leach field (down
slope) would still require a pipeline to a location were enough suitable
soil is present.
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Yes I need to review further the other options. I was recently a member of the town’s planning commission. I
believe that the town’s best option is to just focus on the downtown area where there are concentrated
businesses. Implementation of an advanced cluster treatment system with a multi‐acre (e.g., 10 acres) leach field
(just south (downslope) of town limits) is perhaps your best, most cost‐effective option.
Again, the town of Paradise should not agree to a costly option (pipeline to Chico) without finalizing with
accuracy, the projected costs to develop and manage. If you seek favor with this option, then I recommend that
you indicate to all property owners the long‐term costs (i.e., assessment costs, etc.) with sufficient accuracy for
citizens to make an informed decision.
I am willing to assist the town professionally in further exploration of an advanced cluster system for focus on
our downtown area.
Sincerely,
Mitchell M. Johns

Terry L Mallan
‐Mallan Family LLC
Owen & Eileen
Hollingsworth

Al McGreehan

Imogene A McCulloch

Mitchell M. Johns, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus of Soil and Plant Science
College of Agriculture
California State University
Chico, CA 95929‐0310
530‐872‐0651
Are you coming down Mallan Ln to 5603 to the in on our San Filter for the Shoping Center on Pearson Rd? It
comes from 454 to 488 Pearson Rd property

820 College Hill Rd, Paradise, CA 95969
530‐877‐7775
TMMallan@sbcglobal.net
8601 Skyway, Paradise, 95969
530‐520‐8883

3/6/17

3/2/17

Do we have to hookup to sewer?
Who pays for physical hookup?
Can there be more than one connection
Our rental units are all low income
We put a $25,000 septic on this property in 2008

P.O. Box 1575, Paradise, CA 95967
amcgreehan@att.net

3/1/17

It was mentioned relative to project option “C” of the sewer project draft feasibility report presentation on Feb.
28th that Mr. Orin Bennett of the engineering firm that produced the report has considerable experience with the
“regional agreement” participation process. A detailed summary of such experience (partially within California)
would be helpful to the Paradise Citizenry and more importantly to our community decision maker, the Town
Council.

P.O. Box 2294, Paradise, CA 95967
530‐877‐6133
Property Address:
8092 Skyway

3/13/17

Al McGreehan
3/1/17
I, for one do not aprove of this sewer plan.
Why!! I remember the nightmare it was in another town I lived in when they put sewer lines in. Font yard, drive
ways, etc. torn up for months!
As you see I live on Skyway – just an old (90) lady and my home. No Business!! Many of us have drain ditchs next
to the rode as our homes are lower than the road and with out the ditch our homes and yards got flooded when
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The proposed service area boundary does not current include 5603
Mallan Lane, but the parcel that contains 454 to 488 Pearson Rd is
included in the boundary.
Thank you for your comments. There are policy options still requiring a
decision. If the project acquires the needed funding and the Town
votes to form a special sewer district, then the Town Council will need
to decide if parcels within the service area can opt‐out of the service
area.
Another decision that needs to be made is whether all in the service
area pay assessment for the district to fund the building of the project,
but are able make a connection later and pay connection costs later.
These issues are yet to be determined.
Our preliminary assumption is that all within the district will pay
assessment and will connect when the pipeline is available. The
property owner will pay for private property improvements and
connection.
There can be more than one unit per connection, but each unit would
have an individual sewer bill.
Thank you for your comments.
The team’s experience was stated in the Proposal for the project.
Town staff can provide a copy of the proposal.

Thank you for your comments and we understand your concerns. Your
concerns of flooding would be addressed during construction and the
sewer line would be located a safe distance from water pipelines per
State Division of Drinking Water guidelines for avoidance of cross
contamination.

Name

Contact

Date

Paradise, CA 95969

Comment
you dig to put in sewer lines the ditches will be destroyed, our hones flooded! Besides the sewer lines will be
alone side our water lines, not a good idea.
Also I lived here when this plan was tried out before and determined not practical! What in the world makes you
think its any better now?
It may be better for Business people but not for the rest of us!
Please think this over!
Please!

Ginny & Joe Church

5619 Sierra Park Dr., Paradise, CA 95969
530‐877‐2561

3/3/17

Terry Wilson

yatsoml@pacbell.net

3/17/17

Imogene McCulloch
Our comments and questions on the sewer matter follow.
1. A strong suggestion to the town council and applicable staff: ‐ Remember the P.I.D. Board of Director
public relations disaster of 2016 regarding major projects proposals and costs.
2. Our opinion (strongly). The sewer project boundary be moved west off Sierra Park Dr and south to
wherever it goes to the Memorial Trail from, at the least, Pearson Rd south to Neal Rd. It is fuzzy in its
present location while Memorial Trail is a sharply defined, easily locateable Paradise feature that
separates neighborhoods rather than dividing them which the present location now does.
3. The Tuesday 2/28/2017 public sewer feasibility report meeting was deficient for the following reasons,
a. It was scheduled and conducted at the same time as the Trump “State of the Nation” speech.
Good or bad choice?
b. No relevant or useful handout information such as a contact package of the Feasibility Report
for meeting attender to visually in‐hand review to prep for the presentation
c. No printed project timeline handout for attendees to see how the project whatever involved
lays over whatever there is involved and what each phase is. It’s needed.
d. The presentations visual displays, printed and drawn, were too small and too far away to be
understandable for me, thus another reason for applicable handouts
e. Recusing (a lousy uppity word to me – how about “excuse”, “remove”, “disqualify” or the link)
was pointless since the Council did nothing official except open and close the meeting.
f. Probably something else but that will do for now.
4. In the big and long view, how will dealing with sewer tie in with that other major Town proposal, also
expensive, the undergounding of utility lines, and long term too coordinated?
5. Does long‐time planning include possible/probable expansion over the whole town? Camel’s head in the
tent syndrome.
6. And again, move the boundary to the Memorial Trail. And also 31 day response tie is too short go to 90
days.
Joe Church
When ToP upgraded the alleyway paralleling Pearson between Almond and Black Olive our rental lost ground.
Granted, according to the map, it was never technically ours but was in use on our side of a very old fence line.
Not complaining, just wondering what potential impact may be to our home and 3 rentals should a sewer system
be installed.
What are chances of Town claiming it's right of way along our properties? (ie will system be installed under
present roadway, or will presently unused right of way property be dug up?)

Kenneth Goacher

rayann1957@comcast.net

3/20/17

Thank you, Terry Wilson (home 5403 Black Olive Drive) and
for Robert Fischer, Terry Wilson, Stan Fischer owners: 5355 Black Olive Drive, 5460 and 5860 Almond Street.
please do no consider this project unless it can serve everyone in paradise ( not just the businesses) if it just
serves the businesses then let the businesses pay for it, not the general public...thank you
Kenneth Goacher

Ann K. & Randall R.

5911 Almond Street

3/20/17

March 18, 2017
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See here for more information.

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/programs/
The need for a sewer system in Paradise is still present, which is why
so much effort has been put into finding a solution.

Thank you for your comments.
The project report was made available for review before the February
28 presentation on both the Town and Project website. The intent of
the public presentation was to introduce the draft report and start the
public comment period where the Town could spend the time to
review and make comments.
The project timeline is largely depending on acquiring additional grant
funding, but near term schedules were discussed in the presentation
which is now available on the webpage (www. Paradisesewer.com).
There is adequate space in the public right of way for undergrounding
of powerlines and future sewer pipelines. Coordinating with utilities is
a standard procedure in preliminary design of infrastructure.
The project is only sized to include the commercial urban corridors.
Expansion to the rest of the residential areas of town would require
significant additional infrastructure (capacity) not included in the
study.

Thank you for your comments.
The potential impacts to each parcel cannot be determined until the
design of the project is underway.
The location of the pipeline in the right of way cannot be determined
until the design phase of the project is underway. Existing utilities
(such as water) could dictate where the sewer line needs to be located.

Thank you for your comment.
The team has attempted to balance the cost and size of the project to
serve the areas of greatest need and potential commercial growth.
The project will be paid for by grant funding from the federal and
state level and those that are in the service area. The general public
will not pay for the project.
Thank you for your comments. Town staff and council will take them

Name

Contact

McPherran

Paradise, CA 95969
530‐872‐1376
pog@sunset.net

Date

Comment

Date of
Response

Response
into consideration.

To the Town of Paradise:
This letter is in response to the Town of Paradise request for input on the proposed sewer project. A successfully
implemented and workable sewer disposal system would be beneficial to the total population of the Town of
Paradise CA. The contracted engineers for the Town of Paradise, through the vehicle of their public meetings,
have indicated that this current sewer project will have a useful lifetime of several decades. The Town of
Paradise provided a map of the life expectancy of the septic systems along the Skyway corridor. We believe in
the interest of transparency that the same type of map for the life expectancy of the septic systems on the Clark
Road corridor should also be made available.
The fees structure for the proposed project will be determined by the “assessment” by the city engineers of the
“benefit” each parcel receives from the new sewer system. The benefit is related to land use and the anticipated
water/sewer flow. The methodology of this assessment will need to be defined exactly in order to maintain
transparency.
The proposed cost of the initial project buildout would depend on which of the following are chosen:
1) $64 million (‐ $8 million of SRF grant money) for the MBR treatment facility with stream discharge. This
included the treatment facility, main pipeline construction, and partial hookups to the systems in the
Proposal Sewer Service Area.
2) $84 million (‐ $8 million of SRF grant money) for the regional pipeline to the Chico, CA waste facility.
This includes the main pipeline construction and partial hookups to the systems in the Proposal Sewer
Service Area.
3) Not accepting the proposed engineering designs due to the significant cost involved is still an option for
the voting parcel owners.
It is our belief that the regional pipeline option ($84 million ‐ $8 million of SRF grant money) provides the best
long‐term benefits with the lowest maintenance and operating cost structure for the Town of Paradise.
Data provided from the Town of Paradise proposal statement indicate that there have been six failed attempts
prior to the current town proposal. We believe that the current Town of Paradise Sewer Project is also destined
to fail for the following reasons:
1) There are 11,000+ septic systems within the town limits according to the data from the Town of
Paradise proposal statement. The defined borders of the Proposed Sewer Service Area are arbitrarily
assigned and contain only 1,471 septic parcels. The current plan proposes that this arbitrarily‐selected
group representing only 13.4% of the septic systems will finance the bulk of the town project. It is our
opinion that the Town of Paradise Sewer Project at it is currently proposed is both arbitrary and
discriminator, requiring only 13.4% of the septic parcels to pay the front‐end cost of installation and
hookup of the new town sewer system. This point would certainly initiate legal challenge to the Town of
Paradise.
2) If the regional pipeline option ($84 million ‐ $8 million of SRF grant money) is chosen, the mean cost per
parcel would be $51,665. Of the 1,471 septic parcels, 985 are businesses and 485 are residences. The
businesses will pay 2‐to‐1 to the residences which will decrease the cost to the residents while
increasing the small business cost. This is likely to drive out many of the small businesses in the
Proposed Sewer Service Area while many of the residents on fixed incomes may be forced from their
homes or apartments as the cost/rents go up. Depriving residents of their place of living in order to fix
their septic system does not appear to be very civic‐minded.
3) Those businesses and residences who septic systems have been maintained and which have adequate
land for further utilization will have a reasonable expectation to opt out of participation in the cost of
the Proposed Sewer Service Area project. It would seem illogical to determine that those parcels in
good septic health not be allowed to utilize their septic systems while allowing the remaining 9,529
septic systems outside of this area to continue to use theirs. If these parcels are denied the option to
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The map of areas having difficulty along the Skyway corridor was based
on onsite septic tracking by the town official. It was meant to illustrate
the lack of options available with regard to adequate land space for
additional leachfields.
The transparency you are looking for regarding assessment will come
during the formation of a district and the resolutions and ordinances
that would be developed at such time. The level of detail in this study
provides a broad look at the potential cost and assessments in order to
select a preferred alternative to carry forward for further analysis and
acquire grant funding support.
The proposed service area was established through city planning, with
a focus on the commercial corridor, which includes some residential
parcels. The system would be designed for the designated service area,
not the entire town. The parcels not included in the district would
remain on septic indefinitely and only enjoy secondary benefits of an
improved business climate. The cost of the system cannot be assessed
to parcels which will not have direct benefit (connection) to the
system.

Name

Contact

Date

Comment

Date of
Response

Response

opt out, it will certainly lead to a legal challenge against the town.
4) It is our opinion that the conceptual model for the Town of Paradise Sewer Project is flawed. According
to the town engineer and contracted engineers, this project will have long‐term benefits for the entire
town. Therefore, the costs of the main town collection truck pipelines, associate public works, and the
necessary regional pipeline to Chico should be covered by all 11,000 parcels. If the 11,000 parcel cost‐
base was utilized, the mean per parcel cost would decrease to $6,909 spread over 10 to 20 years. As in
the above calculations, businesses would pay 2‐to‐1 to residences. Individual hookups to the trunk lines
would be assessed as described above. This method seems much more equitable and stands, in our
opinion, a far greater chance of acceptance and implementation.
5) The town attorney has determined that Town Council member Mr. Scott Lotter does not need to recuse
himself from voting on the Town of Paradise Sewer Project Proposal. Mr. Lotter owns a large business
with significant water/sewage flow within the Proposed Sewer Service Area (or close enough to the
service area to derive benefit in the reasonable near future). Mr. Lotter’s business is required to
maintain a very expensive and sophisticated sewage processing system on his business parcel. While we
often support Mr. Lotter’s business, we believe his vote is problematic and will certainly be open to
legal challenge regardless of the town attorney’s assessment. Either way Mr. Lotter casts his vote, there
will be assertions of bias Project, it can be claimed that his vote was motivated by the desire to no
longer have to maintain the very expensive sewage processing system that he currently utilizes. If Mr.
Lotter votes against the Town of Paradise Sewer Project, it can be claimed that his vote was motivated
by the desire of not incurring additional sewage fees as he has already paid for the sewage processing
system that he currently utilizes successfully. It is our position that Mr. Lotter needs to recuse himself to
avoid the legal challenge that will certainly occur if he votes.
6) There are currently five voting members on the Paradise Town Council. Two members have already
recused themselves, and as indicated above, we believe Mr. Lotter needs to recuse himself also. This
does not leave enough members to make a reasonable quorum.
Based on the data provided by the town, we believe the most viable choice is the regional pipeline option ($84
million ‐ $8 million of SRF grant money). Our preeminent concern with every option (aside from no new sewer
system at all) is that an arbitrarily chosen, small percentage of the town (13.4%) will be expected to bear the
brunt of the costs of the start‐up on a project which will benefit the total population of the town for decades.

Jim Harding

530‐680‐8722
harding10@icloud.com

3/25/17

Respectfully,
Ann K. McPherran, OD
Randall R. McPherran, OD
Town Sewer Project
I feel the cost to land owner is being varnished over. I would like an explanation to how the proposed “sewer" is
better than onsite treatment. "Town of Paradise Sewer" is a misrepresentation, as you are currently discussing
“water transport and treatment” Residents and businesses will still be handling all but water treatment onsite.
With the current proposal, the land owner will need to add infrastructure to his tank and most likely replace
it. (we will ignore this cost) The tank remains, which is the greatest source of high level contamination to our
community. The landowner still faces pumping and inspections from the town agency as before. He has now
added pumps and filters requiring annual maintenance. ( we will ignore this cost too) He is still doing initial
anaerobic pretreatment onsite, as well as handling all the solids. But he is now expected to have an additional
annual cost of roughly $4000 (per your meeting, best case).
Currently, a proposal to disperse this liquid would now only involve treatment and sanitization.(assuming a total
failure in a bad area such as down town business district) This could be addressed with Orenco treatment
systems using an aerobic treatment, ultraviolet light sanitation and bed dispersal. This system currently runs as
high as $40,000 for a single family unit. (worst case, including a new tank etc) With a 30 year fix 5% loan the
payment is $ 2577 annually. Close to half the cost to the consumer.
This solution recharges our ground water which is a current California issue, handles the effluent and saves the
end user. I struggle to see the improvement other than “government expansion” and the Walmart sales tax
going into the town coffers. ( I freely admit sales tax is good for us, but at what cost?)
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Thank you for your comments.
You are correct that additional infrastructure will be required at each
parcel including a new tank (potentially) and a pumping system to the
sewer collection system. This cost will be borne by the land owner and
has been included in our financial assessment.
According to the Town’s onsite management records, the principal
source of failures is assumed to be the leachfields/dry wells used for
disposal of septic system effluents. It is this lack of onsite capacity that
is driving the need for a collection and treatment system. Not every
parcel owner has the land available for the onsite treatment system
you describe.
Even with the sewer project, there will be a need for septage hauling
and potentially improved onsite systems for failed leachfields outside
of the service area.
We concur that the current cost per connection is too high and we will

Name

Contact

Date

Comment
As a owner, operator and installer of advanced systems in the town of Paradise I know that the technology scales
and cost per gallon of treated effluent drops. The restaurants and other businesses are struggling and that will
continue regardless of where their liquids go. But a greater cost just to remove water will not make more sales
or higher retail prices in our down town.
Ignoring the inevitable overruns, congestion during construction and a multitude of other issues how is this
better. Our waste water is going into the ground or rivers regardless, we have to clean and sanitize it sooner or
later. Why not “in our back yard”? How can a business get more business by having a higher end cost for septic
disposal? We are basically built out. If we had more land for commercial development maybe we could add
more leach field in the first place.

Date of
Response

Response
be seeking additional grant funding to advance the project forward.
We appreciate the data you have provided for costs of replacing failed
systems with onsite treatment systems.

Sincerely
Jim Harding
Owner of Effected Properties and opposed to an unaffordable water treatment solution.

Geoff Chinnock

Morrison & Company
10 Landing Circle, Ste. 5
Chico, CA 95973
Office: 530 893‐4764

3/26/17

Jim Harding
Harding Enterprizes Inc
530‐680‐8722
harding10@icloud.com
I have reviewed the draft feasibility study regarding the proposed sewer project in Paradise. My house is within
the proposed district boundaries. I’m including Ms. Bennett‐Lynch of Bennett Engineering on this email.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

11)

12)

Are there plans to include cost projections for residential users if the project. For example what would
the costs be a residential user if the project received $40m, or $60m in grant funding?
What are the assumed cost increased (i.e. inflation rate) if this project does not take place for another
5 years or so?
The report references a Mello‐Roos district that has non‐contiguous users, I’d appreciate it if this
concept was explored more fully in the final report
The report cites benefits to business, will the final report also cite fiscal impact to those businesses
that are unable to pay for connections fees and what their impact might be?
Are the costs to fix the roads once connection is completed included in the report?
Will the final report explore the feasibility of a project if no/very few residential users are part of the
district?
The report cites increased property values, but does not cite a source. Please include qualifications on
real estate valuation or source in final report
Who is responsible for the cost of installing pumps in septic tanks and connecting to the main line? Is
this an additional cost the user would bare as well or part of the amounts presented in the report?
As discussed at the workshop in January please add more detail and specificity to the costs for both
commercial and residential users
If the proposed option C in the report is not financially feasible, why is it the preferred option? Why
isn’t the No Project option the preferred option with commentary that once a certain level of funding
was secured option C would be the preferred option?
On page 92 the process of forming a special district is outlined as requiring 50 percent plus one of all
parcel owners. This indicates that all parcels get one vote. Town staff has communicated at the
workshops that voting would be weighted based on ‘benefit’ rather than each parcel equally. This
discrepancy is significant and needs to be clearly understood by all potential users – please provide
clarification.
The inclusion of median household income in the report is very helpful in assessing financial
feasibility. It would be helpful to know what percentage of MHI other communities have had for
projects that actually moved forward

Thank you,
Geoff Chinnock, Managing Principal
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Thank you for your comments.
1) The average cost for residential customers associated with
different grant funding options are being further defined for
the final draft.
2) The project was projected for construction over a three
period starting in 2020. If a project does not take place for
another 5 years, it can be estimated the construction cost
could increase in the range of 2.5% per year, depending on
market conditions.
3) We will add to this discussion in the final report as it may be
the method of district formation if parcels are allowed to opt
out.
Voting requirements for a District formation are different for
Mello‐Roos.
4) This report will not predict fiscal impacts to businesses that do
not connect to the sewer system. The existing limitation on
businesses with sewer restriction can be expected and the
fiscal impact of failures to on site systems can be seen in the
previous failures in town. The “affordability” of the project is
different for every business and cannot be assessed in this
report. Final costs and benefits will be determined by each
parcel owner prior to voting on whether to form the district
and build the project.
The economic study and impact is based on regional studies
and is meant to be interpreted in broad terms.
5) The costs take into consideration the price for placing pipe in
the streets and restoring the pavement.
6) No, the report will only look at the feasibility of a system that
uses the proposed service area boundary and mix of
residential and commercial users.
7) Comment Noted. The Final report will verify study source.
8) This cost is captured in the report and is paid for by the
property owner. We have assumed that cost could be
financed from a low interest loan from the Town to each

Name

Contact

Date

Comment
Morrison & Company
10 Landing Circle, Ste. 5
Chico, CA 95973
Office: 530 893‐4764
Email: gchinnock@morrisonco.net
Web: www.morrisonco.net

Pat Jones

Sarah Bates

5287 & 5281Pentz Road
Paradise, CA 95969
530‐877‐0808
randlodevelopment@yahoo.com
584WA James Drive
Paradise CA 95969
sarahinparadise03@gmail.com

3/22/17

We would like to see the sewer system serving all parcels & a local sewage plant built & controlled by Paradise!

Date of
Response

Response
owner, butt this will need to be affirmed by Town Council
before moving forward.
9) Additional detail will be added to the report to help clarify the
differences between residential and commercial costs.
10) The “No Project” option does not address the existing
situation for the Town. A Preferred option offers a solution to
the restriction placed on the town by lack of sewer.
11) The final report will add clarity to this issue.
12) This would require additional research to gather information
of communities with similar projects. (Yucca, Port St. Lucie,
Malibu, the MHI will vary greatly.) This information can be
added. The MHI of similar communities in California have
been added to the discussion regarding rates.
Thank you for your comment.

Dick & Pat
3/22/17

I believe option B should be explored more – creating settling ponds below Paradise to serve wildlife, to recharge
the water table, and encourage tourism for bird watching, animal observation, native habitat restoration.

Thank you for your comments. The report has considered the
secondary benefits you describe.

I also don’t believe its wise to send discharge to Chico.

Lorraine Dechter –
Action News Now

5721 Scottwood Rd.
Paradise, CA 95969
ldechter@actionnewsnow.com

3/22/17

Gregory S. Avila

3725 Honey Run Rd / 3723
Paradise, CA 95969
707‐266‐8817
oakland529@yahoo.com

3/22/17

Sinclair’s Automotive
& Towing

6475 Skyway
Paradise 95969
530‐872‐3380
sinclairstow@sbcglobal.net

3/22/17

Thanks!
As a reporter and a resident, I would like to see the “Beneficial Use” flushed out more before decision is made
(for public & city officials).

I am 31 yr old, disabled army vet, I have a wise, 5 yr old and 2 yr old, own 2 houseses in town and moved up from
bay area 3 yr ago. The septic is the only issue with living in Paradise. A sewer in the bussiness section if not
anywere makes sense. If infulstrutcure is put in at any fashion has the opertunity to expand. Just the purposed
area will benifit as in the 3 yr I been here most bussnissess have left, cut back, or switched multiple times. I feel
as a home owner on a fixed VA budget with the multiple proposed options, even the most expensive to the
indavidule is better in the long run. People need to consider the $500+ septic operation permit every couple
years which I pay for double for 2 septics on one property as well as genreal maintence. In 3 yr in town I have
paid both permits yearly as well as $8,000 for new leach lines (which although up to code close to creek on
property an inpeeds what I would like to do with my property because 100’s of feet of leech line and 2 tanks).
None of this was told when I moved here as a first time buyer, vet, new family.) If looking for future success with
whatever motive, IE: Elderly community, spawning bussniess, up and coming family, or self sustainabily a sewer
system is key and honestly whatever the cost as in the long run it is cheaper and better and more envirnmentally
safe. I can speak better, but this is just the tip of it. As a military police officer I have worked in developing
countries around the world at helping them meet first world criteria and one of the first is working sewer. FYI:
Paradise is the largest municipality west of Mississippi river without sewer.
In the late 80’s payments were made to a sewer fund that later collapsed. We never received a refund and the
money seems to have disappeared. Would like to know if the significant pmts made will now go towards any
additional taxation to support the new proposal since we are on a razors edge of being taxed by the town and
state and may have to close our doors because of it? Have grants & government monies been applied for to ease
the amount homeowners and property owners are going to have to pay and what is the difference if any
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Thank you for your comment.
The beneficial use (reuse) requires a significant amount of
infrastructure (piping) to bring the recycled water to areas where it is
acceptable to apply recycled water. This also requires significant
volume of storage and land, as water cannot be applied during wet
weather. Therefore beneficial uses add to the cost of an already
expensive project. The team continues to look for opportunities for re‐
use but will likely need cost offsets to make the options feasible and
recent discussions have yielded additional opportunities for reuse
under option D.
Thank you for your comments.
The cost data you have provided for onsite system maintenance and
rehabilitation is very helpful to describing the no project option to
other residences.

Thank you for your comments. Note that on‐site assessment will
continue for those parcels outside of the service area.
We are not aware of any residual funds from prior assessments.

Name

Contact

Date

Comment
between residential and Business responsibility.

Dan Wentland –
Senior Center
Joyce Wilkie

877 Nunneley

3/22/17

397 Pearson Rd
Paradise, CA 95969
530‐877‐7180

3/22/17

The Senior Center operates in the red every month/year and there is no way we could ever afford to incur any
additional debt…especially as large as this could/will be.
I realize it is early in the process. However it appears this sewer project will only benefit the Businesses & the
Town with additional tax dollars.
More & bigger businesses will result in more traffic on roads that are inadequate and already a mess during
commute hours.

Date of
Response

Response
The primary difference between residential and business properties is
the capacity potential each parcel contributes to the flows. This would
be defined during the formation of a district.
Thank you for your comment.
Thank you for your comments.
The idea is not to change the town, but rather allow for the business in
town to be sustainable in order to maintain a healthy economy for the
Town of Paradise.

With larger towns & cities, only a few minutes to an hour or so at a maximum, available in the Valley it seems
this will create more problems for both residences & the town in the future.

Linda Haddeman

Judy Higgins

Diana Shuey

Carol Serrano

Ron Serrano

Many of the residences are here simply because they prefer the slower pace & lifestyle the Town currently
provides.
My question is: Will the sewer project be paid for by the residents and businesses located within the boundaries
of the actual sewer system, or will it be paid for by all residents of the Town of Paradise?

1826 Greenway Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
530‐876‐0275
tedandlinda@saber.net
judyrex66@yahoo.com

3/22/17

3/28/17

I just noticed that my address falls in the blue area and that I'm expected to pay $190 extra a month. This is a big
fat NO for me. I don't make that kind of money and barely can afford my house payment now. I flat out refuse to
be extorted out of my money. I will fight and raise hell before I lose my house to you . Judy Higgins

6571 Rocky Lane
Paradise CA 95969
530‐877‐0320 OR 530‐513‐7222
shueyd@rocketmail.com

3/29/17

5902 Oakmore Dr
Pdse, CA 95969
877‐1606
rxrn5902@gmail.com

3/30/17

5902 Oakmore Dr
Paradise 95969
530‐877‐1606
rxrn5902@gmail.com

3/30/17

This is a request to have my parcel withdrawn from the proposed sewer assessment district. The tax burden
would exceed any supposed benefit from increased property values.
According to the town engineer, Marc Mattox with whom I spoke on March 23, 2017, it appears that my parcel
was included in the proposed district in error. My parcel does not front on Skyway. It fronts on Rocky Lane where
there is no proposed trunk line. Other parcels on Rocky Lane are not included in the district unless they also front
onto Skyway, except the adjacent parcel which may also be in error. (to the south) My parcel is almost 1/2 acre.
In addition, since I do not want to be included in the district, I would be a definite NO vote against it. The district
would have a better chance of success if parcels are included which owners do want to be included and would
vote YES.
My parcel is not in the densely populated core commercial area. The supposed increased property values would
not benefit me, since I have no interest in selling or developing my property with a multi‐family dwelling or build
a restaurant or motel.
I am not sure encouraging growth of the town is a good idea anyway, due to the high fire danger.
P.S. My house has one bedroom.
As a 40 yr resident (home owner) of Pdse., and knowing the limitations the septic system is causing many
residents, especially the commercial district, I am supportive of a sewer system.
I suspect the cost, unless well funded by grants, will be prohibitive for those included in the proposed area map.
A sewer system will help the entire community so everyone should have “some skin in the game,” just like school
funding, not everyone has children attending school, but the school funds are derived from the entire
population.
We experienced leach field failure in ’09, and it was costly to redo. When we moved here, we have 0 experience
with septic maintenance. We had a new home (it was a spec property). We had it checked for pumping several
times by different companies, and received different info regarding efficiency tips. It’s just difficult to know how
to look at the situation. Good luck.
As a 40 year resident of Paradise, and being interested in the future of Paradise:
I believe that District property owners should pay for the services they will receive, and should be billed
accordingly. But, I feel that other property owners should bare some burden
I.E.: School Bonds, other District taxes etc – Everyone pass something for the benefit of the community
I realize this complicates billing and a method for assessment would need to be developed that is fair.
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Thank you for your comments.
The project would be paid for by the residents and businesses located
within the district boundary.
Thank you for your comments.
The project’s intent is not to force costs that lead to foreclosures. The
costs presented in the report are averages. Each parcel will be looked
at separately during the assessment process.
Thank you for your comments.
The final boundary for a district has not been set and your concerns
will be considered before finalization. A defined boundary was
required for cost estimating purposes and a feasibility analysis and
may be modified during the formation of a district.

Thank you for your comments.
Please note that we cannot assess parcels outside the service area for
perceived secondary benefits. Assessed costs must be tied to benefits
to each parcel within the service area.

Thank you for your comments.
Please note that we cannot assess parcels outside the service area for
perceived secondary benefits. Assessed costs must be tied to benefits
to each parcel within the service area.

Date of
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Donna Nicholson

5617 Scottwood Rd
Paradise, Calif 95969
530‐872‐7120
1475 Bennett Rd
Paradise, Calif 95969
530‐877‐5283
1429 Bennett Rd
Paradise, Calif 95969
530‐872‐7120

?? (no
smamp)

too costly

We appreciate your concern.

3/20/17

too expensive

We appreciate your concern.

3/20/17

too expensive + I have this home + 3 rentals so that would cost me $4300 x 4 = $17,200 a year…plus my house so
it will be $21,500 a year…my 4 rentals are about $700 a month each for rent. I would have to ask $300 more a
month on each of them to come out even.

740 Spring Lane
Paradise, Calif 95969
530‐872‐7120
746 Spring Lane
Paradise, Calif 95969
5837 Queen Dr
Paradise, Calif 95969

?? (no
stamp)

too expensive

Thank you for your comments.
Please keep in mind the cost presented is an average based on the
feasibility level design. Each connection will be analyzed and priced
accordingly.
We appreciate your concern.

?? (no
stamp)
?? (no
stamp)
3/30/17

too costly

We appreciate your concern.

too expensive

We appreciate your concern.

*Due to the length of the comment (9 pages), please see the PDF attached in Appendix A.

Thank you for your comments. We have addressed your thematic
input thoruought the development of the final report.

3/31/17

*Due to the length of the comment (4 pages), please see the PDF attached in Appendix B.

Thank you for your comments.

Helen Cook

Donna D Nicholson

Donna Nicholson

Donna Nicholson
Donna Nicholson
Charles Rough –
Paradise Citizens’
Alliance
E.M. West – Tuscan
Ridge Assoc. LLC

P.O. Box 1837
Paradise, CA 95967
530‐872‐5850
mizwesthill@gmail.com
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Response

A key objective for the feasibility study is to analyze a complete system
that can collect, convey, treat and dispose of effluent in a manner
which will be acceptable to the permitting agencies. We feel it is too
soon to commit to this particular technology for treatment even
though we agree that if permitted the process could reduce project
costs.
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Town of Paradise
5555 Skyway
Paradise, CA 95969
(530) 872-6291
www.townofparadise.com

